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TWENTY - POUR

Alix,
ALIX 2.07 3-4.

not allowed by the associations, Directum
as a four year old trotting in 2.05%, and
Nancy Hanks 2.04 still the trotting
queen. The inception of the breedingstud which led to the advent of Alix
dates back something like 33 years.
In 1801 the firm known as Hayes Bros.,
of Muscatine, Iowa, began the breeding
of line horses. A number of road mares
were selected and possessed of as much
speed as was possible to get. There was
much discussion in regard to the selection
of a stallion. Harold, a son of Hambleton
ian, had gone to preside over the seraglio
at Woodburn, Messenger Duroc was the
premier stallion at Stony Ford, and the
Messrs. Ilayes selected Tramp, a son of
Gage’s Logan, out of a mare by Abdal
lah. Time proved the wisdom of these
selections and the blood introduced at
this establishment was in these lines. J
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3-zp.
compelled to dispose of the stock, and I three year old, cutting her mark of 2.30
they were consigned to a combination ■ down 13% seconds. As a four year old
sale at Chicago. Before the horses were ' she won against Constantine, Belle
catalogued John and Edward Hayes se j Archer, Grattan and Florida at Lexinglected a dozen of the very best animals, ! ton, Kentucky, in a $5,000 stake 2.12%,
choosing such as were producers of per I 2.12%, 2.13, and the same season crowned
formers or performers themselves. Of herself the queen of four year old trot
the stock sold at auction Edward Ilayes ters by trotting in 2.10 at Nashville, beat
bought ten head and Morris J. Jones ing Sunol’s 2.10%,
eight head. They then formed a partner ! The history of Alix during her eamship and purchased from John Ilayes j paign of 1893 is well known.
Her step*
his interest in the picked animals from ping a fifth heat in 2.09% made her a
the Muscatine farm, and thus was formed strong candidate for the Columbian Ex
the nucleus of the Standard Trotting position stake, and this she won after
Horse Company’s Stud.
one of the bitterest battles known in the
The greatness of Alix and Pactolus is history of the trotting, and the echoes
evidenced to have been no mistake, but have not died away entirely yet. She was
the result of the policy of the original defeated by Directum later in the season
owner of the stock, and this policy is be i in slow time. Individually Alix is fine
ing carried forward to the present time. in finish and blood-like in form and gen
Mr. Jones subsequently bought'The in- j
eral appearance.
Her sire, Patronage,
terest of Edward Hayes, becoming sole !
is a full brother to Patron 2.14%, once
owner. Mr. Jones has achieved an envi- ! the champion three year old j with a rec
able reputation in the selection of young ; ord of 2.19%, being by Pancoast 2.21%,
trotters. As an example of this success son of Woodford Mambrino 2.21%, dam
he selected Alix and Pontoon as year- ! Atlanta, by Attorney, by Harold; grandlings, with Pactolus a weanling. Alix dam Flirt, by Gen. Hatch.
The dam of
has a mark of 2.07%, Pactolus 2.12%, Patronage is Beatrice, by Cuyler, grand-

E sub j ect of
i sketch which
herewith pret to the readof the Turk
lie well known
reason of her
lliant turf car.
Alix has
m a consistent
" inner, trot
ting in 2,30 as a two year old, and has
been cutting down the mark until it now
stands at 2.07%, as above recorded.
In these days of extreme speed, when
the 2.10 list is growing so rapidly, we do
not stop to consider how fast 2.07% real
ly is. A Nancy Hanks 2.04, or a Direc
tum 2.05% alone claim our attention, and
it is the mark of the champions that all There were no colts developed at the
are looking at.
farm, but stout hearted racers were bred
UntilOct. 20, 1891, the 2.08% of Maud here which made their mark upon the
S., had remained unbeaten for more than trotting turf.
six years. Now let us look. Since that
As time moved along the farm and
time Palo Alto has trotted in 2.08%, stock passed from the ownership of the
Kremlin 2.07%, Alix 2.07%, Arion 2.07%^
three brothers to that of Daniel Ilayes,
Stamboul 2.07%, though the same was who, by reason of ill health, was in 1880 and Pontoon 2.30.

Alix trotted as a dam Mary Mambrino, dam of Elvira
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2.18j^, by Mambrino Patchen.
Pan
coast’s dam is Bicara, by Harold.
For game race horse campaigners it
would be hard to find a better bred mare
Another Boy’s Life Saved than Alix. Her blood lines are all of
Health Blighted by Scrofula and approved strains. Her home is now at
Red Oak, Iowa, and although Mr. Jones
Hip Disease
is non committal in regard to the future
Perfect Cure, Happiness and Health
of his great mare it is extremely likely
Civen by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
that she will be given a chance to reduce
her record in 1894.

Joy inexpressible

OUR VETERINARY COLUMN.

Exeter, N. H.

"C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.:
“ I cannot praise Hood’s Sarsaparilla enough
for what it has done for my boy. Some four
years ago, when six years old, George was
attacked by hip disease in his right leg. We
had to get him a pair of crutches, with which
he was able to move about, but became
badly deformed. We had to have his right leg
lanced just above the knee. In a few weeks a
second sore broke out, both discharging freely.
Agonizing pains afflicted him, he could not bear
to be moved, his growth was stopped and
He Was a Mere Skeleton.

He had no appetite, and it was hard work to
make him eat enough to keep him alive. A few
weeks later we had his hip lanced, and follow
ing this five other eruptions broke out, making
eight running sores in all. We did all we could
for him, but he grew weaker every day, al
though we had three of the best physicians.
As a last resort we were prevailed upon
by relatives who had taken Hood’s Sarsa
parilla with beneficial results to give the medi
cine a trial. We got one bottle about the first
of Mhrch, 1892, and he had taken the medicine
only a few days when his appetite began to
improve. When he had taken one bottle he
eouid move about a little with his crutches,
which he had not been able to use for the pre
ceding three months. We continued faithfully
with Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and in 6 mouths he was
Able to Be Dressed

and go about the house without the crutches.
He has now taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla regularly
for eighteen months, and for the past six months
has been without the crutches, which he has
outgrown by several inches. The sores have all
k»led with the exception of one which is
ri^ialy closing, only tlie scars and an occasional
Uap remaining as reminders of liis suffering.

Hood’ss?> Cures

Hood’s Sarsaparilla in his case has truly done
wonders, and he is daily gaining in flesh and
good color. He runs about and plays as lively
as any child. We feel an inexpressible iov at
having our boy restored to health, and we
always speak m tlie highest terms of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.’’ Mas. Henry W. Murphy
Exeter, New Hampshire.
Hood’s P ills are prompt and efficient, yet
easy in action Gold bv pH dru^rists. 25a

MAINE HORSE AGENCY
MILLBROOK FARM.
FINE COLLECTION OF

Roadsters, Family Horses, and Fast
Trotters and Pacers
CAN BE SEEN AT THE FARM

Send for catalogue of discription of
stock at farm and many others now in the
hands of the owners.
Make appointment to see stock with
Elliott Brothers, Bowdoinham, Maine.
All other correspondence with F. B.
Elliott, Haverhill, Mass.

ELLIOTT BROS.
BOWDOINHAM, MAI NK

World's
Fair Highest
Awards]8
Medal and Diploma
—
'
on our INCUBATOR and|
BROODER Combined.

‘ Old Reliable” M

Tt you are interested in Poultry, it will
pay you to send 4 cents in stamps for our
72 page catalogue, giving valuable points
— Poultry Culture. Address

Re.iable Incubator and Brooder Co. Quincv ’ll.3
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Farmington, April 9, 1S94.
1st. Do hots propagate in a horse’s
stomach, or are they all taken in by the
mouth?
2d. If taken in by the mouth how
long do they remain in the stomach be
fore they are expelled?
3rd. Do horses have hots that are
kept stabled?
4tli. Do hots ever cause a liealtliy
horse sickness?
I. S. Jacobs.
1st. The eggs of tlie hot fly are taken
in by the mouth.
2d. They remain in the stomach about
eight months.
3rd. Stabulated horses are not so
much exposed to tlie hot fly, yet they un
doubtedly have hots.
4tli. Bots very seldom cause any
trouble in the horse.
Wolcott, N. Y., April 14.
Mr. Editor:—I have a bay horse that
shows good speed and has a “quarter
crack” and I would like to know your
best cure for it. Answer in your nGxt
paper and oblige,
John W. Olmstead.
The horse’s “quarter crack” should
be cut out or made wide at the bottom,
next to the soft tissues, and scraped out
until there is some irritation in its entire
length, especially at the coronary hand.
It should then he riveted with small
horse nails and filled with gutta perclia.
The horse should then be shod with a
bar shoe, the bearing being relieved at
the diseased quarter.
We think it will
require the services of an experienced
veterinarian to make this operation, hut
when well done is usually very success
ful.
I have a live year old mare that when
driving on the road will breathe very
loud and coughs some. She has a swell
ing under the ears and is very rank on
the bits. What is the cause anti what
treatment would you suggest under
these circumstances?
C. J. V.
This appears to be thickening of the
parotid glands. We think two or three
sharp blisters would be indicated, fol
lowed by a run to grass for a while. If
this treatment is not successful then the
case would demand an operation. While
under the blister it would be well to give
internally the following:
Fludi Ext.
Bell., two ounces; Potassii Cliloratis, one
ounce; Liquor Potassii Arsenitis, quant
ity up to one pint. Give two tablespoon
fuls three times a day.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Con
tain Mercury,

as mercury will surely destroy the sense
of smell and completely derange the
whole system when entering it through
the mucous surfaces.
Such articles
should never be used except on prescrip
tions from reputable physicians, as the
damage they will do is ten fold to the
good you can possibly derive from them.
Hail’s Catarrh Cure manufactured by F.
J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no
mercury, and is taken internally, acting
directly upon tlie blood and mucous sur
faces of the system,
In buying Hall’s
CatarrlfCure be sura you get the genu
ine. It is taken internally, and made in
Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
O^Sold by Druggists, price 75c. per
bottle.
George Leavitt will have his horse,
Parker Cun, by Jay Bird, at the Bates
Farm this season.

HOME.
OLD JACK.

All men like a horse, hut only a caval
ryman takes a horse into full partner
ship or gives him that admiration which
a horse deserves. Our love for Old
Jack began at Gettysburg; when we saw
John Captan who rode him, cut oft' from
the command and called upon to sur'
render. He shouted his defiance, gaveOld J ack the spur, and that horse brought
him over seven fences and walls and a
great ditch, back to his company. A bullet
had raked the gallant sted, and the
men cheered him as they wiped the blood
away with their handkerchiefs.
Late that autumn after a slashing
cavalry fight on a Virginia meadow, one
afternoon, we found Old .lack standing
over the dead body of his master. Other
horses were galloping wildly about, hut he
showed no excitement; wounded horses
approached him to beg for sympathy,
but he drove them away for fear they
would injure the man at his feet. Old
Jack was with us up and down the She
nandoah Valley, and one night when a
terrific storm stampeded three hundred
of our horses over to the enemy, he alone
returned. He raided and fought through
out the memorable year of 18G4, and
was wounded twice again. He was ready
for the last campaign, and when the sur
render came the white flag almost brush
ed his nose; only the day before that a
piece of shell had given him a severe
wound, but when di iven to the rear
with hundreds of others, he literally
fought his way back. A quartermaster
at Washington got hold of him when he
returned from Appomattox, hut when
we knew that our brigade was to go out
west we got OldJack on the active list
again, and he was one of us at Leaven
worth when they weeded out the horses
preparatory to tlie jaunt to the Colorado
lines. They led Old .Jack away to brand
him with a C, and sell him to the highest
bidder, at auction. Co. A resolved, and
pettioned, and argued, and our second
Lieutnant bought him before the de
grading branding-iron had touched his
shoulder. We gave him a reception
when he returned after his brief absence,
the sort of welcome an old comrade
w ould have counted on to get. Up the
Platte, as we entered the Indian country
a dozen men were cut off from tlie com
mand one day. It was a race for life. The
horse of a trooper, fell with a broken leg,
and the Lieutnant took the man up behind.
Old Jack came in bearing double, and
an Indian arrow had grazed his quarter,
while making the last half-mile. Further
west it was Old Jack who suddenly
raised an alarm, one midwinter-night just
in time to save us from an attack. A week
later he was bitten by a rattlesnake, the
order was to shoot the old veteran as it
had been in a score of other horses, but
we would not have it so. Providence sent
a rain storm to stop the march and we
poured whiskey enough down Old Jack's
throat to make ten men drunk; after three
or four days he was kicking up his heels
as of yore, and every man in the brigade
wanted to look at him. One day between
the forks of the upper Platte, Old J ack’s
rider ventured too far from camp, and
was rushed by a dozen Indians. He dis
mounted, and menanced them over the
saddle with his revolver; the horse stood
like a rock; they yelled, and shrieked,
and waved blankets, and fired their l ilies,
but con'd not stampede him. In the
midst of the excitement Old Jack saw
the relief party while yet a mile away,
and neighed a shrill recognition and a
warning to ride fast. When 1 tell you all
these things you will not wonder at our
kindly feelings towards our old comrade.
There were just fifty men of us in Co. A,
out on the plains. Had we some days
been obliged to accept fifty hardtacks for
a full days rations; no man would have
begrudged Old Jack a generous nibble.
I remember when the sad (lay came, as if
it were last week; two hundred of us
were pushing a fresh Indian trail, and the

hour was noon; when Old Jack going at
gallop put his foot into a gophers hole,
and broke a fore leg. Two hundred men
groaned out at the sight of the poor beast
standing on three legs, after recovering
om the fall. We realized that his last
hour had come. To leave him alive be
hind us would he inhuman. There was
neither water nor grass for miles around.
The wolves would pull him down after a
few hours, and he deserved a nobler death,
and yet who could have a heart to kill
him? Strip off the saddle and shoot him.
That was the order that came back from
the head of the column, and that was
the order given by our Captain to a Ser
geant. The saddle was removed; Old
Jack must have been in a terrible pain,
but he did not utter a sigh. His eyes
opened wider then usual, and he appeared
worried and anxious as he looked around.
“Capt, I can t do it; it would be as
bad as shooting down a comrade,” so
said the Sergeant, as he stood revolver in
hand. A second and a third were named,
but they hung back; a corporal stepped
out, placed the muzle of his revolver to Old
Jack’s ear, but a hundred men shouted
in chorus, and he did not pull the trigger.
Compliments of Col. Black with orders
to shoot that horse at once, announced
the messenger from the head of the col
umn. “Sergeant Davis, put the horse out
of liis misery;” ordered the Captain. “I
have got to do it or stand a court-martial,”
growled the Sergeant, but I would sooner
try a shot at somebody down in front; per
haps lie isn't so badly hurt.” “Hurry up!
can’t you see that the bone is broken
square off?” “It’s the same thing as mur
der, and the Lord will never forgive me for
it. “Boys bear me witness that I am forced
to do it.” Poor Old Jack: he was rub
bing his nose against the Sergeant’s left
Land, and whimpering as if he would in
quire what it was all about. Our faces
were all turned the other way; many of
the men stoped their ears to shut out the
report of the revolver, and no one looked
back as the column moved on. Looking
straight ahead, and with a •suspicious
quivering of the chin, the Sergeant
whispered: “I wish I hadn’t done it, I
wish I had taken arrest and court-mar
tial instead. Poor old comrade.”
Desires to Bear Testimony.

Henry Thorne, travelling secretary of
the Y. M. C. A., writes from Exeter Hall,
Strand, London, February 2d, 1888:
“I desire to bear my testimony to the
value of Allcock's Porous Plasters.
I have used them for pains in -the back
and side arising from rheumatic and
other causes never without deriving ben
efit from their application.
They are
easily applied and very comforting.
Those engaged as I am in public work
which involves exposure to sudden
changes of temperature, will do well to
keep a supply of Ali.cock’s Porous
Plasters in their portmanteaus.”
This story comes from Our Dumb
Animals: “Will Wadsworth owns a horse
that his children drive to school morn
ings, and upon arriving at the schoolhonse they all go in, leaving the horse to
go home alone, which he does, without
accident or loss of time.
At night Mr.
Wadsworth harnesses him to the wagon,
and the intelligent animal goes after the
children. If he arrives before school is
closed he waits patiently at the door un
til it is out and his charges are all
aboard and then conveys them home.
The distance that the sagacious brute
thus travels alone is more than a mile.
Such an instance of intelligence and sa
gacity in an animal is rare, and can hard
ly be accounted for on the theory of in
stinct alone.7
Ill© lovers of home and happiness
would cheerfully recomend their needy
friends to go to the Maine Keeley Insti
tute at Deering for treatment.

The Rochester, (X. II.) Fair is hilled
for Sept. 25-28.
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TURF, FARM AND HOME.
ELM HILL FARM.

TRAINING CIRCUS HORSES.

One mile from Cumberland Junction,
on the Maine Central railroad, is situated
Elm Hill Farm, owned and occupied by
II. M. Moulton, M. D., who lias one of
the finest collection of horses in the
state, under the management and train
ing of the popular and well known Mr..
G. II. McCoy. The following list will be
perhaps of interest to the readers of this
paper: Gentle Annie, 17 years old, as
sound as a bell today, out of Fanny Rus
sell, by Abraham. The dam of this colt
is full sister to Fearnauglit 2.17j4- Fearnauglit Prince, pacer, foaled in 1891, was
very successful as a yearling, starting
several times, and winning every race.
He was a good two year old last season
and should trot in 2.30 or better this sea
son as a three year old. Linwood, pacer,
foaled in 1892, was the best yearling out
for the money in Maine last season, start
ing seven times, winning five races and a
piece of the other two, taking a record
of 1.2774
mile, winning $422.50. He
is like all Maine Prince colts, handled
for speed so far, a natural race horse,
cool and reliable at all times. Mollie M.,
foaled May 1891, sired by Westland
2.297a, by Col. West, by Egbert, by Hambletonian, first dam Grace M., by Harry
Knox, by Gen. Knox Jr., by Gen. Knox;
second dam Lucy, by Tom Patclien; third
dam Flossie, by Winthrop Morrill. Grace
M., foaled November 10, 1887, sired by
Harry Knox Jr., by Gen. Knox; first
dam Lucy, by Tom Patclien; second dam
by Flossie, by Winthrop Morrill; third
dam S. T. B., by Hill’s Vermont Black
Hawk, bred by E. Child, Canton Point,
Me., and owned by Dr. II. M. Moulton.
Maud M., foaled April 10, 1891, sired by
Westland 2.2974, by Col. West, by Eg
bert, by Hambletonian 10; first dam
Gentle Annie 2.38, by Hill’s Vermont
Black Hawk, bred and owned by Dr.
Moulton.
Emma Westland, dne-lialf
mile 1.28, yearling. Joseland, yearling.
Annie C., pacer, foaled May 28, 1892,
sired by Westland 2.2974, by Col. West,
by Egbert, by Hambletonian 10; first
dam Grace M., by Harry Knox, by Gen.
Knox Jr., by Gen. Knox; second dam
Lucy, by Tom Patchen; third dam Flos
sie, by Winthrop Morrill.
Westlawn,
foaled April 20, 1890, a golden chestnut,
by Col. West, he by Egbert, son of
Rysdyk’s Hambletonian; first dam High
land Maid, by Startle Hambletonian, by
Robert Bonner’s Startle, by Rysdyk’s
Hambletonion; second dam Kitty Homer,
by Topgallant, by Rysdyk’s Hambleton
ian; third dam Sally Hoyt, by Hector, by
Latturett’s Bellfounder, by Trempsis’
Bellfounder, son of Imported Bellfound
er ; bred and owned by Sylvanus Porter.
This horse is at Dr. Moulton’s farm all
the time. Edna T., foaled July 15, 1892,
sired by Northcote 3426, by Mambrino
Russell, by Woodford Mambrino 2.2174,
by Mambrino Chief; first-dam Margaret
M., by Hambletonian Chief; second dam
Daisy, by Dirigo (115) 2.29; third dam
Bessie, by Gen. Knox; fourth dam by
Thorndale. Emma, two years old, by
Whip, Jr., dam Flirt 2.3574, dam by
Windsor Pilot 2.2974Auburn Boy,
yearling, dam Flirt.
Cold Molasses,
yearling, by Northcote, dam Gentle
Annie 2.3874, by Daniel Lambert.

One of the busiest men connected with
the big Barnum & Bailey circus is John
O’Brien. It is his duty to train all the
horses used for the ring in bareback and
high school riding. All winter long in
Bridgeport, Conn., he is at work prepar
ing the horses for the summer tour of the
show. At the Madison Square Garden
last week, says the New York Tribune,
he was asked how he trained his horses.
“The first thing that we have to do
when we get new liorses is simply to keep
them in the stables with the others un
til they get used to their new company,”
he said. “It’s a singular thing, too, how
jealous horses are of the newcomers.
You may laugh if you want to, but horses
really have their ways of what I might
call ‘guying green stock.
“After the horses get used to their sur
roundings and their stable companions we
blindfold them and take them into the
ring. While they are blindfolded we train
them to the circular motion—that is, we
make it appear natural to them to run
around the small ring. This requires a
good deal of time and of patience. It
generally takes a month to break a horse
to this. The natural tendency of the ani
mal is to go straight, and the going
around is unnatural to him. Nowadays
we use a system of checks and lines which
render the process much easier
“After the horse has been taught to run
around we take off the blindfold, and the
performer for whom the animal is in
tended begins to try tricks with him.
The horse is naturally very observant,
and his natural bent is to do what he sees
another horse do; so when we are teach
ing a horse to do tricks we place him
alongside of another who has been trained
to give him confidence, and the two work
together. The rider will first try one
and then the other. It is a great mis
take to think that punishment is resorted
to as a method of breaking in circus
horses. Horses that are broken by violent
treatment are not to be depended on, and
for ring purposes we must have horses
so trained that they can be absolutely
relied upon.
“A good, intelligent animal that has
lieen trained for the ring will, technically
speaking, ‘feel’ his rider and accommo
date his motions as much as possible to
the work that the rider has in hand. Such
a horse is the delight of a first class bareback rider; and, by the way, nearly all of
the great riders have their favorite animal.
“It may surprise you to know that the
circus horses are as sensible to the ap
plause of the audience as are the perform
ers themselves. It is wonderful to con
trast what a horse will do under the
stimulus of applause with what he will
not do when the audience is cold. Horses
are likely, however, just the same as per
formers, to lose their heads when the ap
proval is too stimulating. That is one of
the' reasons for tlie several checks and
reins that you see circus horses provided
with. They are not intended for orna
ment, as most peoplfe suppose.
“A well trained ring horse is worth
easily $1,000. Riders who earn large
salaries generally like to give them their
personal attention. Generally the riders
in the circus who own their own horses
make up a pool together for the employ
ment of a first-class groom. A circus
horse needs the most careful attention.
Prior to every act his back has to be
rubbed with rosin so as to prevent the
riders feet from slipping. This must be
carefully washed off after each perform
ance, or the animal’s back would get sore
in a short time. A first-class groom has
to be, in fact, something of a veterinary
surgeon.
“There are really few accidents to the
circus horses when one considers the
nature of the work that they have to do.
We have horses here that have been in
training with us for 10 years. The ring
work is not particularly wearing upon
them when they once become accustomed

Horse Owners—Attention.

Andover, Me., July 24, 1893.
The Lawrence-Williams Co.. Cleveland,
Ohio:
Yours of the 22d at hand and will say
in regard to Caustic Balsam, I think it is
the best thing on the market for spavins,
splints, and all hard bunches. All the
leading horsemen of the place buy it of
me, and say it is a medicine they would
not be without. I have some in stock at
present, but shall favor you with another
order soon.
F. A. Russell.
The ancient Egyptains shaved the body
of the horse every morning.

to it. It is the traveling around the
country that tells on them most. At the
same time they get the best treatment.
The food given them is of first-class
quality.
“I have trained horses that Mr. Bar
num, Mr. Bailey aud other owners have
valued at over $5,000 simply because of
their training. Such a horse must be of
good blood. You might think that a
horse trained for the ring and kept in it
year after year would lose any speed that
he might ever have, but we have horses
here now that we used in the ring work
that could trot a mile in froln 2.35 to
2.45.”
MOUNT VERNON MATTERS.

There has been quite a changing of
liorses about here of late. G. II. Poole,
W. M. Tyler, E. L. Bean, W. E. Carson,
Attie Fairbanks and Charles H. French
have each purchased for themselves a
nice horse; all good ones. M. S. Gordon
of Vienna has the finest pair of matched
mares that can be found in this part of
the country. They are dark bay, black
points, built much alike; respective
weight 1105 and 1107 pounds; handsome
and fine steppers. A. P. Morse of Mount
Vernon has a gelding three years and
two months old, and weighs 1480 pounds.
She has gained the last six months just
200 pounds without extra feed. He is
good proportioned and well broken to
work double. His color is all red. He
is the largest colt ever raised in this
vicinity, and bids fair bo weigh 1800
pounds.
PURCHASES IN FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Mr. C. S. Robbins of Phillips has
bought of Ira Clay of Portland his trot
ting horse, Dan C., which trotted two
races last fall, taking second money in
both, best time 2.32.
Mr. Robbins has
also bought of Charles Glidden of Lynn,
Mass., his standard bred three year old
stallion. He is very handsome and styl
ish, stands 15-1, weighs 950 pounds.
Mr. Robbins has a very nice looking
brown mare by Administrator, stands
15-3, and weighs 1000 pounds or more.
He has also bought a very nice black
pacer of W. L. Jones of Strong, sired by
Allectus, dam by Black Monitor. This
pacer has nerve, and has been handled
for speed, but good judges say he can
show a 2.40 clip handy. All of the above,
except the stallion, will be shipped the
21st of April to Lynn, Mass.
PITTSFIELD ITEMS.

Harbinger is being handled somewhat
these warm days by H. B. Connor, and
the old fellow lets out some brilliant
links of speed when they will let him..
H. J. Brackett has a fine two year old
in Graduate, by Harbinger, dam Kitty,
by Smuggler Gift, he by Smuggler. This
colt stands 15-1, and is finely gaited. His
name is somewhat peculiar, and came
about in this way. It chanced that the
colt was foaled on the same day that Mr.
Brackett’s daughter graduated from the
Maine Central Institute.
Dr. Drake lias sold Pittsfield, by Green
field, and a yearling by Early Bird, to a
Rockland gentleman.

A CORRECTION.

Mn. Editor:—It may surprise well in
formed horsemen to know that imported
Messenger was foaled in 1870, (as your
printer made me say in the issue of Apr
20th)when he died in 1808 at the age of
28 years, therefore he must have died 62
years before he was born which will
not be received, as it purports to be, as
historical facts.
I intend to quote history correctly, and
your readers can hardly think any one
so ignorant of the facts as to make such
a statement. Messenger was imported
in the latter part of the last century, and
was sired by Mambrino foaled in 1768, he
by Engineer, by Sampson, by Blaze, a
son of Childers, his dam Hip, son of Curwin’ s Bay Barb. Mambrino’s dam was by
Cade, son of Godolphin Arabian; second
dam by Bolton Little John, son of Part
ner; third dam by son of Bald Galloway.
Engineer was out of Miner’s dam, by
Young Grayhound, a grandson of King
William’s White Barb. I think this
comes as near giving the breeding of the
foundation stock of the American trotter
as it is possible to trace it. If I have
misquoted anything, shall be pleased to
be corrected.
A. A. Waite.
“It’s all bosh, this talk about cowboys
learning to enjoy the sport of riding a
bucking horse,” says a reformed cow
boy. “Riding a bucking horse is like
having boils—you never get throughly
used to it. When you hear a fellow say
he would like to ride a bucking horse
he is either a liar or a greenhorn.
The
first day I ever went out with a herd of
cattle I was dumped nine times because
of the presence of the cactus burr in my
saddle blanket. I have seen but one
man that had grit enough to sit a • real
bucking horse until it had bucked all it
wanted to, and he was bleeding at the
nose, mouth and ears when they took him
off the horse at end of a half-hour
struggle. As a general thing a cowboy
will pull a horse’s head up, wind the reins
around the sandle-horn, take a firm grip
on the saddle with his hands, and • then
rowel the bucker until the animal be
comes convinced that it is better to be
have than buck.
In horses the pulse at rest beats forty
times a minute. It may be felt wherever a
big artery crosses a bone. It is generally
felt in the horse where it crosses over the
bone of the lower jaw in front of its curved
position, or in the bony ridge above the
eye. Any material varation of the pulse
from the above may be considered as a sign
of disease. If rapid, hard and full, it is an
indication of high fever or inflammation:
if rapid, small and weak, low fever, loss
of blood or weakness.
If slow, the
possibilities point to brain disease, and if
irregular, to heart troubles. This is one
of the principal and sure tests of the
health of an animal.
In the autumn of 1877 the present
British premier was visiting New York.
He was shown round some of the horse
sights of the city, and after being escort
ed over a boarding stable he said “there
was nothing like it in London.” He was
accompained by a famous turfite who
thought it would be a good idea to show
the young man something else “they had
nothing like in England,” this was to
give him a spin up Jerome avenue behind
a pair of trotters.
Once on the road,
“Mr. Primrose,”—as he affected to make
people believe he perferred to be called
—enthused. He vowed he would some
day have just such a team for his driving
at home.

Our Boston correspondent tells us that
next week there will be some of the most
remarkable Irish Point Lace Curtain
bargains ever known in that city. Paine’s
Furniture Co. will close out lace curtains
at 15 per cent, under price.
Many of
these are of ivory color, very choice and
Purify the blood, tone the’ nerves, and
rare, yet offered at only $3 per pair. Our
give
strength to the weakened organs
readers should secure some of these cur
and body by.taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
tains, as they can be ordered by mail.
now.

There are several trainers who will not
Hood’s Pills are the best after-dinner
Pills, assist digestion, cure headache. allow their horses to be worked on
Sunday.
Try a box.
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the state. He is owned by Mr. J. H.
Grant of Augusta.
His colts too, are
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
showing lots of speed, and are in splen
BY THE
did condition.
# * * *
Any one who has a spare copy of the
Turf of Jan. 19th, will confer a favor by
162 Main Street, Roak Block,
sending it to us to complete our files.
AUBURN,
MAINE.
* *
*
At Fairview it is expected that Ira
E. P. MAYO, Editor and Manager.
Woodbury will drive this season. He is
G. M. HATCH, Turf Editor.
the most successful man who ever sat
TERMS§1.00 per year in advance, $2.00 if not
behind Mahlon in a race.
paid strictly in advance.
* •* * *
Entered at the Post Office at Auburn, Me., as

TURF, FARM AND HOME

TURF PUBLISHING COMPANY

second class mail matter.

AUBURN, ME., FRIDAY, APRIL 27.
SOMETHING TO THINK OF.
THE
TURF,
FARM
AND
HOME is to-day in touch with

more Horsemen in New England
than all other Maine Publications
combined. Make a note of it.
TROTTING EVENTS TO OCCUR.
[Secretaries are requested to notify The Turk’
Farm and Home as soon as convenient, dates se"
lected for meetings. Changes of dates will be made
or any inaccuracies will be corrected promptly on
notification.]
MAY.
May 30
Old Town,...................................
• May 30
Sanford........................................
JUNE.
... June 12
Bluehill,........................................
....June 13
Augusta,......................................
... .June 16
Exeter...........................................
June 22—23
Pittsfield.....................................
....June 25
South Windsor..........................
•June 24—26
Fairfield,.......................................
..June 26—28
Old Orchard,.............................
...June 30
Hartland......................................
JULY.
....July 4
Canton............
...July 4
Sanford..........
....July 4
Augusta,........
.. .July 4
Bluehill,..........
. .J uly 3—4
Noridgewock,
...July 4
Exeter............
July 3—5
Rigby Park,..
...July 4
Old Town....
.. - July 4
Pittsfield........
..July 21
Ellsworth....
AUGUSTNorridgewock,..............................................Aug. 7—8
Exeter...................................................................Aug. 11
Old Orchard,................................................. Aug. 14—17
Augusta,.........................................................Aug. 14—15
Bethel............................................................Aug. 15—16
Bluehill,................................................................. Aug. 16
Rigby Park,..................................................... Aug. 20—24
Fairfield,............................................
Aug. 21—23
Gray,.................................................................. Aug 28—30
Cornish............................................................ Aug, 28—30
Bangor, Eastern State Fair,....................... Aug 28—31
Saco.............................................................. -..Aug. 28—31
SEPTEMBER.
Sanford........................................................... Sept. 4—6
Lewiston, Maine State Fair,....................... Sep. 4—7
Hollis,..................................................................Sept. 4—6
Ellsworth.................................................... Sept. 11—13
No. Berwick,.................................................. Sept. 11—13
Monroe..............................................................Sept. 11—13
Springfield.......................................................Sept. 12—14
Fairfield..............................................................Sep. 18—20
South Paris.....................................................Sept. 18—20
Canton............................................................Sept. 18—20
Exeter...............................................................Sept. 25—27
Farmington,.................................................... Sept. 25—27
Skowhegan..................................................... Sept.’ 25—27
Boston, New England Trotting Horse
Breeders,...................................................Sept. 25—28
South Windsor...............................................Sept. z5—27
OCTOBER..Oct, 2—5
Righy Park—
...Oct. 2—4
Casco................
.Oct. 17—18
Norridgewock,

Ellard 2.12% is the fastest trotting
stallion ever produced in Massachusetts,
and also the fastest owned in Montana.
* * # *
Monbars 2.11%, out of the Maine bred
mare Lady Maud, should go fast at the
pacing gait to which he lias been con
verted.
* » * *
Remember that all colt classes to be
trotted and paced at the New England
Breeders’ meeting next September close
May 1st, with C. M. Jewett, secretary.
* * * *
In a little less than a month the bell
will ring at some of the early meetings,
and the harness-racing season of 1894
will have begun.
That it will be the
most brilliant in the history of harness
racing cannot he doubted.
* * * *
McHenry will have Monbars (3) 2.11%,
Greenleaf 2.10, Plicebe Wilkes 2.11, Mo
quette (4) 2,10, May Marshall and others.
One such as these would have been a
star for any stable a few years ago, but a
trainer who hasn’t one in tlie 2.10 class
nowadays seems to be but illy equipped.
* * * *
The stallion, Cuslinoc, who broke his
leg a few years ago is in prime condition,
and is considered ope of the fastest in

Mr. Charles E. Marston will campaign
Fred M. this season as a pacer. lie will
make some of the side-wheelers wiggle
before the season is over, sure.
* * * *
News comes that Westland that great
son of Nelson is having not only a busy
season this year in the stud, but his
foals of this year are now more promising
than formerly and that is high praise
indeed. Westland is certainly proving
a great sire, and it speaks well for the
good judgment of New England . breed
ers that they are availing themselves of
his valuable services. To own a Westland colt or filly is to own a valuable piece
of property that can any day be converted
into cold cash.
* * * *
Mr. J. S. Sanborn, the genial proprie
tor of Elmwood Farm, was in town just
for an hour and dropped in on us. He
has just returned from a trip to the Med
iterranean, where he enjoyed a delight
ful trip, but he had no sooner landed
from his steamer than he started for
Maine to see fiis French coacliers. lie
says they have all wintered finely and
will make a better show this fall than
ever.
* * * *
On another page will be found a list of
the special premiums offered by the so
ciety and by individuals to be contested
for at the State Fair. The list is a long and
complete one, and does the secretary,
who has been untiring in his efforts to
arrange them, great credit. They should
be carefully perused by all our readers,
and then the competition for them ought
to be most interesting.
* * * *
We are inclined to think that some of
our breeders who rejected to the reopen
ing of the Maine State Fair colt stakes
did so under a misapprehension of the
facts in the case. Some of them thought
that the rule, “5 to enter and 4 to start,”
applied to the stakes, which is not the
case, and the conditions were in plain
print and before every man that entered.
Now that it is explained the breeders are
feeling differently over the matter. A
little discussion never hurt any cau£e.
* * * *
The horsemen of all others should be
interested in the new gospel of good
roads. The average country road of
New England is a disgrace to the name.
The trouble is the roads are too often in
charge of men who do not know the re
quirements of a roadway. A road should
not only be passable but it should be
free from obstructions for a free and easy
passage of teams, both light and loaded.
It should also be above all things thor
oughly drained so it will not wash at
every rain.
The matter should be thor
oughly agitated until the desired reform
is produced.
* * * *
It now looks as though the reopened
colt stakes which close finally the 30th,
inst., would see a fine lot of entries and
that the races at our next State Fair
would far exceed in interest and number
of contestants any race ever held in our
state.
Pacers should most certainly
avail themselves of the splendid purses
offered for them. The side-wheelers are
getting there fast, and have already been
heard from. They will play an import
ant partin this year’s races all over this
country. If you have a colt—trotter or
pacer—do not fail to see that he is en
tered before the 30th, inst,
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THE UNCERTAINTIES OF BREEDING.

It was several weeks ago that friend
Norcross spoke of this subject in an in
teresting article, and others have also
incidentally approached the matter.
While in a general way “like produces
like or the likeness of some ancestor,”
there are influences—incidents or acci
dents—which furnish a practical demon
stration of the fact that variations in any
type are likely to occur.
Ever since the days of the patriarch,
who took the rods of “green poplar, of
the hazel and the chestnut tree,” from
which rings of the bark had been re
moved and “set them in the gutters and
the watering troughs” with the purpose
of causing the ring streaked and speck
led of the flocks and herds to increase
still more numerously there have been
freaks and departures from all establish
ed rules, hut which may by a proper
study be shown to he but the effect of
nature’s laws.
The sharp practice of Jacob would
hardly he commended even in these socalled degenerate days, although Jacob,
the principal actor, was aided and abet
ted by the Creator, yet there is a good
object lesson in his striving to make cer
tain that only the stronger animals
should come under the influences which
he intended should control the color and
appearance.
To those who have been interested in
noting the “freaks” which will occur in
breeding, there are many peculiar and in
teresting circumstances. One of the events
which came under the observation of
the writer, in this line, was that of a cow
which, being in season, was taken away
for service.
There are many farmers
who believe in keeping breeding animals
at work, which happened to be the case
in this instance.
The bull was being
worked in a field adjacent to the build
ings, and was bred to the cow while
yoked with the ox, his yoke mate. This
bull was red in color, with a mottled
face—a grade Hereford, while the ox
was entirely red.
In due time the cow
brought two calves, one red and the
other with the same markings as his sire.
We saw the calves and have no doubt
but all the facts were stated to us cor
rectly. There are, however, doubters at all
times and places, and we confess to have
been asked in a somewhat irrelevant if
not irreverent manner if the calves were
not yoked at birth, to which we had no
reply ready, other than that “we knew
they were afterward.”

ament of the future offspring, while oth
ers affirm that it is only at a certain
period of conception that these results
are produced.
There are many stories
in relation to the markings of animals
totally dissimilar to those found in an
cestors either near or remote, and the.
explanations therefor, hut as many of
them are familiar to our readers we for
bear.
THE SINGLE JUDGE.

There would seem to be much in favor
of the new idea of having but a single
judge to preside over trotting races
Patrol judges or an assistant at the dis
tance stand, as well as in the stand it
self, may he employed, but let one man
have the authority, the responsibility
the praise, or censure, whichever he may
deserve. Three men may do better work
than one, but the chances are that if the
single judge has needed assistance to.
record breaks as well as all departures
from the regulation methods of driving
races, his work will he much more satis
factory than if handicapped by incom
petency in his colleagues. He will have
then no excuse to offer that he was “con
vinced the race should have been decided
differently, hut the others overruled
him.” There will be no attempts to cor
rect some fancied wrong in the start by
the other occupants of the stand, and
jobs will be a much harder matter tocarry through as with the single judge,,
the allowing of such to be pulled off
must prove the incompetency of the
judge, or else his dishonesty of inten
tions which should in either case act as
a bar for his further occupancy of the
position.
The “prominent citizen” phase of the
question will by this be also obliterated
from racing contests. It might in some
instances allow greater wrongs to he per
petrated, but would on the whole result
in improvement in all matters pertaining
to the successful carrying on of trotting
meetings.
The idea has been advocated and em
ployed in the judging of stock at our
fairs, and successfully too. - It renders
excuses and apologies unnecessary and
useless, puts the responsibility upon one.
The position of starting judge has be
come a profession, and a good judge or
one who is ambitious, has either a repu
tation to maintain or to acquire, hence
will, when he is alone in the stand, be
positive, so- far as his judgment and
ability entends, to see that affairs are
The incident is related to us by a well properly conducted.
known Maine gentleman of the circum
stance of a coach dog being thrown in a
Dr. Louis Robinson in the current
pen where there were one or more breed
number of the North American Review
ing sows. One of these brought pigs
says that “the reason why the pneumatic
which were spotted in color like the
tired sulky is worth several seconds to
coach dog, and there was also a different
the trotter is not so much because it is
malformation of the foot.
of lighter draft,, hut because practically
The writer well remembers an instance no vibration is conveyed along the shafts
where in a flock of sheep, all of which and traces to the horse’s body. Even so
were like those of Little Bo-Peep—“Let little vibration will weary his muscles
’em alone and they'll come home bring and hamper his movements to a certain
ing their tails behind ’em,” one of extent.” Those who have driven on our
the ewes by some misfortune, lost half mile tracks will believe that there
a part of her tail during the winter. are other considerations in the matter
The lamb which she produced in the fully as weighty, as for instance, when
spring was dropped perfect in every re going around a turn at speed tlie shaft
spect save that a portion of the tail was of the vehicle is thrown against the
decayed so that it dropped off shortly horse’s leg in such a manner as, in many
after birth.
cases, to hamper his movements in no
Breeders of cattle, Durliams, for in
stance, have been careful not to have the
barns or stables painted white, or to al
low their breeding cows to he brought
in contact with any glaring white sur
face for fear that there would not be a
desirable color in the offspring. The
Durham cattle were very highly bred;
the more highly bred the greater the
nervous organism, hence the greater
likelihood of anything, of a startling na
ture affect the appearance of the off
spring. Many affirm that events occur
ring at the time of copulation may in
fluence the color, appearance, or temper

slight degree, even if he does not go to
a break. The hike, though new, is now
an indispensable.
W. D. Haley’s Guy Wilkes mare foaled
a fine chestnut filly by Haley on the 21st.
Mr. Haley writes that his horses are all
looking fine, and adds: We think over
this way that the two minute trotter will
carry the blood of Haley, and that is
sure to please friend Norcross.
The trot advertised for .July 4 at Hart
land has been changed to June 30, on
account of other trots in that vicinity.
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A ROYAL ESTABLISHMENT,
RIVERSIDE

PARK,

LIVERMORE

FALLS.

Situated just across tlie river from the
Androscoggin County Agricultural So
ciety’s grounds, Evergreen Park, is River
side Park, Noyes Bros., proprietors,
which is fast coming into prominence as
one of the finest stock farms in the New
England States. The farm is beautifully
located on the western shore of the An
droscoggin river, and the scenery from
the farm buildings is both charming and
picturesque. A better location could not
be found in all New England. A certain
portion of the farm affords excellent pas
turage, and as for the other part it is in
tervale land and no better soil for tillage
is found along the Androscoggin valley.
A large, level field across the road
from the house and stables will be con
verted into as fine a half-mile ring as the
state boasts of this season or next, and
when it is completed all interested in the
light harness horse will be afforded an
opportunity to see some of the finest
bred youngsters in the world taking their
daily exercise on it, for they are to be
found at Riverside Park.
The dwelling house, which is modern
in style of architecture and stands on a
small eminence overlooking the road,
has been thoroughly renovated through
out, and is luxuriously furnished. The
main barn is a large, commodious build
ing of fine appearance.
The right side
of it, as you enter the driveway that runs
the whole length of the building, is al
ways filled with choice hay, grain, etc.,
while the left side is occupied by box
stalls finely finished in hard pine and
fitted up with all the appointments to be
found in a palatial equine home. Open
ing out of this building is a good sized
storeroom, and out of that is the office,
and it is doubtful if there is a better fur
nished one in connection with a horse
breeding establishment in Maine. It is
finished with polished sycamore from
the floor to the window casings, harness
cases, etc., while the walls are adorned
with fine pictures of Nelson 2.09, Axtell
(3) 2.12, Nutwood 2.18%, Allerton 2.09)4,
and other equine celebrities. Just below
this building is the colt stable, contain
ing three large box stalls with paddocks.
Another new building contains on the
first floor a carriage room and a black
smith shop, where Sherman, the well
known slioer of Waterville, holds forth
every month or two, while the second
story is used for the storage of apples,
for there is a nice large orchard on the
farm.
Among the royally bred mares and
fillies that can be seen here as soon as
they return from the various stock farms
in the United States, where they are
either being trained or bred, are the fol
lowing: Lady Nelson 2.25, a large chest
nut colored mare by Nelson 2.09, foaled
in 1886. This mare will be put in train
ing this season, and Mr. Nelson says she
can enter the 2.20 list with ease. Elita
Russell 2.29%, by Lord Russell, a full
brother to Maud S. 2.08%, was foaled in
1888. This mare is a sure candidate for
the 2.15 list when she is put in training
again. It was a damp, rainy day and the
track was very slippery when she ob
tained her present record, and all who
were present at the time say she could
have gone in less than 2.20, had the track
and the weather been favorable. This
mare is now in foal to Axtell (3) 2.12,
and will be bred back to him this season.
The dam of Elita Russell is Eliti, full
sister to Elaine 2.20, by Messenger Duroc;
second dam the greatest of the great
brood mares, Green Mountain Maid.
Marinette, foaled in 1887, cost the Noyes
Bros. $4000, and she is worth a mint of
money as a brood mare, having produced
Queen Regent, for which $7000 was re
fused as a yearling, and Regal Nelson,
which brought the highest price of any
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colt ever sired by the Northern King.
As her breeding is well known to the
Turf, Farm and Home readers I will
only give her "sire and dam.
She was
sired by Director 2.17, the sire of Direc
tum 2.05%, and Direct, p, 2.05)4; first
dam Pantalette, by Princeps.
She has
been bred to Nelson 2.09 this season.
Queen Regent, foaled 1891, by Axtell
2.12, dam Marinette, is now in Budd
Doble’s stable and is expected to take a
record in the teens this season, as she has
shown by fast quarters and halves her
ability to do so.
Queen Regent and
Regal Nelson each carry the blood of 13
mares found in the table of great brood
mares. Gretta, by Dictator Chief 2.21)4,
was foaled in 1887; first dam Gretchen,
dam of Nelson 2.09, etc., by Gideon.
Gretta is in foal to Nutwood 2.18%, and
will be bred back to him this season.
Luella Stout, foaled 1892, is a very prom
ising filly by Nutwood 2.18%, dam Gretta
mentioned above.
Cressy, by Nelson
2.09, dam Crescent, by Dictator Chief
2.21)4, is in foal to Algy 2.19%, (son of
Nutwood 2.18%, and Alpha, by Alcan
tara) and will be bred back to him.
Besides the above mentioned the Noyes
Bros., own a large, well bred Knox mare
that might have had a record close to
2.30 now, had she been handled when
young, but as she was not she is now
used for a brood mare, and she has three
or four colts to her credit that would do
honor to any dam.
The first one she
dropped was Volette, by Volute, now at
Sunnyside Farm to be bred to Nelson
2.09. The second was by Red Hawk
2.28)4, and is now owned in Massachu
setts. Dictatrix, by Dictator Chief
2.21)4, is her third foal, and she is the
best of them all, if I am any judge. This
filly resembles her sire in conformation
and will enter the list some day. The
old mare, (Knox Maid, I think they call
her) has produced one other colt, if I re
member right, and is now supposed to
be in foal to Brown Rolfe. While Knox
Maid is not strictly a first-class bred
mare she seems to impart considerable
of the “get there” material to her foals,
every one of them having plenty of am
bition and speed, two great requisites in
the make-up of a race horse, and I pre
dict that her progeny will put her into
the great brood mare list ere many sea
sons have gone by.
Wm. H. Allen.
EXETER RACES.

As will be seen elsewhere the Exeter
Maine track will be a busy place this
season. Following are the stake races
decided upon.
Saturday June 16tli 2.50 class $100,
2.30 class $100 pace or trot.
July 4th 2.50 class $100, 2.39class $100,
2.25 class $.150 pace or trot.
Aug. 11 2.45 class $100 2.35 class $100,
pace or trot.
Classes for the Fair Sept. 25, 26 and 27
will be as follows.
1st day three minute class $100, 2.30
class $100.
2nd day colt stakes 2 and 3 year olds
$50 each, 2.40 $100.
3rd day 4 year olds $60, 2.48 class
$100,2.35 class $100 free for all race $200.
Three of F. W. Hills horses met with
a collision while being shipped from
Massachusetts to Cornnia, The car they
were in backed into a car of sleepers,
they were all more or less injured.
F. W. Hill bought of J. Bowman the
fast troting mare Minnie B. he paid a
long price for her and she is worth it as
she is a dandy.
Hard times or good times, there is one
thing that is always in demand—the best.
No matter how low the inferior grades—
the “seconds”—of anythiug go: no mat
ter how hard it is to dispose of them, the
best will always find a ready buyer.
There are some rare bargains offered
in our sale and change columns this week.
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A NOTE FROM MR. NORCROSS.

A GREAT HORSE FAIR AT RIGBY.

Mr. Editor:—In answer to your re
quest, I will say that my stock Is all well
and feeling too well, as I have had this
old fellow, La Grippe, hold of me twice
in the last five weeks, and the colts
have had but little to do, only kick the
stalls. I am hoping I will get to exercis
ing them soon, if we have any weather.
I shall take seven of them over to Lewis
ton Park some time in May, as I have the
two (year-olds) by Bayard Wilkes en
gaged in several races and stakes this
season. I shall work my horses myself
this season. My year-old colts are not as
yet broken to harness, but in the yard
they show well enough to suit any one
that is not in too much of a hurry. I
think Bayard Wilkes will be a great sire
of speed, and all the colts by Achilles, in
this vicinity, are phenomenally good
ones—long, handsome, and very fast. If
the breeders in the vicinity of Jay Bridge
know,what it for their interest they will
use this horse this year, as it is quite
doubtful if he will remain long in Maine,
as his colts that are owned in Massachu
setts are adding to his reputation every
day. The owner of Blanch R. 2.28)4 and
her younger sister, which is full as fast,
has refused $2000 for them. That means a
great deal these times, and I know of two
2-year-olds by him that can be sold any
day for $500 each. So you see it pays to
breed that kind. I was interested in an
article in the Horse Breeder last week
showing the disadvantages that Dr. Horr
labored under in getting mares to Mambrino Patchen. The Doctor kno vs more
about horses than all the breeders in
Keutucky put together.
He knows
enough to breed for merit and let fash
ion go to the dogs, and he does more for
the improvement of the trotting horse in
producing a brood mare sire ane a dude
Mambrino King than all the breeders in
his state put together, but people most
generally learn too late. Maine had in
her state one of the best brood mare sires
that ever lived, if they had embraced the
opportunity—that was Fearnaught, Jr.
He had breeding, speed, beauty, and
more nerve than any stallion that ever
lived—twenty miles per hour was only
exercise for him, and he stood for $25,
but the fashionable scrub, that couldn’t
compare in any particular with him, got
the patronage; why? beeause the whole
of the papers and blowers in the state
were in the interest of the fashionable
scrub that had pedigree without merit.
I don’t speak of good horses that are
fashionably bred, but the common lot of
poultices that have been imported into
the state. But to-day the best brood
mares that you can find in the state are
the few of the neglected Fearnauglits.
It gives me satisfaction to know it is so,
and that I have been a benefit to some
extent in introducing a breed of horses
that had merit.
E. L. Norcross,
Fearnaught Farm,
April 24.
Manchester, Me.

How time flies! The snow has but just
left the earth, and we can almost hear
the bell ring to call up the horses. The
races are now right on us and it will be a
busy summer. August will soon be here
with the great horse fair at gay Rigby.
Already we hear of fast trotters and pac
ers in Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Rhode Island and even Vermont that
will “be there” to contest for the coin.
It will surely be a great meeting, far ex
ceeding any ever held in this state. And
that reminds us.
The ten guaranteed
stakes to be trotted and paced there and
then should not be forgotten. The en
tries close for the meet Monday, April
30tli. There is not much time to spare
if you would be within the circle. Send
your nominations at once to J. F. Barrett,
the secretary, Portland.
For fear that you may overlook the
official announcement made elsewhere
we reproduce it here.
Isn’t it a rich
feast for a man with a fast horse? We
should rather remark yes.
No. 1. $400 Commercial Stake, for
yearling trotters, foals of 1893; entrance
5 per cent; payable $4 with the nomina
tion, April 30, $4 May 30, $8 June 30,
and $4 July 30, mile dash; distance
waived.
No. 2. $500 West End Stake, for trot
ters, foals of 1892, and under, eligible to
the three minute class; entrance 5 per
cent; payable $5 with the nomination,
April 30, $5 May 30, $10 June 30, and $5
July 30; mile heats, best two in three;
distance waived.
»
No. 3. $500 Sunnyside Stake, for trot
ters, foals of 1891 and under, eligible to
the 2.45 class; entrance 5 per cent; pay
able $5 April 30, $5 May 30, $10 June 30,
and $5 July 30; mile heats, best three in
five; distance 150 yards.
No. 4. $500 Fairview Stake, for trot
ters, foals of 1890 and under, eligible to
the 2 35 class; entrance, payments and
conditions same as No. 3.
No. 5. $600 Rigby Stake, for trotters,
eligible to the 2.30 class; entrance 5 per
cent; payments $6 April 30, $6 May 30,
$12 June 30, and $6 July 30; mile heats,
best three in five.
No. 6. $600 Portland Stake, for trot
ters eligible to the three minute class;
entrance, payments and conditions same
as in No. 5.
No. 7. $600 Jose Stake, for trotters
eligible to the 2.40 class; entrance, pay
ments and conditions same as in No. 5.
No. 8. $600 Merchant’s Stake, for
trotting stallions, eligible to the 2.18
class; entrance, payments and conditions
same as in No. 5.
No. 9. $500 Preble House Stake, for
pacers, eligible to the 2.25 class; entrance
5 per cent; payable $5 April 30, $5 May
30, $10 June 30, and $5 July 30; mile
heats, best three in five.
No. 10. Cumberland Stake, for pac
ers, eligible eo the 2.40 class; entrance,
payments and conditions same as in
No. 9.

ENDORSED BY THE STATE.
The Turf Management Receives a Hand
some Letter from the Agricul
tural Department.

In the course of a business letter ad
dressed to this office Hon. B. Walker
McKeen, the able secretary of the Board
of Agriculture, has this to say of the
Turf:
State of Maine Agricultural Dep’t )
Augusta, April 22, 1894. j
My Dear Sir:—The Turf, Farm and
Home under its present management is
a valuable paper for our state, and is
carefully read by me every week. It is
as welcome as any paper which comes
to my desk. I wish you success.
Yours very truly,
B. Walker McKeen.

A RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY.
(Maine Farmer.)

The Turf, Farm And Home as a trot
ting horse paper is rapidly swinging to
the front, and must become a recognized
authority among this special class. We
would tender congratulations to Messrs.
Mayo and Hatch for the great improve
ments manifest, regretting only that they
do not join hands with the Farmer in
pushing to the front the just claims of
the larger classes and the supreme im
portance of the road horse industry, one
resting upon trotting blood, but covering
a wider range of essential qualities.
Any one that lets a first-class mare that
has been used in the breeding ranks go
over, from the fact that there is a pos
sibility of not being a demand for the
foal as soon as dropped, makes a very
serious mistake, as he loses one year of
that mare’s life, unless she can be used
on the road or on the turf.
Mr. Charles W. Govell has an attractive
advertisement on our last page this week.
He is agent for the Kentucky horse shield
which is highly recommended by all who
have used it. Mr. Co veil s store is head
quarters for all the latest designs of
turf goods.
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NEWS FROM THE BREEDERS.

FARM

show that the good class of Maine horses
are getting thinned out.
I believe the
time has come when good stallions and
mares should be used for breeding pur
poses. I believe there should be a law
that no stallion should be kept for ser
vice that can’t trot himself into the list.
We never stand any of our stallions un
til we know they can trot in 2.30. There
is too much of the cheap stallion busi
ness. There are plenty of men that think
if they can get a colt or horse that will
squeal like a stallion, and they get a little
pedigree oil on their tongue and start
out and beg trade at two or three dollars,
they are doing a big business, but on
the contrary they are ruining the coun
try’s horses. There is plenty of speed
nowadays among stallions, and the price
should be in reach of all breeders and
farmers. I stand Owoissa for $15. He
gets fine colts, and there is no better
styled or finished horse; is safe for a lady
or child to handle or drive, and I will
match him to go 18 miles in one*liour, or
trot a mile in 2.25.
This constitutes a
good horse and gives my idea of service
fees. In this way in a few years we
shall have some gentleman’s driving
horses for the Boston and New York
markets.
G. W. Fernald.

AMD HOME.

beauty of form. He carries himself like First we find No. 87, Nellie Nelson, bay
a boy with a new suit of clothes, and the mare, star, off hind pastern and near
Answers to our Enquiries for the Latest
person who handles the ribbons can’t hind ankle white; bred by F. D. Upton
Information.
imagine any poor folks in their family. of South Newmarket, N. II.; foaled in
FROM STRONG.
He moves with a pure, powerful and 1888; sire of Nelson 4209, 2.09.
Miss
Me. Editor:—I liave sixteen horse
frictionless stroke. His former owner, Nelson is a handsome bay mare, of fine
kind, ten of them belonging to Massa
Mr. Coffin, is a man whose time is so oc build, and we can’t say anything of her
chusetts parties. The mares are to be bred
cupied that he could not give this horse sire, Maine’s famous Nelson 2.09. No.
to my stallions. I have Beauty Wilkes, a
the handling he ought to have, therefore 89 is next on the list, Clytie, standard,
six year old mare, by Allectus, by Alcan
his speed has never been developed, but bay mare, small star, black points; bred
tara, dam Kit, raised by the late Judge
I think he will prove a fast horse. Four by Allen Varney, Alton, N. IL; foaled
Weed of Barry, Vt. She was by a son
years ago I concluded to buy a brood April 19, 1889; sired by Onawa 1402,
of old Morrill, and her dam was by a son
mare, as I had always been a lover of 2.22%. Onawa is a son of Goodwin’s
of old Morrill. She was the greatest road
horses from childhood. Having had the Hambletonian 804, by Hambletonian 10,
mare I was ever acquainted with, and a
misfortune to lose the mare I had for a sire of Dexter and 40 others in the 2.30
trotter too. It is said she trotted a trial
brood mare, getting only one colt from list. Clytie is the daughter of a produc
mile before she came to Gloucester
her that showed speed, I took the horse ing sire and dam, and is a full sister to
Mass., better than thirty. She was boss
fever, and, as I said before, concluded to Flossie M. 2.29%.
Miss Wilson, No. 91,
on the road while there, and as good
buy a brood mare. My choice was a five is a black mare, star, and a little white
style as any man’s horse. Beauty Wilkes
year old Ledo mare 15% bands, 1000 on inside of near hind foot, foaled in
has had two colts by Alclayone, son of
pounds weight, and nerve, “holy smoke,” 1882, sired by Black Harry Clay 70,
Alcyone, and is in foal to him again.
she was a steamboat in disguise, no road 2.37%. This mare is a good roader and
Her first is Silk Wilkes, two years old
being too long for her; I mated her with fast walker, and is an excellent brood
this May. He ran out last summer; is
Day Dawn, a large gaited son of Judge mare. No. 92, Smugline, bay mare, bred
chestnut, pretty dark, no "white, except
Advocate, and the produce was a dark by Col. II. S. Bussell, Milton, Mass.;
star. He stands 14% forward and 15
bay filly that showed to such good ad foaled in ’76; sired by Smuggler 927,
behind; handsome all over; fine head and
vantage that I had to refuse $125 for her 2.15%. Produce: 1888, bay filly, • by
neck, well cutup, clean as a thorough
at four months of age from the leading Bed Joe; 1890, bay filly, Lady Pauline,
bred. Her next is a large chestnut filly
horseman of my town.
She is now two by Messenger Wilkes; 1891, bay colt, by
and in the lot can trot by any of the
years old, large, strong and handsome, King Carlos; died; 1892, missed to Racecolts that she is with. Black Wilkes is
giving promise of becoming a very fast wood 11529; 1893, Elcantrix, by Alcan
full sister to Beauty.
He will be four
mare, with the nerve and staying quali trix. Smugline is a good formed mare,
years old in May. He stands 15% hands;
ties her dam possesses.
This gave me with an intelligent eye. Miss Kent, No.
A GOOD UNITY STABLE.
weighed awhile ago 1040 pounds; a great
courage,
and
hearing
that
Lumps 2.21 93, sired by Kent 5560, a medium sized,
Mr. G. B. Pillsbury of Unity has a sta
roader, fast walker and likes to run the
was
to
stand
in
Bangor
the
season
of ’93, bay mare, bred by John Diggins, Weathble of well bred horses and colts. Bayhills. Good judges say he is the hand
I drove my mare to Bangor and mated ersfield, Vt.; foaled in 1878, dam a Mor
mont Chief 2919, record 2.30%, heads
somest colt they ever saw. He has done
the list. His sire was Gen. Withers, and her with the son of Geo. Wilkes 2.22, and gan mare, raised in Vermont. Polly, 94,
a good business. He took the blue rib
April 5, 1894, she dropped a dark bay chestnut mare, star, and hind pasterns
his dam by Gen. Knox.
After a short
bon at two and three years old at the
filly with two white ankles, that stood at white, bred by Gideon Cook, Casco, Me.;
season in the stud he will be sent to Guy
North Franklin Agricultural Fair.
C. Edwards for a record.
It was Mr. birth 40 inches high, and smart as a trap. foaled in 1881, sired by King George, son
Thomas W. Bunnell.
Now I shall wait to see if I have been of Hampton 201. Here is a mare that
Edwards who gave him his mark last
building air castles on the blood of will show you good speed and is an extra
fall, and many who saw the race believe
RIVERSIDE STOCK FARM, NEWMARKET
Rysdyk’s Hambletonian or not. If I have good brood mare.
No. 95, Virginia,
that he deserved a lower one than was
JUNCTION, N. II.
I will hitch them to a plough, a saderbut standard, bred at Dixmont, Me.; foaled
given him.
Mr. Edwards is confident
in 1885; sired by Gray Dan 2127, 2.31%.
I have received a card asking for in lie can bring him down to the 20’s this a wiser man.
Frank Hardy.
Virginia is a heavy bay mare with good,
formation about the horses, etc., at this year. Next is a bay mare, an own sister
easy action.
farm, and in reply thereto would say to Baymont Chief, 15-3 hands, and
MAYBERRY FARM, CASCO.
The following young stock were bred
that the horses are all in first-class shape, weighing 1050 pounds. She is a sweet
The season of ’94 at Mayberry Bros.’ and raised at Mayberry farm: No. 96,Lady
although on account of the season being driver and ought to be developed. Next
backward they have not had the amount is a pair of black colts by Baymont, out Stock Farm opens with as fine a line of Pauline, standard, bay, nose and hind
young trotting stock as can be ' found pasterns white; foaled August 19,1890;
of work we should like to have given of Knox mares.
They ai‘e well mated
in the country. The proprietors, C. C. sired by Messenger Wilkes 3743, 2.23.
them at this time.
Tom Marsh gave and very handsome.
He has four stan
Vega a mile in 30 on our half mile track dard bred mares sired by Gen. Withers, and F. I’. Mayberry of 28 School street, Gail II., No. 98, brown, star, black points;
a few days ago.
All the others were Dictator Chief, Gideon and Baymont Boston, do everything in their power to foaled April 19, 1890; sired by Alex.
This Patclien. Gail H., is a large mare of her
jogged at about the same rate in propor Chief. There are also two yearlings by breed the best blooded horses.
age and has a good form. Edith M., 99,
farm
is
situated
at
the
head
of
Pleasant
tion to their marks.
Baymont Chief, one out of a Gideon
brown, star, white spot on nose, and
Pond,
only
27
miles
from
Portland,
with
Vega will start in the 2.18 class in the mare and the other out of a Knox mare.
eastern circuit, and Vollery in the 2.20? They stand 14 and 14-1 hands and are fine driveways in the vicinity. The main white ankles behind; foaled April 25,
stable is 300 feet long, containing a nice 1891; sired by Mascot 12537, 2.34%. Her
for the horse fair at Bigby Park in Au finely gaited.
A two year old filly by
gust. We shall enter Zerbino in the four the same horse, out of a Morgan mare, dirt driveway for winter use the entire third dam, Molly Morgan, shows she has
year old stake, Blackstone Brino, who is an own sister to Ashmont, that was sold length of the building, and in summer a very strong Morgan inheritance. No.
a full brother to Vega, in the three year to Halifax parties for $300 as a two year they use the one-third of a mile track 100, Grace M., sired by xMascot 2.34%;
old stake, Vega in the 2.18 stallion stake, old and trotted a mile in 2.35, but died around the stable. The facilities at the foaled April 30, 1891. No. 101, Ella M.,
and possibly also make an entry in the that fall as the result of a surgical oper Mayberry farm show that they are the is a bay, with black points, no white;
very best, and the manager, Mr. Fred W. foaled April 25, 1891, sire of Mascot
yearling and two year old class, although ation.
Mayberry, takes the best of care of all 12537, 2.34%; first dam Betsey, a Black
we think the time of the fair is a little
Lou Kent
horses under his charge, with the Hawk mare from Vermont.
early in which to give young colts the
PROSPECT NEWS.
aid of Madison Hamlin.
They are both 102, is a bay mare with white face. She
proper preparation.
Mr. I. F. Gould of Prospect arrived
was bred by J. B. Woodbury, Saugers,
Tom Marsh will probably have about home from Lynn, Mass., Saturday with intelligent horse trainers.
Mass.; foaled May 23, 1891.
Miss Kent
Having
given
the
reader
a
brief
de
six Woodbrinos. in his string this year, the fine bred stallion Blue Wilkes, owned
scription of the farm I will take first No. will spend this season at Mayberry Farm.
together with several other promising by Mr. William La Croix.
Blue Wilkes
ones. Minnie P., with a pacing record was sired by Wickliffe 2520, by George 83, Alcantrix, four years, 2.42%, chest No. 103, Annacantrix, sired by Alcantrix;
Annacantrix is
of 2.16%, is to be shipped from Kansas Wilkes 519; dam Witerwitch, by Blue nut stallion, star and white stockings on first dam Miss Wilson.
a chestnut, foaled June 4, 1892. No. 104,
to the farm at Newmarket this week, Bull 75, her dam by Tom Hal 3000, thus both near legs;bred by T. II. Kelliher at
Margarie Dore, standard, bay, white near
where she will be worked and placed in it will be seen that Blue Wilkes is a stan Ilighlawn Farm, Lee, Mass.; foaled May
5th, 1889; sired by Alcantara 729, 2.23. hind ankle; foaled April 14, 1892; sired by
Marsh’s string.
dard bred horse. He is a beautiful bay, Alcantrix is a direct descendant of such Mascot.
Lottie Kent, 105, standard,
15% hands’liigh, black points, weighs sires as Hambletonian, George Wilkes, foaled May 23, 1892; sired by Oscarda
1100 pounds; born June 1, 1888. He was Mambrino Patclien, Volunteer and Gen. 13187. No. 106, Juliet, foaled May 8,
A BETHEL STABLE.
My horses are in fine shape.
I have brought from Kentucky one year ago by Knox, and of the great brood mare Alma 1892; sired by Mascot 12537, 2.34%. She
six in charge now.
Owoissa is in fine Mr. La Croix. He has never been trained Mater, through her best son, Alcantara. is of good style and finish. No. 107,
form and acts nicely. I shall stand him but last year could show better than Alcantrix is a good horse and is produc Dorothy, bay, star, and near hind ankle
till August 1st, then I shall trot him; 2.20. He will be kept at the farm of I. ing some fine stock. Halcantrix, by Al- white; foaled May 1, 1892, sire of Mascot;
also Tommy F. and Onawa Jr., and I F. Gould, Prospect, Me., at the low fee cautrix 2.42%, is one of his best colts first dam a fast mare from Massachusetts.
have two fast two year olds I shall trot of $15 to insure.
and is owned by the manager. He is en No. 108, Nelscot, bay colt, star, foaled
some I think. They are fast. One is by
tered at the Lewiston State Fair this fall Aug. 28, 1892; sired by Mascot; first dam
FROM WINTERPORT.
Warrener, one by Owoissa. Don’t know
and will carry off first premium. No. 86, Nellie Nelson. Nelscot carries the blood
what else I may have.
I drive my own
Mr. Editor:—Seeing a mistake in a Atkins’ Dictator, seal brown stallion, of the great Nelson through his dam, and
horses. I will give you a few of my number of papers in regard to the breed 15% hands high, bred by B. B. Peak. of the little horse Onawa through his
Milton W., 109, bay, star, foaled
ideas in regard to the stallion business, ing of the stallion I recently purchased Georgetown, Ky.; foaled in 1882; sired sire.
May
19,
1892, sired by Mascot 12537,
as I think there is a chance for some talk of Mr. Coffin, I thought it would be as by Dictator 113.
This horse has never
on that subject. First, I think it is a Well to rectify and give a description of been handled for speed but shows a good 2.34%, son of Onawa 1402, 2.22%.
__________ A. W. Folsom.
good time to raise colts, but a poor time him at the same time.
Ledo Jr., not gait and is an excellent horse to breed
to pay very high prices for service fees, Leeds Jr., is a dark bay horse 15% hands from.
Horses are supposed to stand all
Atkins Dictator’s sire, Dictator
but still breed good stock. According to high, 1035 pounds weight; sired by Ledo 113, is a full brother to the noted trotter, the time during a sea-voyage, and, in
my idea Maine stands nearly at the head 2.35%, by Old Ledo, by Hambletonian Dexter 2.17%. The stallion, Glen Eagle, fact, they will not lie down, being moved
for good horses, although by the many let 10; dam by Messenger Knox, by Black owned by Madison Hamlin, will spend by that instant which teaches them
ters I have received the past six months Sultan, by Gen. Knox; second dam by this season at Mayberry Farm.
that if they lie down they may not bo
inquirying for good horses, goes to Gen. Knox. Ledo Jr., is a horse of great
We will now take the brood mares. able to get up again.
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TURN, FARM AND HOME.
HORSE HAIRS.

ONEIDA (N. Y.) NOTES.

Mr. Editor:—The Oneida Driving
Ed. Bitlier will condition the Allen
Farm horses over the Charter Oak track Park Assocation held their annnual
meeting in the Madison House parlor
at Hartford, Conn.
on Thursday evening April 19.
Presi
dent Garvine called the meeting to order
The dam of Nelson and the dam of Auat 8.30 o4clock and the followidg officers
hine have been bred at Sunnyside this
were elected: President A. L. Garvin;
year to Brown Rolfe, a son of Young
1st Vice President, William G. Nixford;
Rolfe.
2nd Vice President, Burton G. Foster;
Mr. B. B. Merrill of Brewer sold two 3d Vice President, Charles H. House;
fine colts last week. One a grey pacer, Treasurer, JuluisM. Goldstein;Secretary,
by Elation, went to Massachusetts, and J. Frank Aldrich, assistant correspond
the other, a bay trotter, was purchased ing Secretary, J. Arthur Sherman, John
V. Richardson was made superintendant
by Waterville parties.
of the track with one assistant. It is the
intention of the officers to make some
Matters are booming with Mr. Jonas
needed improvements about the track
Edwards, the Auburn horse dealer. He
such as erecting new grand and judges
has so many orders in that he was
stand and building new stables. It was
obliged to ordei- two carloads of horses
also deemed advisable to arrange for
to fill the demand this week.
Prices
a programe of races to be held the last
rule very low, however.
of May.
J. D. Crummers of Camden has sold
Howard Gould of Portland has pur
chased of J. O. Haines of Skowhegan his his fine chestnut gelding “Barb Wire” to
stallion Bay Fearnaught, paying therefor parties in New York city for a fancy
the sum of $1500. The horse is in prime price. The animal will be shipped to
condition and will be campaigned. A Europe very soon where he will start in
a circuit.
low mark is predicted for him.
Johnson and Clark’s bay mareSenateress may go to Syracuse to go through the
Directum is being jogged daily on the Centeral New York circuit. The mare
roads from ten to fifteen miles a day at a is in fine condition and is liable to go a
good stiff jog, and given several miles on fast clip this year.
a quarter mile track twice a week at a
C. O. Baily of Waterville has a good
2.40 gait in the stretches for a scrape out. string of horses this season, among them
He has filled out considerable and is a C. O. B., Cornelia Wilkes, Flora B.,
heavier horse than last year.
Darnel Lambert and others which he
will take through the circuit.
A western breeder who has given the
matter no little attention, declares that
there is no better paying business in the
world today than the breeding of trot
ters and pacers if it is gone into with the
same business tact and caution that gov
erns the management of other large in
terests.

McFADDEN’S PEDIGREE BOOK.

Every breeder of good stock should
use this book. The most simple, com
pact and correct method of recording
pedigrees ever used. Published in book
form, neatly bound in cloth, 100 pedigreeblanks in each book. Price $1.00 per
copy, sent postage paid, to any part of
the United States or Canada. Send for
Messrs Fred Pierce and James Nason illustrated circular to Turf, Farm and
of Mehanic Falls sold to Boston parties
Home, Auburn, Me.
last Saturday, their matched pair of
mares. They were as fine a team as has
The fact that the Tenney improved
been seen in this section for a long
stallion shield is truly a meritorous de
while, color brown and could road 10 vice is proven beyond a doubt, for it has
miles an hour easily, and afraid of noth
been a success ever since its first appear
ing.
ance two years ago. Tenney & Co., New
buryport, Mass., manufacturers of^this
On another page will be found the device, have had and are getting innum
advertisement of S. J. Murray, who has erable letters every day from gentlemen
received some of the finest horses in all over the country who invariably
Maine. It is very gratifying to learn speak of its merit and that their money
that these sales are well attended, and' was well invested when they bought one.
all who have purchased, say that every They have an ad. on another page show
thing stated in his advertisement is ing the ^shield in position and giving
found to be true.
many other particulars concerning it.
Dont fail to attend this sale, it will pay
It has been found that with tlioughyou. Mr. Murray stands high in the
estimation of all who has had dealings breds and trotters not only the feed but
the training must be kept up as well,
with him.
or they soon get back to the same condi
Development of the
Says an exchange: “Some owners of tion as Arab.
parents
will
be
required
with the trotters
good producing stallions remark that it
will do them no good to advertise their and pacers to produce uniformly success
horses, but they are the first to complain ful campaigner at either gait.
if you fail to report the doings of their
horse’s get, but we are glad that all
breeders are not so ‘hoggish.’ A great
many realize that the turf journals of
the country have made them what they
are, and they are willing to contribute to
these papers, realizing that they will
still further advance their own inter
ests.”

The American Trotting Register Asso
ciation Company showed its confidence
in the ability, integrity and faithfulness
of J. H. Steiner by re-electing him sec
retary at its late meeting in Chicago.

The one thing that prevents two horses
of equally fast records meeting together
in a decided match, is the inevitable fact
of one of them coming in second best.
A fine colt called Fairview, is owned
No horse-owner wants that place for his
by Charles Loomis of Skowhegan; sired
champion.
by All-So 2.20Xj out °f a mare by Skow
hegan Boy, he by Gen. Knox. He is four
Docking has been for some time for
this spring, stands 1G hands and weighs bidden in the British army, aud the order
1100 pounds.
He was trained about GO has gone forth that short tailed horses are
days last year as a three year old and not even to be purchased for remounts.
trotted a mile on a half-mile track in
2.33^, and could have gone in 2.30 but
It is our proud boast that The Turf
met with an accident which threw him is today in touch with more horsemen in
out of training. It was not serious, how New England than all Maine publications
ever, and he will be trained again this combined. A boast that can be supportyear.
by the facts too.

CARE OF

COLTS IN
SUMMER.

SPRING

AND over the loss occasioned by the mares

“As the twig is bent so is the tree in
clined” is about as true of horses as it is
of trees, and we all can make up our
minds that if we give the best-bred colt
on earth scrub care in his earlier days
we will never have anything but a scrub
colt while he is young and a scrub horse
after he grows up. A contemporary took
us to task for saying that the public
would not buy thin horses. Notwith
standing our contemporary’s .facetious
remarks, the fact remains that the pub
lic will not buy thin horses, does not want
them, in fact, at any price, nor yet does
it want what a starved colt grows up to
be. It is an old maxim amongst breeders
that the flesh which is born on any young
animal should be kept on it, which is as
true of horses as it is of cattle, sheep or
swine. The breeder, then, must make
arrangements to keep the foals in good
flesh. For the first few weeks of their
existence the youngsters subsist entirely
on their mother’s milk, and to insure a
copious flow the mare must be well fed.
Some time ago a gentleman of the writer’s
acquaintance exhibited some extraordi
narily well-furnished foals and was taxed
with stuffing them with cow’s milk.
In reply he said that he did use cow’s
milk, but he fed it to the mares and the
foals got the benefit of it. This, of course,
was nonsensical, but it contained a lesson,
which was that to have fat foals you
must have well-fed mares. The ration
advised in a previous issue to be fed to
mares before foaling does just as well for
them after foaling, being exceedingly
nutritious and supplying plenty of milk.
When a foal is two days old, if the weather
is good, he and his dam should be turned
out into the sunlight; the foal will, of
course, stagger around and possibly fall
a time or two on making his first acquaint
ance with the wide, wide world, but sun
light is essential to the growth of any
young animal, and the more a foal can
have of it the better he will be off, pro
viding, of course, that he has a good dry
yard to run in. Just as soon as he dis
plays any desire to nibble there should
be fitted in the mare's stall a little feedbox and a handful of crushed oats and
bran put in it. It is surprising how soon
he will learn to eat it. The oats should
always be crushed, though it is seldom
done. The crushed produce more growth
and are easier on the youngster's stomach.
As soon as the grass grows green the foal
and his dam should be turned out, care
being taken at first to bring them in at
night and to prevent them being exposed
to severe rain storms or chilly weather.
It is the general custom to stop feeding
grain to mares and foals when they go
out to grass, but there never was a more
vital mistake made. The grain and hay
they have been eating during the winter
and spring is a great deal more nutritious
than the grass, therefore, when the grain
is suddenly cut off they lose flesh, and
do not regain it all summer. Under the
conditions of domestication a mare can
raise a foal on grass alone, but she will
raise a bigger, stronger and better one it
she has a feed of grain—bran aud oats—
even once a day. To obtain the best re
sults not only with the foal she is nur
sing, but with the one she is carrying, a
brood mare should have in the summer a
feed of grain mornning and night. It
need not in the flush of grass be a heavy
one; two quarts of oats and a quart of
bran twice a day will more than pay for
itself in the strength and growth it pro
duces. There are men who own horses
who would get mad in a second if they
saw a boy whipping a cur dog, and yet
they will turn their mares and foals out
into a bare pasture and let them stay there
all summer, tortured beyond endurance
by flies and sunburn. They never think
of erecting a pole-shed, and when they
see the band grouped together, stamping
and switching, they curse the luck and
the flies, and condole with one anotlie-

and foals running down in flesh. Should
the pasture run short on account of the
dry season, they condole with one another
again, rarely thinking that a few quarts
of oats, fed night and morning from the
time the mares were turned out in the
sprin,g would have prevented the loss
of flesh. The ideal horse-pasture con
tains wide-spreading trees and running
water; many of them, however, have
neither. In such a case, a shelter should
be built under which the mares and foals
may stand in the heat of the day and into
the darkness of which the flies will not
enter
Then there should be constructed an
enclosure to which the colts may gain ac
cess, the fence being so constructed as
to permit this, but to turn back the
mares; and inside there should be a
trough containing a supply of grain—
oats and bran—so that the youngsters
may nibble at will. They will not eat to
exceed a quart apiece per day and oats
so fed will certainly net the breeder a
dollar a bushel.
The writer, when in
charge of a large stock farm, constructed
a field for this purpose, in this wise: A
number of stout posts were sunk in the
ground so that nine feet of their length
was above the surface in the middle row
and seven feet on the two outside rows.
Poles were cut in the woods and used
for plates and rafters, the whole being
thatched with marsh hay.
The dimen
sions were about twenty by thirty feet.
Around the post in the middle of the
shed was built a manger; at a distance
of about seven feet from it fence posts
were sunk and a single rail nailed to
them scant four feet from the ground.
Crushed oats and bran were kept con
tinually in the manger and the colts very
soon learned to spend the most of their
time in the shelter of the shed and to
take a bite when they wanted it. The
south and west sides of the shed were
walled up with poles and hay, and the
northern and eastern exposures were
left open, thus excluding the midday and
afternoon sun and allowing the breeze
to pass through.
In the adjoining field
the colts owned by a neighbor breeder
ran all summer long without any shelter,
without any grain, and the difference be
tween the two lots in the fall was so
noticeable that it was hard to believe
were equally well bred.
As a matter of
fact the foals were mostly by the same
horse. The lot which had grain and
shelter were large and sleek and fat, and
liked to play and trot; those which were
starved and hair two inches long, every
rib showed plainly, they did not weigh
half what the others did and instead of
moving around were content to stand
still, except when vainly trying to eke
out their wretched living on the bare,
brown field. The object lesson, however,
was enough for their owner, and next
year his mares fared a great deal better.
The question of providing adequate shel
ter for mares and foals during the sum
mer is a most important one and deserv
ing of more attention than it generally
receives. It is barbarism of the worst
kind to compel horses to stand out all
day in the burning sun and in addition
the breeder who permits it is willfully
. curtailing his profits, for every ounce of
flesh costs so much to make, and if it is
allowed to fall away it costs that much
more to get it back again.
In addition to the grain ration mares
should have some succulent green food
in the end of August or the beginning of
September, or whenever the pasture be
comes very short. It is, comparatively
speaking, little trouble to plant in one
of the fields adjoining the pasture several
rows of sweet corn, which rushes up
early and when fed green, stalks and all,
is keenly relished by all classes of live
stock. A man will cut and throw over
the fence enough sweet corn in half an
hour to give twenty brood mares and
foals a hearty meal, and the increased
flow of milk produced by it will do won-
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ders for the colts in the way of keeping what she can pick in the pasture she must half a dozen phrases with a charming This one is not broken to harness yet,
them in flesh when the pasture is short. be able to give more milk and to impart variety of intonations. He is telling me but will be and entered at the Breeders’
Me., Franklin
The foals will also eat considerable of the more strength to the growing fetus. It something which I am greatly interested meeting, Farmington,
green stalks, and it is not a bad idea to is best to let the mares up occasionally to hear; but the density of human non county, when it occurs, the date not be
have a man carry a good armful into the and give them a rest, though the necssi- intelligence is like a fog between Jerry’s ing fixed yet.
Reader.
colts’s shelter and leave it for them with ty for this becomes less urgent if they mind and mine.
A
man
who
has
a
horse
for
sale makes
in their pen. If the sweet corn is plant are well fed at all times of the year. So
One morning he walked beside me, a
ed intelligently a constant succession of good an authority as Charles Marvin courteous escort, talking of the fine as big a blunder in over rating his abilit
As
green succulent food may be had until advocates this practice, and while it may weather and of the news of the day. ies, as he does in underating them.
field corn is in the silk or if desired, seem almost like throwing money into “What you say, Jerry,” I answered him, a rule, the horse will not be pur
right up to cold weather, which is the the fire to let a producing mare go idle “is not only true, but also finely ex chased on the strength of what some one
best plan to pursue.
The sweet corn for a season, the writer honestly believes pressed. What a pity that I’m too stu says about him, but on the judgement of
the purchaser when he comes to look him
varieties are the best for fall feed, Sto that her subsequent colts will be so much pid to understand it!”
over.
If the owner has painted the
well’s evergreen being the most prolific better that they will amply repay their
Another day as 1 entered the yard,
picture of a very beautiful horse of fash
of leaves and consequently the best breeder by increased excellence for the
Jerry stood there harnessed. He imme
ionable color and lots of style, and first
adapted for this use.
Ordinary field time and money apparently lost. The
diately began the recital of some pleas
glimpse of the animal shows him to be a
corn is too tough and woody and too writer always maintains that The pros
ant occurence; whinnying, moving his short legged animal, threatened with
rank for horses to relish. These simple perity of the farm is tied up in the brood
ears, and tossing his head with evident
great age, the would-be buyer becomes
mares,
and
while
this
article
has
drifted
matters of feed and care will enable the
delight. One of the men came from the
disgusted and does not want such an
breeder to get the best that is in his from a consideration of the care of colts
stable and asked me, “Has Jerry told
animal at any price, for he feels that he
in summer to that of the mares, the sub
horses.
you the news?”
has been deceived on the start.
Tell it
Foals should be halter broken when jects are so much akin that little apology
“lie has; but I have not quite under
just
as
it
is,
gentlemen
and
your
chances
is
necessary.
The
difference
between
two days old, if they are all right in
stood.”
of a sale are much better.
every way. A little headstall should be even fairly good care and really good cal e
“He had his photograph taken this
is
so
marked
in
results
that
it
cannot
be
slipped on them and a piece of a strap
morning. A man with a camera came
Ill-fitting collars produce great dis
about a foot long attached to the ring. too strongly urged on breeders to let the into the yard and I said,’ Jerry is such a tress to the horses, besides loss of pull
This the owner or attendant can catch mares want for nothing that can possibly good horse he ought to have his picture ing power.
at will and speedily teach the youngster conduce to their success as producers. taken. So we put on his best ’blanket
the purpose of the halter. When they Horse-breeding is like every other busi and he stood for his likeness.
He was
have got steady on their pins they should ness. There is no time when the mana very pleased about it.”
ger’s vigilance should be relaxed. Econ
be tied up and have a chance to get re
On onother occasion Jerry by means of
omy is, morever, not synonymous with
conciled to the new sensation before
penuriousness. The man who starves his silent language, helped me out of a
gaining much strength. It is easier done
He
his horses to save a few dollars in cash is little dilemma of equine society.
then than at any other time, and the
only stopping the barrel at the spigot had been eating fruit and sugar from my
halters may be left on them for a while
and letting its contents ruu out at the hands; and in the basket there remained
after they are turned out.
It is not al
only a few bits of sugar, when one of
bunghole.—Chicago Horseman
together well to leave a halter continu
our friends, a black horse, trotted up
ally on a foal’s head during the first
for a share of the treat.
I knew by
summer, but it should be replaced from
JERRY, THE HORSE.
experience that the black
horse
time to time for twenty-four hours at a
liked apples, but not sugar; so that
stretch, so that they may not lose their
“I am so
Mrs. Cavazza’s Remarkably Intelligent Pet. there was nothing for him.
acquaintance with it and its uses. All
sorry, Wally,” I told him, “but Jerry
summer the feet of both mares and foals
My Mamma gives ma
In Mrs. E. Cavazza’s entertaining hss eaten all the fruit, and you do not
should be attended to; they should be
care for sugar. The next time you shall
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
paper,
“Jerry:
a
personality,”
in
the
pared out, chipped down and rasped
have a fine apple, if you will go away
For Coughs, Colds, Colic, Cholera
even and not allowed to grow into all April Atlantic, she thus writes of some now.”
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
of
the
characteristics
of
her
favorite.
Throat, Diphtheria, eto.
sorts of shapes as is so often the case.
The black did not comprehend; he
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.
Jerry is an admirable, comedian.
It is not much trouble to do this, and
kept gently pushing his nose against my
Prepared by NORWAYMedicine Co., Norway, Me.
often saves a big bill of expense. Often Once, well meaning but misguided, I
shoulder. It was grevious to disappoint
times a fault may be corrected in the offered him some carrots. It was fine to
the good animal. With a sudden impulse
foal’s foot at this age, which if allowed see his scorn of the vegetable. He sniff I ' said to the roan, “You, Jerry, know
todevelope and stiffen, may seriously ed contemptuously, shook his head, and
both languages. Please tell Wally that I
tossed the carrots from the] basket, and
detract from his value as a horse.
am very sorry that the apples are all eaten;
Should any of the mares or foals be trampled upon them in a war dance. But but if he will go away now, in patience,
injured they should be taken to the itwastoldme after I had left the stable to-morrow I will bring him a large red
WE
*?poont'nl of
That
stables and treated at once. Frequently that Jerry picked up the carrots and ate apple for himself.”
... -- *
r ». 3
it happens that some of them get torn them with good relish. It had been simply
Jerry looked at me, as if to take the
>I ?
with wire or snags
_ or otherwise lacer that he expected choicer gifts at my message, then approached his nose to
will produce racreactr.fi i ref-Cit? than r. whole bottle
ated, and the wounds become favorite hand.
auv liniment or spavin cure mixture eve nude.
that of Wally. It appeared to me that of
It is therefore the chccpei’t (;>« .ell as s.-iiest. and
He owns a blanket and hood, gold the current of intelligence waa almost best)
points of attack with the flies, which in
external applicant Rr.o.vn for nwiu or beast.
variably causes excessive suppuration color, and by me embroidered with his visible, something as the warm air is seen
and always leaves a scar. If the animay respected name. He is proud of it, and to pass in transparant ripples along the
is taken home and confined in a dark who knows what satisfaction he feels outside of a heated iron pipe. The mes
airy place, the wound dressed with anti when, as he passes along the* street, the sage repeated, Wally glanced pleasantly
CLEVELAND. OHIO.
THE lAWRLKCE WILLIAMS
septic ointment, it frequently heals by populace admiring, reads aloud, Jerry! at me as if to accept the terms of my
the first intention. All this, of course, His self-esteem demands good clothes, so offer, and then trotted away. Needless
entails a great deal of trouble in one way much so that one day, as I came into the to say that the next day he had the
and another' and the expenditure of some stable yard, Jerry told me by means of promised apple, and of the largest and
money. The expense, however, is fully whinnying, beating his hoofs, shaking reddest.
warranted by the improvement wrought, vigorously in his teeth the rather ancient
and a big profit is always realized. The blanket which had been'hastily thrown
SALEM HORSES.
idea that in summer mares and colts need over him, that he wanted his own cover,
little or no attention prevails generally, and not any common rag whatever! So
Mr. George W. Harris of this town has
but is erroneous and costly. They should his Australian friend kindly brought the
have as much attention in summer as in robe,—observing however, that Jerry had wintered three horses, a mare sired by
winter.
not protested until my arrival. Arrayed Hind’s Knox, he by Gen. Knox; color
in
his good blanket, Jerry looked around black, with two white ankles behind,
Harking back to the necessity of keep
with
pride, and carressed with his nose stands 16 hands high and weighs 1100
ing regular brood mares in good condition
pounds. This mare has raised two colts Owing to the great demand for liorses at
while on pasture by the use of additional the hands that had attired him.
the present time, I have made arrange
which Mr. Harris now owns. One a bay ments to have two loads this week, and
food, a word or two might be said as to
Another comedy of which Jerry was
lilly, three years old this spring, two the prices are lower than I ever sold them.
the desirability of letting some of the stage manager was a five o’clock tea, ad
white ankles behind, stands 16 hands
mares run over occasionally so as to give mirably enacted, He had eaten all the
JONAS EDWARDS.
high, and a nice gaited one, sired by Allthem a rest from tneir reproductive ipples and sugar from my disli-sliaped
AUBURN, MAINE,
So 2.20ll. This colt has been entered in
labors. To keep a mare suckliug a colt basket. Then he had a luminous idea:
all the races in our county as a yearling
and carrying another year after year on He took the edge of the basket in his
and two year old and has won a portion
nothing bnt grass from April to Novem teeth, and with a polite bow, proffered
of
the money in every race she was in.
ber is the worst policy possible, and is it to the Australian. It was accepted j
She
will be entered this season in all the
bound to shorten her life as well as to with thanks. Then Jerry took it again j
seriously lower the class of her foal. and with another bow presented the Bar- races in the county of her class, and is
The tremendous strain on the dam’s vi mecide feast to me. I had not assisted I expected to win her share of the money.
You can not kalsomine on kalsomine or
tality is seen in the speedy deterioration at social functions for nothing, and re- l She is showing more speed this spring
.of the progeny of mares which get away ceived his civilities with manycompli-l than last and a nicer way of going. The paint or paper over it. You can put forty
coats of Gypsine on Gypsine or can paint or
from their owners on the plains. Their ments. The tea party lasted for several | other colt, an own sister to the former, paper over Gypsine, or use Gypsine over
is
a
bay
filly,
black
points,
one
white
an
foals never are as good as their dams. minutes. Jerry was quite impartial in '
paint or paper, producing a surface smooth,
The general inferiority of range horses his attentions and the affair was most ' kle behind, one year old April 20, 1894, rich and even. Made only by the
stands 14 hands high, sired by All-So
may be traced directly to this, its main enjoyable to everybody concerned.
DIAMOND WALL FINISH CO.,
2.20)^, and a good shaped one and as
cause. It stands to reason that if a mare
It is very tantalizing when Jerry turns nice a gaited one as anybody has got;
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
be fed a ration of grain in addition to upon me his beautiful eyes and whinnies
Write for sample card of tints, copy of ’‘Gyp
dam by Hind’s Knox, he by Gen. Knox. sine Advocate ’ and address of local dealer.
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ON GYPSINE.
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For the fastest record of produce of
mares bred to above stallions in 1894, to
be trotted at Maine
State
Fair
in 1896 - -- -- -- -- $50.00
To each and every colt or filly that
shall obtain, at Maine State Fair, 1894, a
record for one, two, three, or four-year
olds faster than present State record for
same age - -- -- -- $100.00
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Fertilizer, value, $22.50. Provided that
HORSES’ TAILS.
with each exhibit, in one-half bushel
lots, there shall be rendered a sworn
OFFERED BY TIIE
statement of measurement of land,
So the legislature of Massachusetts has
quantity of fetilizer used, kind of soil, really passed a law compelling all per
Officers of the Maine State Agricultural Society
manner in treating in 1893, method of
cultivation, -whither planted in hills or sons who “dock horses” to cover them
AND CITIZENS OF THE STATE.
dills, amount and variety of seed used, with fly netting during the months of
total yield in bushels, and per cent of June, July, August and September.
marketable potatoes. The completeness
BY' A. II. RICE OF WATERVILLE.
BY S. G. JERRARD, PRESIDENT.
Every state should pass such a law. It
$10.00 of the statement, taken in connection is astonishing that the officers of the hu
For best pair one-year-old steers, raised, For foals of 1894, sired by Echo
with
the
quality
of
sample
product,
to
First, $5.00; seeond, $3.00; third $2.00
trained, and exhibited by boy not over
determine the award, which will be made mane society in all the large cities do
12 years old, quality and training to be For foals of 1894, sired by Oakland $10.00 by the General Agent of the Company
not have their councils or state legisla
First,
$5.00;
second,
$3.00;
third,
$2.00.
considered in making award, two or more
the third day of the Fair.
Competition tures pass such a law.
BY' J. S. SANBORN,
to enter - - - - 1st, $6.00, 2d, $4.00
invited. Parties intending to compete
IIow cruel and wrong is the docking
BY ALQNZO LIBBY, TRUSTEE.
PROPRIETOR ELMWOOD FARM, POLAND. will please notify Secretary on or before
of horses’ tails; sawed off in such a man
For the first colt in the Trotting Colt
For the best foals of 1893 sired by June 2st.
Stakes, one, two, three or four years old, Geinare, Lothair, or Captain, $25.00, THE AMERICAN SOUTHDOWN BREEDERS’ ner that they can do nothing with them.
that breaks the state record or distances provided blue ribbon is won at the com
Why, the only defense a poor animal has
ASSOCIATON
the field, - - -............................ $10.00
ing Maine State Fair, season of 1894.
Will
offer
the
following
special
premium
during
the fly season is his tail, which
For the best foals of 1894 shown at the
BY A. J. EIBBY, TRUSTEE.
at Maine State Fair of 1894.
should be allowed to grow its full length
Maine
State
Fair,
sired
by
Gemare,
For the best pair one-year-old steers,
For the “two best recorded lambs”
raised by boy under 10 years of age, to Lothair, or Captain, two or more to one ram and one ewe—bred and ex without being clipped off to suit fashion’s
enter,
$30.00;
the
first
$15.00,
second
be trained to cart, training to be con
hibited by a resident of the State; provid latest fad.
sidered,
. . _ . 1st, $5.00, 2d, $3.00 $10.00, and third $5.00—$15.00 additional ed, that but one premium will be paid
Those men that are sometimes arrest
to the winner of the blue ribbon. ,
For best thoroughbred two-year-old
The same liberal premiums will be the same exhibitor, four volumes of ed for driving lame animals are not com
American Southdown Record.
These
heifer, ----- 1st, $2.00, 2d, 1.00 offered for foals of 1895.
mitting half the crime our wealthy citi
premiums are offered, conditioned.
BY II. WESLEY HUTCHINS, TRUSTEE, AU BY' MAINE CATTLE CLUB JERSEY' BREED
zens are when allowing their fine stock
I.
That
the
animals
competing
for
BURN.
ERS’ ASSOCIATION.
said premiums shall be recorded in the to be shorn of their tail, or the best part
For fastest record obtained by a foal
American Southdown Record prior to date of it, which certainly has been provided
The
Directors
of
the
Maine
Cattle
Club
of 1802, by The Seer, at Maine State Fair
of entry for the exhibition, and that the
in 1894, $50, and to any or every colt or Jersey Breeders’ Association offer a party making the entry furnish the sec by the “ever ruling providence” for some
filly that shall obtain a record fas diploma for each animal scoring eighty retary of the
American Southdown good. The council should pass an ordi
ter than the present state record for points and over, according to the scale of Breeders’ Association, at the time of en nance punishing any and every one who
yearlings, $ioo points adopted by the American Jersey try, a copy of the same.
Cattle Club, said animal being recorded
docks horses or impose a heavy penalty.
For the first get of The Seer that shall in the Herd Register of said Club.
II. That the premiums will be paid
obtain a record, at the Maine State Fair, ^5PRATT FOOD CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
on presentation of certificate from the If this law should be enforced, humanity
and civilization will have advanced an
equal to The Seer’s three-year-old record
proper officer of the fair.
of 2.29, or his four-year-old race record of Offer the following special premiums:
THE DIAMOND CRYSTAL SALT CO., ST. other step.—87. Louis Post-Dispatch.
2.22 3-4, or his five-year-old race record
For best pair of Light Brahmas, LangCLAIR, MICII.,
of 2.20 1 2, or his six-year-old race rec shans, White Wyandottes, Silver Wyan
Through their state agents, Messrs.
ord of 2.19 1-2, in a race anywhere, $200, dottes. White Plymouth Rocks, S. C.
Bright Spring Days.
and for the next three colts that shall White Leghorns, R. C. Brown Leghorns, Trefethen & Bearce, Portland, offer:
For the package, 10 pounds special en
The spring should be pre-eminently a
obtain records equal to either of these Partridge Cochins, Bronze Turkeys, Bar
records,tin a race, each $100, the same red Plymouth Rocks, each, one 5 pound try, butter, scoring the highest number season of contentment, happiness and
of points, said butter having been salted
colt to be eligible to but one premium. package Pratt’s Poultry Food.
In these bright and pleasant
with Diamond Crystal Salt, exhibited at hope.
These premiums will hold good for the
BY E. G. EVELETH, TREASURER.
Maine State Fair, 1894, - - _ $25.00 months the country should enjoy its
years 1894-5-0.
For best exhibit Barred Plymouth THE AMERICAN BERKSHIRE ASSOCIATION, highest degree of tranquility and pros
$250 to any colt or filly, the get of The
- $3.00
CHAS. F. MILLS, SECRETARY, SPRINGSeer, that shall win the yearling colt Rocks, perity. But spring, it is well known, is
FIELD, ILL.,
For best pair,............................ .
2.00
stakes at the State Fair of 1895, and $250
often a period of discomfort and disturb
additional if the yearling State record is BY' AMERICAN AGRICULTURALIST, NEW
Offer the following special premiums
beaten and held for 1895.
to be competed for at the Maine State ance in the physical system. Important
YORK.
The first five or the organs of the body become torpid or ir
FUTURITY SPECIAL, OFFERED IN 1892.
For best exhibit farm products grown Fair of 1894, viz.:
$250 to any colt or lilly, the get of Sid- by exhibitor, 1 yearly subscription, 81.50 second five volumes of the record of the regular in their action, and the fact is
For best A. J, C. C. heifer calf, six American Berkshire Association neces instantly reflected in the mental condi
nut, that shall win theyearlin >• colt st ikes
at the State Fair of 1891, and $250 months or over, 1 yearly subscrip sary to complete the set of the success tion of the individual.
A disordered
additional if the yearling State record is tion, ----------- $1.50 ful competitor and valued at five dollars
per
volume.
liver
means
disordered
nerves
and un
beaten and held for 1894.
For heaviest buck lamb, any breed, 1
For best breeding pen of Berksliires reg steady brain. Anything which will bring
- - - - - $1.50
BY THE WHITMAN AGRICULTURAL WORKg, yearly subscription,
istered in the American Berkshire Record, the physical system into harmony with
AUBURN.
C. F. COBB, SOUTH VASSALBORO.
to consist of a boar and three sows over
The Whitman Agricultural Works, Offers a silver cup, valued at $10, to the one year of age, owned by a resident of budding Nature confers an enormous
Auburn Me., oiler for the best two acres A. J. Cattle Club heifer, three years old the state in which the fair is held, the benefit upon the nation, besides the
of Sweet Corn grown in Maine in 1894, or younger, bred in Maine, who shall first five or second five volumes of the
planted with“Kingof the Gornfield”Corn give the largest yield of butter fat, by Berkshire Record, valued at, - - . $25.00 mere allaying of physical discomfort.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla does this, as thous
Planter and Fertilizer Distributor,
For best breeding pen of Berksliires
Babcock test, from milking of Thursday
One “King of the Cornfield” Planter, morning, September 6th. Cream to be registered in the American Berkshire ands of grateful and happy men and
value,
- -- -- -- -$25.00 separated by seperator. Test to be made Record, to consist of a boar and three women can testify, and increased use of
Upon the following conditions:
sows under one year of age, owned by a this standard spring medicine is of more
by Secretary of Board of Agriculture.
A full statement must be made by
resident of the state in which the fair is
BY' I)R. T. N. DRAKE, PITTSFIELD.
each contestant to Secret try G. M.
held, the first five or second five volumes real practical importance in promoting
To the owner of the first colt by Green of the Berkshire Record,
Twitchell, Augusta, on or before Nov.
valued health and quietin' the business world
1, 1894, giving quality and condition of field, to enter the 2.30 list, free service at, - - -............................
$25.00 than reams of abstract theorizing.
for
one
mare
to
Early
Bird,
son
of
Jay
soil, kind of seed and method of planting,
CONDITIONS.
whether in lulls or drills, manner of plow Bird, value,
$100
I. That the boars and sows competing
ing, cultivating and treating the growing
For the best foal of 1894, by Early Bird,
There are three stallions owned in New
crop, and of harvesting, together with a 2.15 3-4, to be shown at the Maine State for the prizes specified above be record England that are expected to become
sworn statement as to the number of Fair, 1894, one-half of service fee for ed in the American Berkshire Record
cans packed from the same; also will be Early Bird, for same dam in 1895, $50 prior to date of entry at the fair, and sensational performers this season. Arion
required a statement from the super
For the best foal by Bosphorus, 1894, that a list of such entries be sent the has been a sensational horse ever since
intendent of the corn-canning factory to be shown at the Maine State Fair, secretary of this association.
he set the two year old record at 2.10%.
II. That there shall be not less than
canning the same, at the Maine State 1894, same offer, value,
- - - _ $25
two competitors for each of the prizes. lie has improved each year until he bids
Fair, 1894. Each competitor must ex
ELMBUOOK SPECIALS.
III. That no animals competing for fair to wear the stallion crown. The
hibit a trace of corn, not less than
The Elmbrook Syndicate of Belfast of the above prizes be allowed to show for next one on the list is Edgardo 2.13%, by
twenty-four ears, from the two acres,
at the Maine State Fair.
The complet- fers the following special premiums for said premiums at more than one State Rumor. This horse trotted as game a
ness of the statement taken in connection the get of their stallion Elmbrook 2.26 1-4 Fair in 1894.
race as any horse ever trotted, the day
with the yield, to determine the award, to be competed for at the Maine State BOWKER FERTILIZER CO., BOSTON, MASS.,
he made his record, as he was as lame as
which will be made December 1st, by a Fair for 1895 :
Offer the following poultry specials:
For the yearling colt by Elmbrook,
committee consisting of Col. S. G.
For best Light Brahma, Dark Brahma, a dog. Still he could have easily gone
Jerrard, Kenduskeag, Hon. W. II. Vinton, making the best time, trot or pace, in Partridge Cochin, Buff Cochin, White the mile in 2.12 or better. Geo. Leavitt,
Gray, and A. C. T. King, South Paris, to colt stakes or in exhibition, one Elm Cochin, White Dorking, Colored Dork who is one of the best posted horsemen
whom all papers will be referred.
In brook service for 1895.
ing, S. S. Hamburg, W. F. B. Spanish,
For the two-year-old Colt by Elmbrook, S. C. White Leghorn, R. C. White Leg in New England, told the writer, a few
dividuals intending to compete for this
grand prize will please notify the Secre which shall beat the State record, over horn, S. C. Br. Leghorn, R. C. Br. Leg days ago, that Edgardo was going sound
tary on or before June 1, 1894.
any half-mile track in Maine 2 in 3, horn, Black Leghorn, Dominique Leg and ought to trot very fast this year.
mile heats, trot or pace, $50.00.
BY' A. L. «fe E. F. GOSS CO., LEWISTON,
horn, Black Java, Barred Plymouth The third one is Col. Thayer’s handsome
For three-year-old, same requirements, Rock, White Plymouth Rock, Laced
One Ten-Bottle Babcock Milk Test $75.00.
chestnut horse, Ralph Wilkes, who made
Wyandotte, White Wyandotte, Golden
complete, value $12, to the owner or
a
record of 2.18 as a two year old. He
THE
AMERICAN
OXFORD
DOWN
SHEEP
Wyandotte, pullets; Bronze Turkey hen,
exhibitor of a cow of any breed, or age,
young; Pekin Duck, young; Rouen Duck, has been in the stud for two seasons,
giving the greatest number of pounds of
RECORD ASSOCIATION.
butter fat in one day. Test to be made
Will oiler $50.00 in Special Prizes for young; Aylesbury Duck, young, $1. each. but a year ago last fall he was given an
Provided that no award shall be made exhibition mile over Mystic in 2.13%and
from milk drawn on the second day of Oxford Down lambs, at the Maine State
the Fair.
Cows to be milked, milk Fair in 1894. The money to be divided by the expert unless the individual pul
finished well within himself. While it
weighed, and samples taken under into three prizes; 1st, $25.00 2d, $15.00; let is matured and of sufficient merit to
warrant the same.
Winners will obtain is asking a great deal of this great son
direction of committee. Test to be made 3d, $10.00.
by Babcock method by competent person
Pen to consist of four lambs of either these awards from the Superintendent of of Red Wilkes to compete with the oth
and in the hall, on morning of third day. sex, bred and owned by exhibitor in the Poultry before leaving the grounds.
ers named, there are a number of conser
State of Maine. Lambs to be registered
BY' UNION STOCK FARM, VASSALBORO.
vative men who look for Ralph Wilkes to
Hood’s
and
Only
Hood’s.
in the American Oxford Down Record,
For best foal of 1894, the get of either with A. O. D. R A. ear labels inserted in
go
as fast as any stallion in the country.
Are you weak and weary, overworked
of the following named stallions, Embas the ears, and Certificate of Registry
sador, Cedric, Prince Wilkes, $25 to 1st; under seal of the Association, present at and tired? Hood’s Sarsaparilla is just
Secretary Jewett, of the Breeders’ As
the medicine you need to purify and sociation, is anxious to arrange a free
free service, 2d (choiceof stallion). $150if
time
of
exhibition.
any colt by either horse named shall win
quicken your blood and to give you ap for all stallion race, with Directum,
the yearling stakes of 1895, and $150 ad BOWKER FERTILIZER CO., BOSTON, MASS. petite and strength.
If you decide to Arion, Kremlin and any others that care
ditional if the yearling St,ate record is
Offer: For best acre of potatoes grown take Hood’s Sarsaparilla do not be in
beaten and held for 1895.
in Maine, season 1894, on Stockbridge duced to buy any other. Any effort to to come in. This would prove a strong
BY BARKETT BROS., FAIR VIEW FARM,
Special Potato Manure, exclusively, one- substitute another remedy is proof of the drawing card for the NeYv England
Westland, Col. West, and Waveland.
half ton Stockbridge Special Potato merit of Hood’s.
Breeders’ meeting in September next,
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flavor, tor In appearance it resembles
ALL ABOUT CEDAR TREES.
more the ancient wild boar or the almost
equally wild Tennessee razorback than
There Are Only Three Kinds In the World,
any modern hog. It is very hardy and
So Ear as Is Known.
is popular in Canada, Some of the
There are the cedar of Lebanon, the
.ar~>
breed drew prizes at the World’s fair.
Deodar cedar and the Mount Atlas cedar.
While the Tamworth is nearly all bacon
These, says the editor of Gardening, are
it does not fatten rapidly.. It is good,
the only kinds known, and although gen
k FRUIT TREE PROTECTOR.
FEEDING MANY HOGS AT ONCE.
therefore, for lean bacon. But it is not
erally rated as distinct species their bo
An Expired Patent For Circumventing tanical relationship is so close that Sir
Funnel Shaped Inclosure, With a Hole For likely ever to be regarded with much
favor on this side the line. It is classed
Creeping Insect Pests and Other Vermin.
Each Hog’s Nose.
Joseph Hooker considers them only three
Numbered among expired patents now Varieties of one species. All three are in
Hogs have a certain amount of human as a faraway cousin of the Berkshire.
the property of any one who desires to cultivation here. The Mount Atlas cedar
SADDLE HORSE CLASSIFICATION.
longings, ambitions and lamentations
adopt the same is a fruit tree protector is the hardiest, the cedar of Lebanon
about them, inasmuch as they are never
The World’s Eair Display of Gaited Ani
that is easily and cheaply made.
next and the Deodar the most tender.
satisfied, and if not properly fed they
mals Evolved It.
The device can be made of any flexible Indeed the last named is barely hardy
threaten to do even more filibustering
. After witnessing the magnificent ex sheet metal, preferably tin, and is so cut north of Philadelphia.
than did the members of the United hibit of the gaited saddle horses at the and formed that when applied to a tree it
Of all three there are botl«aglaucous blue
States senate over the silver question. Columbian exposition in August and resembles the frustum of a cone, as at and plain green leaved forms, wild in
The only successful way to appease their September last Chief Buchanan was B, Fig. 1. It is held in place by an elas their mountain homes, as well as culti
angelic voices is very anxious to have the exhibitors re tic band (C) which passes over hooks or vated in gardens.
to jam their fa turn their horses as a special feature of projections on its opposite ends and draws
What we call red cedar in the east is
cial appendages the postponed show of thoroughbred them together, making it fit snugly only a juniper (J. Virginiana), the red
into
swill
or «nd trotting bred horses, which was
drive them into held a few weeks later, and with
grain so deep that end in view he requested Gen
that their mourn eral John B. Castleman to prepare a
ful wail is no suitable classification.
This request
longer audible in afforded the president of the National
the land of pork Saddle Horse Breeders’ association
and peace.
an opportunity to set forth in tan
Probably
a s gible form his clearly defined ideas of
good a way as the utility of the gaited horse under the
any to feed grain saddle and also in harness. It is the
to an ordinarily pride of the breeders of this class of
large herd
of horses that they admirably answer both
j FUNNEL SHAPED IN
hogs is to drive purposes, for a well bred, thoroughly
CLOSURE.
them into an in- broken saddler will use his gaits under
AN EFFECTIVE TREE PROTECTOR,
closure just large enough to accommo saddle and when put in harness will around the tree. If the tree should be
date them with comfort. Have the in hold strictly to a trot, and as he is fitted
uneven or have cavities in its bark, the
closures built so one can drive around in form and finish for harness purposes clasping edge of the protector can be
all four sides and throw the grain in. In he becomes a most valuable ‘ ‘combina forced or bent into them, so that a cor
feeding swill or loose grain to a large tion” horse. A classification with prizes rect fit is made.
herd of hogs we noted a novel and suc was prepared and submitted to Chief
These protectors are made at a very
cessful experiment at a distillery in one Buchanan, and only the lack of funds light cost and can be of the largest size
of the southern states. Malted grain prevented its adoption. We take pleas by seaming together several pieces of tin.
was fed almost exclusively. A funnel ure in printing it and commending it to The lower edge can be turned up slight
THE BLUE MOUNTAIN ATLAS CEDAR,
shaped inclosure was built as is shown fair managers the country over as wor
ly to hold some repulsive compound or
in this diagram.
thy of incorporation in their premium liquid, as shown in Fig. 2 (b), but this is cedar of the Pacific is Thuya gigantea, the
| Dimensions—Height of fences, four lists, suiting the amount of prize money, not necessary for protection against the white cedar is the common arborvitse, the
Lawson cypress is also called white cedar,
rails; length of closed end, 10 feet; of course, to their several abilities
canker worm, for which the device is and there are some others, but none of
width of entrance, 100 feet; length of SADDLE HORSES TO BE EXHIBITED UNDER SAD mainly intended to be used.
them is a true cedar (Cedrus).
DLE.
sides, 200 feet; capacity, 410 head. The
Standard of performance to be that required
You can buy a Norway spruce for 25
inclosure should be built larger or small by the rules of the National Horse Breeders’
Hardy Rbodotlendrons.
or 50 cents, but the blue Mount Atlas
er, as the herd would require. Troughs association.
Hardy rhododendrons are among the cedar will cost you six times as much.
2d.
1st.
3d,
of 2 inch hard wood plank were con
Stallion 5 years old or over... .$200 $125 $75 finest of the broad leaved evergreen Now, which would yon rather have? A
structed upon the ground on the inside Stallion under 5 years old.......200
shrubs, the wild rhododendron grow specimen of this blue cedar on your lawn
125
of fences. Over the top of troughs and Mare 5 years old or over.......... 200
125
ing luxuriantly in a soil composed large would be something to be proud of, some
Mare
under
5
years
old............
200
125
slanting inward were heavy plank with
ly of decayed leaves, or leaf mold, which thing everybody hasn’t got. It would be
125
diamond shaped holes, the dots in the Gelding any age......................... 200
contains an abundance of plant food foi an object of decided beauty and a per
SWEEPSTAKES.
illustration representing these holes cut Stallion, mare or gelding, any
all kinds of vegetable life and holds manent pleasure, and it would fix the
age.................................................... 200
in the plank 12 inches apart. Two hogs
125
moisture. It is therefore a good plan
could not eat from the same hole at SADDLE AND HARNESS, TO BE RIDDEN FIRST AND when practicable to add leaf mold to the attention of everybody on the street.
THEN DRIVEN
Growing such beautiful trees as these is
once, for as the hog would root into the Stallion any age....... .................. $200 $125 $75 soil.
What tho rhododendron needs not only satisfaction to yourselves, but
trough the hole would be closed,
Mare any age............ ................. 200
125
75 most is moisture at the roots and a soil practical missionary work in your town
125
75 of extreme fineness that will not bake,
i The feeders drove a team and swill Belding any age....... ................. 200
and an object lesson to your neighbors.
AND HARNESS MATCHED
wagon around the inclosure with the COMBINED SADDLE TEAMS.
and leaf mold is helpful here, even me
feed and threw it in over a slanting Mares or geldings to bo owned
chanically. Given these simple condi
Wliy Stone Heaps Kill Trees.
and used as a team at time
plank, as in any ordinary trough, the
tions, the rhododendron will almost take
The commonly observed fact that a
of
entry
by
exhibitor;
to
be
eating plank being raised above the
care of itself, and the many difficulties pile of stones around a tree is sure death
ridden first and then driven
feeding plank. By this method no feed
with which it has been hedged around to it is thus explained by American Cul
as team of light harnessed
is wasted. This inclosure takes more
horses.........................................$200 $125 $75 will disappear. It is generally supposed tivator: There are a variety of causes.
room than many ordinary ways, but
We remember when a boy of being that the rhododendron is very difficult Stone heaps make a harbor for mice,
there is considerable saving in feed. By forbidden to ride the family horses be to transplant. As a matter of fact, how which burrow in the loose soil under the
making the inclosure funnel shaped the cause it would “spoil” them for driving ever, it is very easily transplanted il heai> and bark the trees under shelter of
hogs are easily driven in. This inclosure purposes. It is high time that such an properly lifted, and at almost any time the stones. Apple and pear trees are of
also answers the purpose for feeding idea should be shelved, if indeed it any except when making a new growth, ten destroyed thus—in fact, nearly all
com in the ear. Stout slats a foot apart where exists at this day. A gaited horse though it may need to be thoroughly kinds of trees when surrounded by stone
may be nailed across the feed trough trots when he is made to trot, racks when watered in dry weather. Its great mass heaps are sure to be more or less denud
and used in place of the boards contain he gets the signal and canters when put of fibrous roots holds the soil together sc ed of their bark. But a pile of stones
ing the diamond shaped holes. Care to that pace. He knows all his gaits well that it is easily lifted with a firm around an oak or a but ternut is usually
should be used in distributing the food thoroughly, and he knows as -well as his ball of earth and may be safely carried fatal to it if kept two or three years,
at regular intervals in the troughs so driver that the trot is the gait required hundreds of miles when properly packed though the hark of tin . o trees is never
that each hog would get its proper share. in shafts or at the pole. The adoption in damp moss. This splendid shrub may eaten by mice. The reason in this case
—J. Ward Diehl in Field and Farm.
of the classification suggested will ma be grown singly or in masses.
is that the stones make a mulch around
terially assist in the development of a
the trees, encouraging the growth of
Tamworth Hog.
TIic Spray Calendar.
class of horses of the highest possible
roots in warm weather c lose to the sur
' Comparatively little known in the utility in the city -and on the farm.
The Cornell experiment station has is face of the ground, but in winter the
United States is the Tamworth breed of Breeder’s Gazette.
sued a spray calendar which contains stone heap is no protection against deep
hogs. It is a breed for the curers of ba
much matter of general interest, in in freezing, and the destruction of the ten
Cheviot Mutton Sheep.
con, being mostly all sides and no quar
stance of which are the following con der, succulent roots of the tree near the
That the Cheviot will ever play an cise directions:
ters. Mr. Thomas Wright, an English
surface seriously injures it. The repeti
man, says that the cross of Berkshire extensive part in the history of Amer
For plant bee use kerosene emulsion tion of this process three or four years in
with the Tamworth produces the most ican mutton sheep I scarcely think prob on all plants.
succession usually finishes the tree.
able, as we have not the same condi
For rots, molds, mildews and all fun
tions here that they so eminently sub gous diseases use either the hordeaux
When to Plant Raspberries.
scribe to in Scotland. Winter feeding mixture <>r ammoniacal copper carbonate.
American Cultivator says: Black cap
must here ever J>e taken into account,
For all insects which chew, paris green raspberries should he planted in the
and when subjected to confinement 1 do and hordeaux can be applied together spring, as then the plants grow best.
not think they will submit to such igno-. with perfect safety. London purple is They should not he planted deep, or they
hie treatment as readily as some other also used, except on peach and plum die. The red raspberries and blackber
varieties, but for a hardy
capable trees, for insects which chew, but as it ries maybe planted in spring or autumn
of working all day for a living, even is more caustic it should be applied with as is most convenient. All weeds should
having to walk long distances to accom lime or the hordeaux mixture. Helle be kept down among the young plants.
plish it and in connection therewith bore is also employed for insects which All suckers springing up, unless desired
producing a capital coat of soft wool chew.
for planting, should be treated as weeds.
tamworth boar.
and producing a carcass which, if not
Plantations
of raspberries should be re
Kerosene
emulsion
is
recommended
for
I
profitable bacon hogs in tho kingdom.
equal to the Welsh, is still far ahead insects which suck, cabbage worms and newed every six or seven years, tho old
The Tamworth matures late, and the
of the heavier long wools.—for rhe all insects which have soft bodies.
plants seeming to lose vigor by that
cross with the Berkshire serves to cor
mountains
of
Virginia
or
plains
of
Ten
time.
The black raspberries root at the
Black
knot
on
.
plums
and
cherries
rect this defect.
The Tamworth is a red or red and nessee they would appear’ to ho admira should be cut out and burned as soon as tip and form new plants, while the red
ones form numerous suckers, which
black hog. It ought to have a “carnv” bly adapted.— It. Gibson in Breeder’s discovered.
spread the plant.
Gazette.
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JAY-EYE-SEE

leading

HORSEMEN

Effq

Mr. J. I. Case, (Hickory Grove Farm, home
of Jay-Eye-See) Racine, Wis., says: “After trying
every known remedy, I removed a large Bunch
of two years standing, from a 3 year old filly,
with three applications of

»
■
|
5
g

£.•)
It is the best preparation I have ever used or heard
of. I heartily recommend it to all Horsemen.”
We have hundreds of such testimonials.
per battle. Ask your druggist for it. If he
it, send us 25c. stamps or silver, for trial box..

EDDY & CO., Whitehall, N. V.
esgiBaasKaBSSBBSiHaBanGBBSiBseiaaQasBsac!

rACr ivr-:

13116.

STANDARD UNDER RULE 6.

8508.

RECORD 2.28 1-2.
BY

R.KD

1 749.
--- SIRE OF ----

Ralph Wilkes, (2 years)
Red Bell,
(P)'
Prince Wilkes,
Phil Thompson
Wayne Wilkes (P(
Repetition
(4)

J. R. Shedd
Ashland Wilkes
Messenger Wilkes
Charley Wilkes
Ilinda Wilkes
Alice Wilkes

2.18
2.11%
2.14%
2.16%
2.18%
2.19%

2.19%'
2.22
2.23
2.21%
2.20%
2.22%

------- BY ------

3-eo. Wilkes
--- SIRE OF ---Alcantara, 729
Alyone
732
Harry Wilkes
Onward
1411
Wilcox
Baron Wilkes
Jay Bird 5060,

2.23
■ 2.27
2.13%
2.25%
2.16
2.18
2.31

IRST DAM PRISCILLA,
HE DAM OF SPARK BY THE SEER
•

SECOND DAM FANNY,

-

519.z 2.22.

Guy Wilkes 2807,
Wilson
So So
Alike Wilkes
Wilton 5982,
Joe Bunker
Rosa Wilkes

-

-

2.15%
2.16%
2.17%
2.15%
2.19%
2.19%
2.18%

2.19
2.18%
2.20%
2.26%
2.27

BY LEWISTON BOY 2254, 2.36.
Sire of Dispatch

2.24%

BY TELEGRAPH MORGAN.

REDWOOD 1485, BY BELMONT 64 TRIAL 2.28 1-2,
Sire of 7 in 2.30 or better

An Englishman on American Methods.
Why Not Grow Roses From Seed?

Sire of Nutwood, 600,
Fred Arthur
Wedgewood
Viking
Dick Moore
King Jim

2.18%
2.13%
2.19
2.19%
2.22%
2-20%

Belmont 64 By Alexander Abdallah 15.
Sire of Goldsmith Maid,
and 5 others in 2.30.

2.14

Abdallah 15 By Hamblelonian 10.
Sire of Dexter
Nettie
Orange Girl
Jay Gould 197
Dictator 113

ARE WORTH—

INVESTIGATING-

J. B. SMITH & CO,

St. Julian Hotel,

GEORGE H. BAILEY,
D. V. S.

Growth of Trees.

STATE VETERINARY.

A correspondent of The American Cul
All diseases of domestic animals skillfuly at
tivator wanted to know if a mark or
wound made on the stem of a tree would tended to. Castrations successfully performed
remain at the same distance from the and special attention^given to Horses Teetli.
ground during succeeding years or would
Post Office Address,
become elevated as the tree increases
DEERING, MAINE.
in height. Here is the reply made: The MORRILLS CORNER,
wound remains just in the position where
first made, for the simple reason that
WILCOX COMPOUND
tree stems do not stretch growing, but
elongate by addition to terminal branches
and layers of new wood deposited around
S AFE AND SUBE.
FFjFfl
and over the preceding seasons’ layers
Unscrupulous persons are coun- \jr5y
terfittingWilcox
Compound
all the way from the tips of the highest
JF metal
Tansy rills, the genuine are nut ap in
boxes with registered trade mark of
branches to the very ends of the roots in
r Shield, acceptno worthless nostrum, insistoa
the ground.
thegenuine, atallDruggists. Send 4 centsfor
. Wonian’s Safe Gnard and receive them
If you will bear in mind that the inner
’by mail. WUcox Specific Co, Fliila.l’m
or heart wood of a tree is dead material,
decay being prevented because it is her
metically sealed within layers of live sap
wood, you can readily understand why a lb. ft. fairbapl^s, D. I/. 5,
spike driven into the stem can neither
VETERINARY SURGEON.
rise nor fall, but may in time become
covered with the annual layers of new
Castration successfully performed_and, all dis
wood. If you measure the height from eases oi Horses promptly attended to
the top of some large root, then your
HORSE DENTISTRY A SPECIALTY.
mark will appear to get lower, simply
Office 21 9
because the new layers of wood formed
Water Strefi
over the root
increase
its
diameter.
__------------------------The experiments of Dr. J. F. Smith of
the department at Washington, as pub
lished in some of the journals, do not
furnish any encouragement for success.
He had applied to hundreds of trees pot
ash, phosphoric acid, lime, nitrogen in
Various forms, muriate of potash, bone
black, bone ash, nitrate of soda, sulphate
NUMBERS CHANGED EYERY WEEK.
of ammonia, ashes, tobacco dust and
barn manure.
Some of the orchards
Cut this coupon out aud for
were entirely healthy, and others had
ward it together with
the yellows. On none of these had they
any effect in preventing or curing the
FIVE TWO CENT POSTAGE STAMPS
yellows. Of 645 affected with it, none
To the Coupon Department.
recovered. A few slightly improved.
The symptoms of the disease, as prema
Turf, Farm and Home,
ture ripening of the fruit, branched
shoots and premature unfolding of win
Auburn, Me.
ter buds, did not disappear from any of
and you will receive the elegant
them. It appears from this report that
portfolio of photographs as adver
we must look for relief to some other
tised. See our advertisement on
remedy than applying compounds to the
another page.
trees. So far the only efficient cure is

’ANSY9P/US

AUGUSTA ME

2.17%
2.18
2.20
2.21%

Hambletonian 10 by Abdallah USire of The DamJof
Goldsmith Maid
and Sir Walter
O’Blenis

H EATING
°r HOMES

Sometimes we may profit by even a
sharp criticism, and an English critic
expresses surprise that with an apparent
love of roses, which pervades the Amer
’HEALTH,The Most Important.
lean people and which leads them to buy
COMFORT, Constant ^Uniform.
them by the hund^Gs of thousands and
Very often at a high price, very few at
(ECONOMY InUses^seofManagemer
tempts have been made by American
florists to improve the rose. They have
not the patience in carefully crossing
RICHMOND
which a number of the old world rose
growers exhibit—no attempt of any ac
count is made to raise seedlings—and
the critic calls close attention to the fact
that all the so called American roses
that are popular were merely chance
Richmond Stove @o.,cMorw!gh, Gonn.
sports.
He refers to the varieties
known as Marshall P. Wilder, the Bride,
Sunset, the Puritan, the Waban and the
Queen.
A little fun is made of Americans
LEWISTON,
MAINE.
about the American Beauty, which is not
an American rose, but then, as Thomas
Our Customers tell us
Meehan tells in his last Monthly, Amer
EVERY SEED GROWS
icans have never claimed this. It was
called American Beauty simply because
the original name was lost, and no one
knew what its real name was. It was
ultimately found to be a European va
a pc
riety known as Mme. Ferdinand Jacard is all our
Seed
Catalogue
for
main. This is conceded by American
1894 will cost you.
rosegrowers themselves, and they are
Best number we nave
ever issued. New Veg
perfectly willing that the credit Bhould
etables, new Flowers, a
go to where the credit is due. Still the
grand new Potato, new style
'catalogue,—all ready for 10,000
point is a good one, and American rose' new customers. Send for it to-day
growers might possibly turn their atten
' before you forget. We do not adver’ tise it as a gilt-edged catalogue, but—
tion to the growing of roses frorq seed,
what is vastly more important—a cat
according to the authority quoted, who
alogue of gilt-edged seeds.
says:
The East man Seed Co., East Sumner, Me.
The standard of excellence in America
is very different from that which pre TURFMEN ENJOY THE
vails in the old world. The American
rosegrower does not simply want a
large showy flower with some peculiar
tint or shade of color—he wants a floweio---------------PORTLAND.
with a long stem that can be cut to ad It is Convenient and Cosy with Prices for
the Times.
vantage without having to fasten an ar
R. W. UNDERWOOD, Prop.
tificial stalk to it—and he wants a vari
ety that will bloom freely and in contin
ual succession as well. These points
have never been a want in the old
world, and American needs should bring
American results.

BY REDWOOD 1485.

Sire of .Lamont
Grover Cleveland
Grace
Scepio
Lady Redwood

THIRD DAM GOSS MARE,

AMERICAN ROSES.

MAIN STREET,

DARK BAY; FOALED 1890; BRED BY E. M. LEAVITT, AUBURN, ME.

Sired By RED

11

HOME.

2.14
2.27
2.27%

• ~TRKP IMP is a good representative oUthe Wilkes family, and combines about
as many good qualities as can he found in a single individual. lie is of good size;
standing 15-3 hands high, good feet and legs, and weighs 1100, intelligent
head, and a disposition of the very best.
gait is all that could be desired, per
fectly puft) and frictionless. He has already give evidence of his ability to go
into the 2.30 list. IIis first and only foals show a high degree of quality, finish,
and action, stamping him a grand young horse. His choice breeding, size,
finish, speed and perfect action commend him as a Stock Horse. RED IMP
will be in the hands of

His

N. R. BROWN, Blacksmith,
MECHANICS’ ROW, AUBURN, ME.
*
♦
lei ms $10. to wairant. Mares disposed of will be considered in foal.

Sights and Scenes
of the World.

PART 1 7.

NO. 1 7.

the removal of the affected trees by the
roots.

CUT THIS OUT

A

12

TURF,

FARM AND

HOME.

ACHILLES

TO BREEDERS OF THOROUGHBRED STOCK.

Standard Bred
Trotting Stallion,

The McFadden Pedigree Book

NO. 22,408.

IS INDISPENSIBLE.

Record—2.35%
live years old.
Trial record on half-mile track, 2.27.
ACHILLES is a beautiful bay, stand
ing 10 hands high.
Sire—Carenaught, No. 9603, by Fearnaught, No. 132; record, 2.24%. (In his
time the fastest stallion in the world;
last half mile in 1.07 from a standing
start.) Dam of Carenaught, Lady Rich
mond, record, 2.21 (on ice), by Cadmus,
by American Eclipse; Achilles dam, Old
C. M. Clay; also dam of Manchester.
Archilles is the sire of Themis, record
2.25; Blanch IL, record, 2.28 1-2, Marclioness, record, 2.32 1-2, and three others
out of his ten first foals that can beat 2.30.
Achilles gets size, style and beauty
just what there is a great demand for
to-day. It is believed by some of the
best judges that be will get as much
speed as any horse standing in Maine.
In order to introduce this horse to the
public, I have fixed his services at the
remarkably low price of $15 TO WAR
RANT.
Will make the season of 1894 at

D. M. ALLEN’S

CELEBRATED

Medal Brand
Ready-Roofing,
Fire Proof.

The increasing interest in the breeding of fine stock, and difficulty here
tofore experienced in tracing the pedigree of breeding annimals, has shown
the necessity of some compact and simple form of record to be used by all
who engage in the rearing of good stock, to the end that an authentic record
may always be found in the hands of the breeder that will establish beyond a
reasonable doubt the breeding of the animal whose pedigree is sought.
This simple device has been published in book form, each bcok con
taining blanks for ioo pedigrees. Upon the birth or purchase of an animal,
its pedigree should be at once traced and entered on one of the blank forms
as fully as may be ascertained, and on opposite page, under the head of
MEMORANDA, enter color and full description of the animal.
the cheapest, best, and most economical
As the Memoranda may be added to as occasion may require, you will Makes
roof in the world. Anyone can put it on.
have a complete history, as far as possible, of each annimal in your possession
For particulars, samples, etc., address
which will always be at hand for reference. Of course the form may be used
for cattle, sheep, swine, etc., as well as for horses. This book, neatly bound C, M, RICE PAPER CO.,
in cloth, and containing the new standard rules for breeding horses, will be
PORTLAND, ME.
mailed, postage prepaid, to any part of the United States or Canada, upon
receipt of one dollar, by
H. H. CHOATE D, V, S.

Jay Bridge, Maine,

The Turf Publishing Company,
Auburn, Me.

AL. DUDLEY 968

VETERINARIAN.
(Graduate of the American Veterinary College,
University of the State of New York.)

Treats all domestic animals, Castration

RECORD 2.34 1-4.

of Ridegling and ruptured stallions a
specialty.

Sire Mambrino Dudley, record 2.19%,
sire of Cresendo 2.24, Tracy 2.26%, Gret
na 2.27%, Rintoul 2.28%. Rinaldo 2.28%,
Almont Dudley, (at 2) 2.33%, Al. Dudley
2.34%, Mambrino Dudley by Woodford
Mambrino 2.21%, sire of 12 in 2.30 list,
by Mambrino Chief 11, sire of 6 in 2.30
list. Al. Dudley’s first dam Lady Almont
by Almont, second dam by Brown Chief
4445, sire of Maggie K. 2.29 1-4, and sire
of the dams of four in the list.
Al. Dudley is a beautiful seal brown
stallion, 15 % hands high, weighs 1100
pounds, foaled in 1880. He is a horse of
great intelligence and perfect disposi
tion. His record is no measure of his
speed, as we hope to prove this season.
TIis colts are large, of good style, and
good gaited. Al. Dudley will make the
season at $15, to warrant; $10 by the
season. For further particulars address
SUTTON STOCK FARM, Orono, Me.
J. Frank Davis, Manager and Train
er. Horses handled for speed or roach

Hospital and dispensary 66 Park St.,
Telephone 147-2.

Lewiston, Maine.

I. C. MATTATALL D, V. S.

ASSISTANT.

“G. M.” REMEDIES
THE GREATEST RESULTS EVER KNOWN.

IT IS THE OLD, OLD STORY,
“THE ONE HALF NEVER WAS TOLD."

SEASON OF 1894

SIR BYRON P.
Is one of the handsomest, and most
stylish Stallions living, Bred by Byron
Porter, of Stillwater, Me.
SIRE, Bayard of Houghton farm, im
ported from France.
DAM, Percheron and Clyde.
I Purchased the above Stallion when
one year old expressly for stock purposes
believing him to be just such a horse as
farmers and all breeders of draft and
business horses ought to use, and have
put his service fee within reach of all.
In my opinion no better horse stands in
Maine. He is very trappy gaited, a very
fast walker, has fine action, and can road
as easily as most horses of one thousands
pounds. He has the best of limbs and
feet, is very finely made in every point,
and has perfect disposition.
I shall be pleased to show him to all
who may call at my stable, and feel con
fident that no one will say that I have
said enough in his praise.
SIR BYRON P. is a beautiful Iron
Gray 5 years old, 17 hands and weighs
1635 pounds. He will make the season
at my stable on Bennoch road, leading
from Stillwater to Pushaw, except Mon
day and Tuesday of each week, com
mencing May 7tli, at Frank Miller’s
Stable in Greenfield.

THE

An Ounce of Preventive is Worth More
Than a Pound of Cure.
E. A. BUCK, proprietor of Black Hawk Wilkes

The above cut is an exact reproduction of the cover design of tlie PORTFOLIO
BINDERS which we are now offering to our readers. They are made of the Best
English Silk Cloth, handsomely hound and embossed in black, blue, and gold, the
design being artistic and attractive, making a handsome

Bangor, has a word to say in regard to
“G-M. Remedies,

Bangor, Dec. 28, 1891.
Geo. M. Fogg,
Dear Sir—In answer to your request, I
state that my stallion Black Hawk
It will keep all the parts free from dust and can be utilized for that purpose Wilkes was in poor flesh and we fond it
impossible to improve his condition.
beginning with kart 1.
There is no need to wait until the whole series of Parts are issued, when as a His coat was rough anti his food came
The
rule, they are so soiled and worn as to render them unfit for binding, hut you can from him in an indigested state.
stablemen obtained a box of your horse
begin now and keep each part in good condition.
pcwders and commenced giving it to
to him.
In ten
weeks he gained
over 100 pounds. He expelled over fifty
intestinal worms, from tight to twelve
inches in length, that we know of, and
probably a great many more. I consider
them an invaluable remedy.
Yours respectfully, E. A. BUCK.

ORNAMENT FOR THE CENTRE TABLE.

It is Therefore the Best,

Most Handsome,

Most Durable,

TERMS TO WARRANT, $10.00.

And Cheapest

Accidents at owners risk. Colts holden for service. Service fee payable when
mare proves with foal.
$5.00 single PORTFOLIO BINDER ever made. Now is the time to obtain one.
service.
Cash at time of service.
ing gained by waiting.

There is noth

C. A, PARTRIDGE,
VETERINARY

SURGEON.

Treats all diseases of domestic animals.
Special attention to all operations and
JAMES B. FARNHAM.
'treatment of all kinds of lameness,
P. O. Address: Stillwater, Maine.
Colts and Stallions castrated by most
improved method, at $2 for colts and 85
for aged horses, when there are 5 or
moie at one place, and traveling expenses
In order that it may come within the reach of all and to give our readers the and guarantee as good a job as anyone
SALE, BOARDING AND BAITING STABLE. benefit
of tlie Binder, we make the following prices:
can do. Have castrated 6 years and never
Eastern and Western Horses con
Cents each when delivered at our
Fff- Cents mailed, postage prepaid lost one.
stantly on hand For Sale or Ex
Orders by mail, telephone or telegraph
change.
countingroom.
by us. ‘
will receive prompt attention. Office at
TSTO. Y YA/'JYT'KFL STREET.
Address all orders to the Binder Department of the Turf, Farm and Home,
A. D. Horn's Livery Stable,
Front of Boston & Maine' Depot, Saco, Me.
uh urn Maine.
Farmington, Maine,

A. J. CARLL & CO.

Come at once and See the Binder. To See is to Buy.

DA
VV
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C

TURF,

Horses at Auction
I wish to call the attention of horsemen to the
fact that I am the first man to open a stable
for the weekly sale of horses at auction in
the State of Maine, and have conducted it sucsuccessfully for two years without interruption.
I

HANDLE ALL CLASSES,

Workers, Gentlemen’s Drivers & Trotters.
I guarantee every horse sold to be just as rep
resented ; if not, return him and get your money.
If you have a horse for sale, write me a de
scription of him, or call and see me.

Auction Sales Every Saturday,
AT 10.30 A. M., AT

Windsor House Stables,
BANGOIt, MAINE.
C. W. MORSE, Proprietor and Auctioneer.

35 Complete Novels
and a Year’s Subscription

We wish to introduce our System Pills
into every home.
We know that we
manufacture the very best remedy on
earth for the cure of Constipation, Bil
iousness, Sick Headache, Kidney Trou
bles, Torpid Liver, etc.; and that when
you have tried these pills you will gladly
recommend them to others, or take an
agency, and in this way we shall have a
. large, well-paying demand created.
As a special inducement for every
reader of this paper to try these pills and
take an agency at once, we will give to
each person who sends twenty-live cents
in cash, or thirty cents in stamps, for a
box of System Pills, one of the following
presents: A Handsome Gold Watch, a
good Silver Watch, a Valuable Town
Lot, a Genuine Diamond Ring, a Casket
of Silverware, or a Genuine §5.00 Gold
Piece. Every purchaser gets one of the
above presents.
There are no excep
tions. Shaw Remedy Co., Rutherford,

New Horse Books
History of the Walker Horse, Biggart’s Rattler,
the Morrills and Hambletonian Horses of Vermont
with a cliapteron the pacer; price 60 cts.
Also
Horses of Windsor County, Vt.; History of the
Great Windsor County Fair and of the horse
George Wilkes 519; price 60 cts. They are illus
trated with splendid pictures of the noted horses.
The two hooks sent on receipt of $1. Address
ALLEN W. THOMPSON, Woodstock, Vt.

I
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’new

ixrrewx
‘isso’h
sasst Adis.?00 per

Plants Corn, Beans, Peas, Beet and Other like
Size Seed, together with any Kind of
Fertilizer, Wet or Dry.

Siwing
Wheelbarrows, Trucks, Cider Mill-,
Feed and R iot Cutters.

fl.E. HALEY, Monroe, Maine,
THE MECCA LINIMENT.

a.iK
™

DR. VALERIUS & CO.* Watertown, Wis.

Machines

Wheel Jacks and General Agricultural Implements.

Farmers and dealers Supplied at Short Notice.
2VInld.cn Mass
Gentlemen:—One week ago today a pair of
young horses broke away from me while unhitch
ing them, and run into a barbed wire fence, and
tak---------*—J
.....................—
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS.
taking
post
and all, cut them terribly.
The next
morning one of them could hardly get out of the
stall. I put Mecca Liniment right on and have
used it freely ever since. The wounds are practi
Maine State College Agricultural Department, 1
cally healed already, so that today I drove both
horses as usual. For man and beast Mecca Lin
. -p the V hitman Agricultural Works—Gentleman : The “King of tiie'cornfiehi” ’lfimiter was
iment is the best in the world. Please send me given tests with a variety of seeds, and also used in planting our experimental fields of corn for
a dozen hotties by express right off.
The performance of thejnachine was of a very high order. 1 Its uniform
Yours truly,
and depth of planting, its range of adjustment to different quantities of seed Fertilizer anil
__
,
("Signed) AUSTIN BECKWITH. distance of. dis»tnbut.on, and the thoroughness of its construction are**guaramees "o'f ' i ts ' vai^
New Hartford, Conn., Dec. 15,1893.
Bespectfullj,
G. At. GO WELL, harm Supt. and Instructor in Agriculture.

The Whitman Agricultural Works,
LJ s,ine, U. S. JL.

WE CHALLENGE THE WORLD
To produce a liniment that will cure Wounds,
Sores, Scratches, Swellings, Spavins, Curbs,
Wind Puffs, etc., etc., equal to

THE MECCA LINIMENT.
Price 50 cents a bottle or §1.00 for three
bottles.

GEORGE C. WING, President.
H
__
M. F. RICKER,

CONY HOUSE,
AUGUSTA MAINE.

(Chartered by special act of Legislature, March, 1885.)

-A-TTZBTTZFIZNC

Life Insurance on the Natural Premium Plan.
Reserve Fund Deposited with State Treasurer over §80 000 00
Over §825,000.00 Paid to tiie Beneficiaries of Deceased Members.
A CaS disk’h’mty r
UG ° °ne half tlW faCe °f tlW P°licy in case of Permanent
Guarranteed reduction in rate after live years.
Dividends after ten years in reduction of premiums.
C ash surrender value when member reaches his life expectancy.
Foi^circulars and full information address the Secretary

CENTRALLY LOCATED.
ELECTRIC BELLS, ELECTRIC LIGHTS.

J. P. RANDALL,
Proprietor.
I I ' ’ TT

.1

COMPLETE
SHOE AND
HARNESS
KIT

4
4
4
4

for home reP airing,
boots, shoes
rubber boots
and co at 6,
harness,wire
fences, filing
saws, and a
hundred oth
er uses about4
home. Arti-J
cles bought^
singly would J
cost $6.00.-]
lr o j 1 asts4
• and standard. Two styles No. 1, as shown in cut 264
articles, weight boxed, 201bs. $3.00. No. 2 boxed, 17 lbs. J
,$2.00, freight or express. No goods sent C. O. D. A-1
gents wanted. Catalogue free.
In oraer
order give
giveR
;e. in
K. R. 1
’or express station and name off this paper.
l

KUHN & CO., Moline, Ill. 4
AA

A A A A *

a

N. W. HARRIS, Secreary

Manager.

Maine Benefit Association

Sent by express prepaid to any address on re
ceipt of price as above. Address,
MECCA LINIMENT CO.,
ul 1 94
Malden, Mass.

W. RODMAN w;nslow, , li \Vi»Y' Cobbler

That Rubs His Mane or Tail, or Has Bad Feet

of Ch.o Cornfield?’

------- MANUFACTl RERS OF

132 NASSAU ST. (Vanderbilt Building),
NEW YORK CITY.

got a box of our Hoof, Hair, Tail and Mane
Crower-a positive cure for horses that rubtli"?
manes and tails; it stops the itching at once and inv

THe

For Description and Extended Pedigree Address, Horse lowers, Tin
Threshing'
eshin sr M.ichines,
M ichi-es.

-W'v v ▼ ▼

IF YOU’VE A HORSE

South Paris, Me.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND TESTIMONIALS.

annum, net,u
investors. Ouaruntect

Established and doing business in these same offices
since leb. 1,1877. For 16 consecutive years dividends
have been paid at the rate of 12 per cent per annum.
No defaults nor delays; no losses to clients. De
posits received at any lime.

F. C. MERRILL

1. CONSTELLATION, sire of Patrol
2.14%, Glenarm 2.23%, Junior 2.27%,
Mahomet2.27%, Illusion 2.24, Independ
ence 2.30. Terms §15 by the season or The Fertilizer drops
§25 to insure.
at the same instant
separately and to
2. TIDEMARK, by Victor Von Bisthe
right and left of
mark, dam by Twilight by Hambleton
the seed and mixes
ian 10. §15 and §25.
with the soil, thus
3. GAME BI KD, by Jay Bird by Geo.
avoiding all danger
of injury to the
YVilkes dam byHonest Allen. §10 and §20.
seed.
The machine
4. CHOICE BIRD, by Eagle Bird 2.21,
will drop any de
by Jay Bird by Geo. Wilkes. First dam,
sired quantity of
seed or fertilizer at
Valor, daughter of the King, son of
a
time at equal and
George Wilkes; §25 to insure.
various distances apart in
5. LANCING, by Electrotype son of
hills, cheeks or drills. The
’any other machine. One man with
feature of dividing the ferElectioneer, dam Macbeth (dam of Lakeone horse can plant from seven to ten
acres in a day.
pat. June 18,1889.
wood Prince 2.13%,) by Woodford Mamhrino.§10 aud §20.
0. PLEIADES,by Constellation dam by
Emperor William 2.27%. §5 and 10.
These horses are all bred in the purple.
Best of all they are good indivduals and
hundred pounds required. Also new Steel Coverers with Tension ispr.ng adiustable
stand this season at hard times prices. L'/kppTfti1
to keep the same in place. Also many other improvements.
1
‘inJUbcaoie
Special attention is called to Constellation
°ne 9f theahove^lorn ldanters as a special Premium for the Best Two Acres of
-nditio„°s
the premier of the stud. Ilis specialty is »&«««?
the getting of extreme speed out of com
mon bred mares.

nrn pruTPEit
against loss.

BUY THE O. K. PLOWS.
. V itli the Lambert Self Cle’aring Colter, which runs clear in rooty and trashy
pieces, where others clog, saving much time and bother. O. K. Swivel Plows
best in the market.
.
DOUBLE FLEXIBLE SPRING TOOTH HARROW has 1-3 more clear
mg space than any harrow made. Manufactured by,

CORN PLANTER AND FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTOR.

To the Mecca Liniment Co.,

Valuable Presents Free.

13
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By Almont by Alaxander’s Abdallah by Bv
dyk’s Hambletonian 10.
1st. dam Omega by Kysdyk’s Hambleton
ian 10.
2nd. dam (on dam’s side) Daily Maid by Seel
ey’s American Star.
2d. dam (on sire’s side) Sally Anderson bv
Mambri no Chief.
3d. dam (on sire’s side) Kate by Alexander’s
Pilot Jr.
It will be seen at a glance that Harbinger,
abundantly inherits the richest of trotting
blood ancestry, that which stays until the race
is finished. Harbinger will make the season of
1804 at my stable on Main Street, Pittsfield, Maine
at the low price of $25 to warrant a livi g foal.
Payment at first service, mares to pasture 75 cts.
per week. Stable hay and grain ($2.00) per week.
All accidents at the risk of owners of mares
Harbinger’s list
Van Helmont, 2.I9X Prince Harbinger
2.323
Hallie
2.233£ Diana
2.343
Silver bill
2.25 Lf Molly Baun
2.35
St. Ives
2.29
Fastrada
2.30
Harebell
2.303J Camile
2.363.
Davidson
2.31
Silver King
2.37
Ansel W.
2.31
Carlotta
2.383
George II.
2.38?.< Ned H. (2 yrs.)
2.53
Grandsons.
Jack Wyman 2.25 Caywood
2.38
Pittsfield March 28, 1894,
H. J. BRACKETT Proprietor

Standard Stallions For 1894.

to a large 16-page illustrated monthly
magazine for ONLY 30 CENTS. This
is a most liberal oiler as Household
Topics, the magazine referred to, is a
high-class paper, replete with stories of
love, adventure, travel, and short inter
esting and instructive sketches of fact
and fancy; and in the list of 35 novels
are such treasures as “A Brave Coward,”
by Robert Louis Stevenson; “Black
smith’s Daughter,” by Etta W. Pierce;
“Ninetta,” a most pleasing story by M
T. Caldor; “A Gilded Sin” and “Between
Two Sins,” by the author of “Dora
Thorn;” “The Truth of It,” by the pop
ular writer, Hugh Conway; and the
“Moorehouse Tragedy,” rather sensa
tional, by Mrs. Jane C. Austin; “A Hero
ine,’ a delightful story by Mrs. Rebecca
II. Davis; “Wall Flowers,” by the popu
lar Marion Harland, and the great story
“Guilty or Not Guilty,” by Amanda M.
Douglass. Space forbids mentioning the
other novels; but they are all the same
high grade, popular, bright, romantic,
spicy, interesting stories.
The 35 novels and the current issue of
Household Topics will be sent you the
day your order is received.
This will
supply you with a season's reading for a
mere song; and will be appreciated by
all in the household. Send at once 30
cents to Household Topics Rub. Co.,
P. O. Box 1159, New York City, N. Y

HOME.

THE HIGH BRED TROTTING STALLION

BIRCH GROVE FARM

NEATLY BOUND,

j|

FARM AND

A .4

ISAIAH KRYK,'
MANUFACTURER OF

NEW MODEL STEEL AND CHILLED PLOWS AND OTHER AGRICULTURAL TOOLS.
17 Preble Street,

-

PORTLAND, ME.

TURF,

74

1894

FARM

AND

NELSONIA

“Sunnyside

Farm

Stallions”

Represent three families, the NELSON family by

NELSON 2.09, AND FOUR Fast SONS.
The DICTATOR family, which to-day leads, by

Dictator Oliief 2.211-4, and Inis Sons.

HOME.

RAND HORSE FAIR
-AT-

Rigby
REGULATION
MILE TRACK.
FAST AND SAFE.
GOOD STABLES.

$20,000
IN

ENTRANCE FIVE
PER CENT.
EASY PAYMENTS.
FAIR TREATMENT.

STAKES, PURSES, SPECIALS
AND PREMIUMS.

The WILKES family, by

RED HAWK 2.28, by RED WILKES, at Pine Grove Farm, Hallowell; WILKES 8571, by
ALCYONE; TARRATINE by WILKES,
With three producing dams, two of which are in the great brood mare list.

LOOK AT THEIR PRODCUCE.
For further information send for Catalogue.

C. H. NELSON, PROPRIETOR, WATERVILLE, ME.

August 21

TO THE HORSE OWNERS OF MAINE.
Gfxtlemex—I hava just removed to No. 8 Silver Street, where I should be pleased to meet all
former patrons and the public in general, you will find in my store the largest finest and best
sleected line of Harnessess, Blankets, Robes, Momie Dusters, Surcingles, Halters, Horse and
Dandy Brushes, C’urrv Combs all variety’s Bandages, Muzzles and Horse Remidies of all kinds,
O. Kane, C^nthiane, and Morgan Horse Boots and all horse furnishings also Trunks, Bag’s and

Men’s Oil And. RYoTer Clothing.
Now is the time to buy Harnesses, look at our

$25

FULL

TRACK

HARNESES

No. 1 Oak Leather all hand made.

$25

FARM

DOUBLE

THE

1894.

THE JVEFE.TLTK!
MILE TRACK
ASSOCIATION
Announce the foilwing Stake, Entries to which close April 30, to be contested over the Cele
brated Rigby Park Track, during the week of the Grand Horse Fair, August 21 to 25. Stakes
open to New England and Maritime Provinces,
All Horses to be named with first payment.
NO. 1, #400 COMMERCIAL STAKE. For Yearling Trotters, foals of 1893; entrance 5 per
cent; payable #4 with the nomination, April 30, $4 May 30, $8 June 30, and $4 July 30, mile dash ;
distance waived.
NO. 2, #500 WEST END STAKE. For Trotters, foals of 1892 and under, eligible to the 3
minute class;'entrance 5 per cent; payable $5 with the nomination, April 30, $5 May 30. §10 June
30, and §5 July 30; mile heats, best two in three; distance waived.
NO. 3. #500 SUNNYSIDE STAKE. For Trotters, foals of 1891 and under, eligible to the 2.45
class; entrance 5 per cent; payable §5 April 30, §5 May 30, $10 June 30, and §'5 July 30; mile heats,
best three-in five; distance 150 yards.
NO. 4, #500 FAIRVIEW STAKE. For Trotters, foals of 1890 and under, eligible to the 2.35
class; entrance, payments and conditions same as No 3.
NO. 5. #600 RIGBY STAKE. For Trotters, eligible to the 2.30 class; entrance 5 per cent;
payments §6 April 30, §6 May 30, #12 June 30, aud $0 July 30; mile heats, best three in five.
NO. 6, #600 PORTLAND STAKE. For Trotters eligible to the 3 miunte class; entrance
payments and conditions same as in No. 5.
NO. 7, #600 JOSE STAKE. For Trotters eligible to the 2.40 class; entrance, payments anti
conditions same as in No. 5.
NO. 8, #600 MERCHANT’S STAKE. For Trotting Stallions, eligible to the 2.18 class;
entrance, payment and conditions same as in No. 5.
NO. 9 #50*6 PREBLE HOUSE STAKE. For Pacers, eligible to the 2.25 class; entrance
per cent; payable §5 Aprd 30, §5 May 30, $10 June 30, and $5 July 30; mile heats, best three in five.
NO. IO, CUMBERLAND STAKE. For Pacers, eligible to the 2.40 class; entrance, payments
and conditions same as in No. 9.
CLASS EVENTS.
Entrance to close August 65 per cent entrance and 5 per cent
deducted from money winners.
#1,000 for 2.13 Pacing Class,
#600 for 2.17 Trotting Class,
600 “ 2.20
“
“
600 “ 2.21
“
“
1,000 “ 2.14 Trotting Class
600 “ 2.26
“
“
#600 for 2.34 Trotting Class.
All Class Events open to the world with exception of 2.34 class, which is opened to New Eng
land and Maritime Provinces.

Our

HARNESS

No. 1 Oak Leather all hand made. We ship goods, to all points in the state at our
pense. Carriage Trimming and Harness Repairing neatly and promptly attended td.

C. ZET.
HO. 8 SILVER STREET,

to 25,

YIGUE
WATERVILLE, MAINE.

Falmouth H°use(EUROPEAN PLAN.)

Races.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22
Trotting
2 :17 Class,
...
Trotting
No 7, 3:40 Stakes,
Trotting
No 6, 3 m. Stake,
Trotting
No 1, Stake, Foals 1893,
Special events,
FRIDAY, AUGUST 24.
Trotting
2:21 Class,
Trotting
No 4, Stake, Foals 1890 and under,
Trotting
No 5, 2 :30 Stake,
Special events
SATURDAY, AUGUST 25.
Trotting
2:14 Class,
...
Trotting ; 2:34 Class,
- ._.
Trotting
2:20 Class,
Pacing I No 8, 2:18 Stake, Stallions,
Premium Prizes in Cash for all Classes and ages,
Standard Bred trotting stock, non Standard Bred Trotting Stock, Pure bred French coach
stock, part bred Coach, Cleveland Bays, Hackneys. For stallion s, brood mares, colts, fillies and
geldings, Gentlemen Drivers, match pairs etc. Open to all. Entries for premiums close July 30.

-------- FB.OGRAMME
TUESDAY, AUGUST 21.
2:2C Class
-Trotting
No. 9, 2:25 Stake,
PacingNo. 2, Stake, Foals 1892 and under, Trotting
Special events
THURSDAY, AUGUST 23.
2:13 Class,
...
Pacing
No. 10, 2.40 Stakes,
Pacing
No. 3, Stake Foals 1892 and under,
Trotting
Special events.

OF

JULY MEETING, JULY 4 TO 6, 1894_

rooCt-

ELECTRIC CARS
pass the house
lor all parts
the city.

•.

Entries to close June 23rd open to New England and Maritime Provinces with exception 2.12
pace and 2 :22 trot which are open to the world.

FIRST

75c., $1.00, and
$2.00 per day.

2.27

First class Cafe
and Dining Room1

2.34

Horsemen will find this the best place in Boston to make their headquarters,
as it is situated on the corner of Causeway and Nashua streets, directly opposite
Lowell depot, and only a few steps from the Union station.

F. CLARK & SON PROPRIETORS.
OArc, UURAELE rc/vCfc;

ONLY $U0 PER MILE.

S’“LAND - OWNERS

Agents™"! S

Cash

The best local and traveling agents wanted every
where. Write at once for circulars and choloe ter
ritory; address A. G, Hulbert, Patentee, care of

ts'jirwi
Factory Catalogue with 200 engraved designs and
prices, sent free to any who want fancy iron and
wire work or city, cemetery and farm feuce«,eW>

2.30

DAY,

ULTILYT

4_

2.30 Class—Pacing, Purse $300
Class- Trotting, Purse $300
2.40 Class—Trotting, Purse $ 800
SECOND DKY, JULY 52.12 Class—Pacing, Purse $000
Class- Trotting, Purse $300
3 Minute Class—Trotting, Purse $300
THIRD DAY, JULY 6.
Class—Trotting, Purse $300
2.22 Class—Trotting, Purse $500
2.24 Class—Pacing, Purse $300
COHDITIOI13.

Five to enter and four to start to fill in class events. Nothing deducted from money winners in
colt Stakes 1, 2, 3, and 4, but in all other Stakes and Purses 5 per cent will be deducted from win
ners. Stalls and straw free to starters.
Division—50, 25 15 anti 10 per cent.
No entry liable for more than amount paid in, but a non-payment forfeits previous payments.
Above Stakes are for face value—no more, no less,anti in no case will any horse be paid more
than one money.
National Trotting Association Rules to Govern.

All in liarness.

In any and all of the above Stakes we reserve the right to refund the lirst payments anti de
clare the same off, should they not fill satisfactorily.
“No nominations received unless accompaiuetl by first payment.”
All horses in above Stakes and purses intending to start, must be declared with Secretary by
6 o’clock 1*. M. of the day before the race, "anti if not declared in" by the date and hour
indicated, they will be struck out anti ineligible to start in the race.
The usual "Weather Clause, right to change order of Programme is reserved.
proRigby Park was constructed by Mk. Seui <.i:iiiin, the noted track builder, and
nouneed by him the Fastest and Safest Regulation Track in the \\ orlti.

For entry blanks anti information, address,

GEORGE BURNHAN, Jr., President.
H. F. FARNHAAM, Treasurer.

J. F. BARRETT, Secretary,
Portland, Maine,

1’. O. Box 827-

Old Orchard meeting June 26, 27 anti 28, Aug. 14, 15, 10, anti 17
Same classes as given by Kigby
Fall meeting at Kigby Oct. 2, 3, 4, and 5.

TURF,

FARM AND

Hew England Trotting Horse Breeders’ Asso’n.
$19,500—purse
Annual Meeting, 1894

-

u

-

.

Sept. 25,26,27,28.

Colt Purses-Open only

to

Members

§10 May 1, $5 June 15, §5 Aug. 1, §5 Sept. 15.
§10 May 1, §5 Juno 15, $5 Aug. 15 .§5 Sept. 15*.

§1000 Two year old o en to all.

Forfeits:

No. 80.

§10 May 1, §10 June 15, §10 Aug. 1, §20 Sept 15.

§1000

Forfeit:

No. 81.

15.

§5 Three iear olds or tin er, « acer eligi le to 2.34 class

Forfeit:

§10 May 1, §5 June 15, §5 Aug 1, §5 Sept. 15.
No. 82. §1000 Four year olds or under, eligi le to 2.30 class
Forfeit: §10 May 1, §10 June 15, §10 Aug. 1, §10 Sept, 15.
Conditions of Colt Classes—Purses open only to members of tlie A ssopintinr.
a,,,.
New England, tlm Counties of Clinton, Essex, Franklin, St Lawreime! WaXT^n^T®8,1^ of
in the state of New York, and of tbe Provinces of New BrunS’xmnSebmnd.,JVa-sh’ngton
Island, Quebec, and Ontario in the Dominion of Canada mav become a member
tnJ1 aC6 E^ward
by paying tlie dues, §3. Colts not bred within tbe limits of the AssocS nmV itASS°Cf’?n
nominator March 1, 1894. Nominators liable only for the amount mid in
YYT? ’T
m all classes from money winners. Right reserved to call <»nv nr nil
nne
cent, additional
forenoon, should such action be deemed expedient. Entries in all clases to be‘AleJia^x."' °’e

Class Events-Open to the World.
N°. 85.

SPECIAL REDUCED RATES FOR SEASON OF 1894 OHLY.
^-C

1894

rr

®a«eKecord, 3.181-4, Sired by AVoodbrino, 2.2512; dam Blackstone
eT Feey^ol<; n ,°ne 72, rl1-*111 by B,ellt‘ Batch^, by Godfrey’s Patchen. I ee $40, on same conditions as Woodbrino.

VOLLERY 7668,
ZERBINO 14919.
„
, „ ,
fee #3o, conditions same as AVoodbrino’s
The best’of care takeif ofa n°ma resent'to Sm'1
fummer, their season will close June 1.

OnR

n p
ST°CK FARM, Newnrarket Junction. N. H.
• &. M. It. R., half way between Boston and Portland. Send for catalogue of Young stock for sale

C. W. WHITCOMB, 47 Devonshire St., Room 9, Boston, Mass,

T‘

Ma»aSer.

§1000 The ‘ Tyro.’’ for trotters eligible to 3-utin, class

Forfeit:

No. 80.

§10 May 1, §10 June 15, §10 Aug. 1, §20 Sept. 15.

SWEETEST!
|g| TOUGHEST!
RICHEST!

§1000 For pacers eligible 2.27 class.

Forfeits:

No. 87.

§10 May 1, §10 June 15‘ §10 Aug. 1, §20 Sept. 15.

§1500 Trotters eligible to ‘.30 class.

Forfeit:

No. 88.

§15 May 1, §20 June 15, §20 Aug. 1, §20 Sept, 15.

§1500 Trotters eligi «lc to 2.24 class.

Forfeits:

No. 00.

§15 May 1, §20 June 15, §20 Aug. 1, §20 Sept. 15.

§2000 Trotters eligible to 2.1 4 class.

Forfeit:

No. 01.

§2-> May 1, §25 June 15, §25 Aug. 1, §. 5 Sept. 15.

§50 >o Open to all trotters.

forfeit:

No. SO.

2.25 1-2.

1694

VFC A
V LU A /ODD,J

lire© year olds’ eligible to 2.40 class.

§10 May 1, §5 June 15, §5 Aug. 1, §5 Sept.

3296.

Bay 1101 Se’ n° marks’ foaled 1883‘ stands 15“3 hands» weight 11OO lbs.

colt stakes in N. II. during past few years.
sons andl^lSdsy0°MisseibIssId<]Stbe d^, TCA'* ’V -hChc 2‘30 list’ also a sire <>f of 91
descendants in the 2.30 list.
’
*
Nutwood, is the greatest living brood mare producing
with 301
M.mSS’SI -VtoX^e^teid
?!' ?‘i!"
*» •» King Jin,
2.17. 4th dam by Robert BruL 5th dam hv S
Abdallah, sire of Goldsmith” Maid,
dam by StamboM
’
dam by IMuckle John, bystr Archy; 5th dam by Trump^or; 6th
Fee for season of 1894 only #75, with the usual return privileges or money refunded at our option

§1000 Two year olds that (lid not start as yearlings.

Foifeits.

PRODUCER.”

4 00/

At ten vparc nf aim

No, 77. §1000 Tearling Mile Dash.

No. 73.

BREED TO A

$19,500

All Classes Cjlosk AAZlly a, i8gzp.

Forfeit:

75

list—

Meeting held at Mystic Park, Boston.

N° 78.

HOME.

§02.50 May 1, §02.50 June 15, §02.50 Aug. 1, §02.50 Sept. 15.

§2.) >0 Special, trotting stallions eligible t ■ 2.10 class.

S® HorleJ^so b.-ilSrn:}\3 'U'Ut m °w ie l °r have beoa br3'1 withbi tlie limits
of
tlie association.
lOioes n.Ob so biu 1 to bo owned by nomma«~Oi* YIirHi 1 i,s')4

Forfeit:

§25 May 1, §25 June 15', §25 Aug. 1, §25 Sept. 15.

wiiin,.<..<’,,!,<,1n’”i'S °f Class Events -Horses to be eligible Mav 1.

Five per. cent., additional from
. H irsas in all classes except No.

Wnfe t.ic becretnry for circular giving all particulars, list of futurity stakes
etc., and entry blank. Member of National Trotting Association. All oorresnond’
cnee and all entries should be addressed to C. M. ,J EWE P i\ Secretary,
1
OmceSD State Street.
P. 0. ,j0, 2551 jjoston> Mass>

THE

PLUG

STALLION

TOBACCO!

Race Record 2.17 3-4.

Will

M/.xe

the

Season

of

1894

AT THE STABLE OF HIS OWNER,

ROBINSON

BTJCKFIELD,

JDKJLFF,

ZMZZEk

BOBINSON i). i,s a brown-bay liorse, with narrow white stripe in tlie face and
two white ankles on the near side. lie was foaled in 1881, stands 15% hands high
it
Proportioned horse all over. lie was got by Daniel Boone son°of
Ilambletonian 10 and Old Kate, lienee a full brother to the famous Bruno-Brunette
SanX’X'' RTKn80n IX WaS HCt0WsY°Ung Brandywine, wta^came
i.o
,natla 111 18o°; lhls mare was not fashionably bred, but she was more than
D! son P ‘?.I,r(J(hKr °f Spe6d by a1^ horse to w^ch she was bred m°1Ctban
and 1’hmn X- N ’ vSOn-1 ' WUS .camPaigned and won at Syracuse, Auburn, Oswego
'all on S mik tra’c™0'"8 “X
°Ut ‘°Sing 9 beat and a reoord of 2'26A,

It is absolutely, positively and distinctively differ
ent in FLAVOR from any other Plug Tobacco now on
the market. A trial will convince the most skeptical
of this fact.
The largest seller of any similar shape and style
on earth, which pro'ves that it has caught the pop
ular taste, and pleases the people.
It possesses more qualities of intrinsic value than
any other Plug Tobacco produced.

, i" llSbl Bobinson D. started in live races, winning every one in straight heats
Tli< o'yin1^ bls recoi'd to 2.23% at, the New England Breeders’ Meeting at Mystic’
His next stm t Was at Ki-by Park’ Portland, in October last, when in a fiehI of W
starters, he won m2.19, 2.17%, 2.18%, and could have gone iA 2.15.
he wil/h?’. ,?HSiaS tb?uSh’ successful as Robinson D. has been as a trotter, that
(2.26i 14), Nellie
Belle D. ^2^3^
means i.LXleS £hh,^l^bicd""' ” C’“SS °£ ”'alCS

"°uld be

$50.

Mares hoarded at reasonable rates.

Robinson Dean, Buckfield, Me.
1894

SEASON OF
2.1

7A

-

ALBRSNO, 3052, ~

WE KNOW ¥00 WILL LIKE IT.
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

n0

ids •mt1that>ea1ni,oi< iltS <lf Sb°Y o’01'0 or less speed, and there are hardly any of
gei inat cannot show, from 3.00 to 2.40 without training.
To

DO HOT FAIL TO GIVE IT A TRIAL,

The

P. J. Sorg*

Company

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.

-1894

2.1 7i

Chestnut Horse, 16 HaNn«.

2.04 and dam

Fan^y (3)’2^.‘“l'C1

8U"8 "aVe Slred SUCh

Albrina
also
Testinont
^T^gjVb

., .m1,-!!?1
Albr,in.0 Maggie Rryan by C. Al. Clay Jr. 22, sire of four in 2.30, and dams of ‘u in
Walter Y’
v"" P1'"'' Hrvan> fnl1 sister to Tatclieu .Mambrino, sire of tlie CT,ne camnabrne?
> -I' 'ud Kr . 4..v,a",,br,n". ’’’U'-lien. Third dam Old Hen, grandam of Wild Bake
> MeLend
\ihrin " ■ * i~'S "Uy Gaines Denmark by Denmark son of Imported Iledgeford
'
ec ‘
have tbe s-m'.e un’m?! P* ,in<‘
large sized and possessed of great styleand finish. His e-et
nave tne same quahties. tire excellent roadsters and as will be seen are proving fast.
ge

„ „

„

Terms, $35.00 Do Warrant.

H. G. PARSHLEY,

-

Dexter, Maine.

bowels, assists dip-es
tion, and cures those dis
eases arising from a disordered
stomach or liver, such as :
CONSTIPATION, BILIOUSNESS, INDIGES
TION, LOSS OF APPETITE, HEADACHES, el:

?.EST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN
rrice, 35c., 50c., and $b00- At all Druggists, or of the Prop
Hr >!OIIX F. tkl e v CO
--------Auburn,
Alikiue.c

16

TURF,

seamnmjsm

bay

FARM AND

VIEW STOCK FARM,

Elmwood

iTjUrULI

Season lSgzf.

THE FOLLOWING STALLIONS WILL STAND AT THIS FARM
DURING THE SEASON OF 1894:

Silver Spray 2.28

HOME.

GEMARE 134.

LOTHAIRE 979.

Captain 965.

Chestnut horse foaled 1887. Sire Guy Wilkes 2.15%, sire of Iluldy Wilkes
2.o8%, Muta Wilkes 2,11, Hazel Wilkes 2.11%, Regal Wilkes 2.11%, Siva Wilkes
2,13% (at four years) Una Wilkes 2.15 (at six years) Regal Wilkes 2.17% (at 3 years)
Lillian Wilkes 2.17% (at live years old) Regal Wilkes 2.20% (at 2 years) Freedom
My Imported French Coach Stallions (out of the most noted trotting
2.29% (at 1 year). Guy Wilkes by Geo. Wilkes by llambletonian 10. First dam
families in France) will make the season at
Blanche trial quarter mile 40 seconds at 2 years old, dam of Silver Spray 2.28,
E
lmwood
Farm, Pqlzd, Me.,
Hazle Wilkes 2.11%, Una Wilkes 2,15, Gina Wilkes 2.28%, Rosebud Wilkes 2.31%,
Blanche by Arthurton 365 by llambletonian 10. Arthurton is sire of Arab 2.15, Joe
P. O. Address, J. S.'SANBORN, Lewiston Junction, Me.,
Arthurton 2.20%, Lady Escott 2.26%, Bonanza 2.29% and sire of dams Hidalgo
(GEMARE _
2.24%, Grandel 2.23%. Second dam of Silver Spray, Nancy by Gen. Taylor. This
TERMS : Service Fee $50.00, to warrant, for use of ] LOTHAIRE
grandly bred young stallion will serve a few outside mares at the low fee of $50
( CAPTAIN
cash or satisfactory note at time of first service. Season closes July 1st.

Special Premiums

Black stallion foaled 1891, stands 15% hands. Sire Cartridge, record 2.14%,
son of Edward Everett. First dam of Cartridge was Lady Stout record 2.29 as a
three year old. Torpedo’s first dam Adina by Dictator. Second dam Lady Liglifoot by Mambrino. Third dam by Paddy Bums. Fourth by Moseley’s Copperhead.
This is one of the finest bred colts in the state and will stand at the low fee of
$25. Season closes July 1st.

ELECTRCLYCtHY
Bay stallion, black points, foaled 1890. Sire Electryon, record 2.25% by Elec
tioneer. Fiist dam of Electrolyght was Jessey Wedgewood by Wedgewood 2.19, Se
cond dam Dolly of Weston, dam of fno 2.21,'Wild Eyes 2.20 (pacing) Red Bird 2.37.
Terms $15, season closes July 1st. Service fees lire cash or satisfactory note. Brood
mares 75 cents per week on grass, $2.50 per week on hay and grain. All accidents
and escapes at owners risk. For further information address,

FRANK W. BURRILL, Belfast, Me.

--------- OFFERED BY ---------

J.

AN B^3RN

MAINE STATE AGRICULTURAL FAIR.

at. the

For the best foal of 1893 sired by Gemare, Lothaire or Captain $25.00, provided blue ribbon is
won at the coming Maine State Fair, season of 1894.
For best foals of 1894 shown at the Maine State Fair sired by Gemare, Lothaire or Captain,
two or more to enter, $30.00; the first $15.00, second $10.00 and third $5.00.—$15.00 additional to the
winner of the blue ribbon.
The same liberal premium as above will be ottered for foals of 1895.
It will pay you to breed to these stallions. Remember that colts by these stallions won first
honors in direct competition with the trotting stock of Maine at the last State Fair. No stronger
evidence of individual superiority is necessary. Breed your mares where merit is insured in the
colts.
aug 3 94

or GEORGE D. OTIS, 173 State Street, Boston, Mass.

I

WISH

TO

CALL

TIE

ATTENTION OF

HORSE OWNERS OF LEWISTON, AUBURN AND VICINITY
TO MV STOCK OF

HORSE REMEDIES.
Now is the time that horses need flic most care. Changeable weather of
spring, bad roads, mud and water, wojk sad havoc with the best of them. My
remedies are the very best known for the diseases mentioned, and J, personally,
and the parties manufactuiing them, guarantee them to do the work claimed. I
am the only dealer in the two cities who keeps a stock of these goods. They are
as follows.
PEEL’S L QUID GOOF I HESS NG.

FOGG’S ‘ G. M.” W0R3I POWDERS

1 quart, .85, 2 quarts, $1.25, 1 gal. $2.50
25 cts, per package.
1’he greatest tiling on earth to grow or First class for young stock.
soften a 11oisc’s hoof.
VAEIQ1 ENE OINTMENT, for cuts and
bruises,

FOGG’S “G. 31.” GALL CURE,

25 cts per box.
35 cts. per box. Greatast remedy known for Scratches.

VARIQ ENE
Swellings.

LOT ON for Sprains and FOGG’S ‘ G. 31.” TROTTING 1 ORSE
I IXs31 ENT, for Sj rains and Bruises,

25 cts. per bottle

50 cts. per quart.

FOGG’S

G. 31.” C0NDITI N l’OW

DEES,

We bear, a fe v days since, of a gentlemen wbo took an extended and
pensive trip abronJ. Among other places he visited London. When he
home a friend asked him if be saw the Houses of Parliament. “No,” be
“1 did not. I was in London a week and the fog was so thick that I saw
during the wliole time but my hotel and the railroad station.”

very ex
returned
replied
nothing

V great conditioner.

FOGt ’S <•« . M.” SPAVIN CURE

Small bottle, 25 c., large hottie 50c.
25 cts. a package. As good a Liniment for Spavins as is
manufactured.

For further infoimation, testimonials or adveitising mattir, call on or address

CHAS. W. COVELL, 213 Main St,
SIGN—Big Gray Horse in Show Window.

BONNIE

LEWISTON, 31 INE.

HANS,

However, lie saw it all, for be was a subscriber of the TURF, FARM AND HOME
and had saved bis coupons. Sattered through the twenty portfolios comprising
By Bonnik Bov (sire, at 7 years of age, of Bonnie Belle, 2 years, 2.18%,
Sig Its and S03 133 Of th3 World He found twenty-one magnificent views of the
most noted an I ch ir icteristic sights of London, and he found also scores of other 3 years, 2.17%, Jettie, 3 years 2.18%, Jarenta, 2 years, 2.27% Ninnescah, year
ling, 2.42, Bonnie, yearling, trial 2.28.
interesting scenes i i l places which he f tile 1 to see while be was the sp it.
Dam of Bonnie IIans, Bessie Gilpin, (dam of Favora, 2.12%, 3d heat in a
The coupons for the third part are appearing regularly now.
It- you did not race which be won).
get last week’s coupon, look up the back numbers of this paper and secure it be
Second dam, Kitty, by Uamlin’s I’atclu n, siic of the dam of Belle Hamlin,
fore it is too late
2.12%, (2.12 to pole), Globe, 2.14%, (2.12 to pole), Justina, 2.20 (2.13 to pole).
Bonnie Bov by Patclien Wilkes, 2.29%; dam Bonnie Maid by Slieiman,
Once more the terms of our great proposition. -You have, of course, heard of that 2.23, son of George Wilkes 2.22.
great work entitled Sig'llS and Scenes of the World- consists of 32O marve
Patciien Wilkes (sire of 6 below 2.20, average time of the 6, 2.16%), by
lous photographic views, each tlx 13 inches. This is divided into 20 parts, each George Wilkes; dam Kitty Patclien, (dam of Gcoigiiina, 2.26%) by Mambrino
containing 16 views neatly and durably bound. They will be delivered to you at Patclien.
the office of this paper or sent to your address by mail, securely protected in a
Second dam Betty Brown, dam of Anglin 2.27%, Wilkes Boy, 2.24% (sire
pasteboaid tube. What you have to do is this: Clip a coupon from this paper. of Nelly A., yearling, 2.29%, 2 years old, 2.19, Angelina, 2.12, Constantine, 2.12%
Bring or send them to the Coupon Department of the TURF, FARM AND HOME and 4 others belows 2 20).
together with live two cent stamps (the. bare expense of packing and mailing), and
receive in return the part your coupon calls for. Each week’s coupon will call for
a different part until all are issued. If you want two parts instead of one, two
coupons of different numbers and ten two cent stamps

REAGARDING THIS SUMPTUOUS WORK

Sidney

Union,

By Sidney, 2.19%, (The grestest sire of early speed living); dam Omcta by
Aberdeen, (full sister to Kentucky Union, 3 years, 2.13%, the best 3 year-old on
IL ts not necessai\ to sa\ moic. If sou have not semi it ask those of your neigh the turf in 1892.) second and third dams in the great brood mare list.
From the family of Aberdeen comes the champion 2 year old pacer Lena
bors wbo have received the first pari. They will tell you that it is artistic bevond
doubt, the desm iptions interesting and instructive’ the views exceedingly ‘well Hill, 2.12%.
chosen, the i lea most attractive and original. In fact,
exceedingly

____________________zrz*
SOUTH

PALIS

SALK AND
STABLE.

is
LIVERY

New Stable directly opposite Depot.
I make a spec alt'/ o:' tint ilass Gentlemen*
Dr.vers, Fam 1 torses and trotters, T. I lf A VER,
Proprietor. -• I have for sale the following.” i’a. r
Chestnut Gelling- 5 and <> year - oil stand 15 3 hair’s
we.ghs 210ft lbs, cm fro! full m'le in 2.59, al-o two
pair of Bay mares goo I s ze adapted lo Lad.es’
and familv use y oung and sound and. ran road ten
miles an hour on their carr.age. I offer good bar
gains in these horses, For particulars, price etc.
Address, T. THAYER, So Paris, Maine.

Francisco,
ANDREWS HOUSE,

B.v Sta.mboul, 2.07%, dam Nol i (could trot below 2.30 and pace below 2.20)
by Nutwood, 2.18%, second dam, Belle Byran, dam of Claus Almont 2.26%.

SOUTH FARIS MAINE.
Terms of each, $25 to warrant.

HEADQUARTERS FOR HORSEMEN.

W. M. SHAW PROPRIETOR.

39 6m.

For particulars address,

JAMES EDGECOMB, CORNISH ME.
Or Henry S. Sprague, 85 Washington Street, Haverhill Mass.

TURF,

What Maine People Say
WHO HAVE USED

FARM AND HOME.

Ossipee Valley Fair Colt Stakes

17

CHORAUST 14516

AND

DR. SANDEN’S
WONDERFUL

Electric Belts.
CURED
After Everything Else Failed.
Will cure without medicine all Weakness re
sulting from over-taxation of nerve forces; ex
cesses or indiscretion, as nervous debility, sleep
lessness, languor, rheumatism, kidney, liver and
bladder complaints, lame back, lumbago, sciatica,
all female complaints, general ill health, etc. This
electric Belt contains Wonderful Improvements
over all others. Current is instantly felt by wear
er or we forfeit $5,000.00, and will cure all of the
above diseases or no pay. Thousands have been
cured by this marvelous invention after all other
remedies failed, and we give hundreds of testi
monials in this and every other state.
Our Powerful Improved ELEC l'RIC SUSPEN
SORY, the greatest boon ever offered weak men,
FREE with all Belts. Health and Vigorous
Strengh GUARANTEED in 00 to 90 days. Send
for Illus’d Pamphet, mailed, sealed, free, to

2.40 STAKE RACE. Sire CHIMES, the greatest sire of his age that ever lived, having at the age of
$700

GUARANTEED.

THE OSSIPEE VALLEY

Union Agricultural Association
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING

List of Colt Stakes, and a 2.40 Stake Race,

nine years 15 in 2.30 list, 9 of them with race records below 2.20,
including the world’s champion 3 year old, FANTASY, 2.08 3-4.

First dam by Hamlin’s Almont, Jr., the greatest sire of the Almont family; 2d dam a producing
daughter of Strathmore; 3d dam by Albion; 4th dam has 5 in 2.30 list. The following great brood
mares appear in Choralist’s pedigr.ee: Green Mountain Maid, with 9 in 2.30 list; Beautiful Bells,
with 7; Minnehaha, with 7; Ned, with 5; Maggie Gains, with 3 producing sons.
CHORA LIST is a mahogany bay, star, hind ankles white, stands 16 hands, and is well propor
tioned. Will make a short season in the stud, then trained for a fast record, which it is believed he
is capable of taking.

Terms, to insure,

FOR THE

Ossipee - Valley - Fair,
August 28, 29, and 30,1894.

PP j kl

....

$50

70 ^ace
record 2.24 3-4. Sired by BELMONT, dam
Eventidedam of Kremlin 2.07 3-4, Evermond, 2.241-4,

wO s

Erin, 2.24 3-4, etc., making Erin a brother to Nutwood, on his sire’s side and to Krem

Your Entries for these Stakes Solicited. lin on his dam’s side.
Entries Close May 1, ’94.
Erin is a grand individual, standing 10 hands, dark bay, with black points. His breeding is surely
Stake No. 1—Foals of 1892; $150. Pay great.
TERMS, #25 to insure.
ments $2.50 May 1; $2.50 June 15: $2.50
August 1.
Race record 2.27 3-4, fifth heat, over
Stake No. 2—Foals of 1891, $150. Pay
Topsham half-mile track.
ments $2.50 May 1; $2.50 June 15; $2.50
Sire Redwood, by Belmont, 1st dam by Daniel Lambert; 2d dam by Vermont Black Hawk; 3d
August 1.
dam, thoroughbred Is bred for a race horse and has proved himself to be one. Some of his get are
Stake No. 3—Foals of 1890, $200. Pay expected, this season, to prove that he is the sire of race horses. Bright bay, 15 1-2 hands, and as
every way as is often seen. TERMS, #20, to insure.
ments $3.00 May 1; $3.00 June 15; $4.00 near perfection
For tabulated pedigrees and particulars address,
August 1.
39-3m
FLINT BROTHERS, Cornish, Maine.
Stake No. 4—Horses eligible to 2.40
DR. A.T. SANDEN, Inventor.
Class, May 1, $200. Payments $3.00 May
826 Broadway,
New York City. 1; $3.00 June 15; $4.00 August 15, when
the horses must be named.
NEW ENGLAND
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A Wonderful Cure From Maine.

Thorndike, Sta., Me., Jan, 3 ’94.
Dr. A. T. Sanden,
Dear Sir:—I want to give for publication my
testimony, which I want all of my friends and
everybody who are suffering as I was, to read.
I
will as briefly as possible state my case to you.
Four year ago I had LaGrippe. It left me
witli a bad kidney trouble and weak back, also
diarrhea. A year ago last September I was taken
with nervous dyspepsia. I was so nervous I could
not sleep nights. I tried many kinds of medicine
which only afforded temporary relief. Last June
my feet and legs began to swell. They were
swollen to nearly twice their natural size.' I was
also swollen bad across my kidneys and liver. I
could not lie down, and was so weak I could
scarcely walk across the room. T was examined
and treated by some of the most skillful physicians.
They pronounced it dropsy and failed to help me.
I had about given up all hopes of getinghelp, when
I chanced to read of your Electric Belts. I conclued to try one as a last resort, hut I had grave
doubts of its doing good in my case, for I was
given up to die by friends and neighbors. I pur
chased one of your No. 6. Belts July 12th, and I can
truly sav it saved my life. In less than forty-eight
hours after weaving the belt the swelling had left
my kidneys, and in one week my feet and legs
were nearly back to their natural size. In three
weeks I could eat anything my appetite craved,
and could sleep like a child. I am not nervous and
consider myself better than I have been for years.
Electricity started the circulation that medicine
failed to reach. My wife has worn my belt and it
has entirely cured her of chronic constipation and
female weakness, for which she has doctored for
years. We cannot say enough in praise of your
wonderful belt. I advice all suffering humanity to
purchase one of Dr. Sanden’s Electric Belts.
Very gratefully yours,

COTYDITHOIYS.
Stakes open to all colts and horses
wherever owned.
National rules to
govern. Nos. 1, 2, and 3, Trot or pace. No.
4, Trotting. Five to enter, three to start.
Foals of 1892, best 2 in 3. Foals of 1890
and 1891, best 3 in 5. Distance same as
1893. Horses or colts distancing the field,
or any part thereof, shall receive only
first money. Colts must be named on
second payment, June 15. Failure to name
colt, or to make payment at dates speci
fied, forfeits nominations and all moneys
paid. Stakes divided 50, 25, 15 and 10
per cent.
Hay and straw will he furnished free
to starters. One or more colts can enter
and start from the same stable.
Address all communications and entries to

JAMES C. AYER, Secretary,
CORNISH, MAINE.

Bean’s Perfection Feed Bag.
Pat. April 11, 1893 and Jan. 30 1894.

I. R. BLETHEN,
Box 41 Thorndike Sta., Waldo Co., Maine.

LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
HOME OFFICE 120 TREMONT ST. BOSTON, MASS.

Insures Horses and Mules Against Death by Disease or Accident.
HON. JAS. HARWOOD, PRES.

HON. JOHN HASKELL BUTLER, TREAS.

CEO. BURTON, VICE PRES.
AND CEN. MANAGER.

LEONARD TILLINCHAST, SEC.

Admitted to do Business in the State of Maine by Special Act of the Legislature.

J. R. SHEDD 2.19 1-4.
Sire’s Family.

Dam’s Family.

Sire, RED WILKES, 2.40:
Dam, BELLE ERICSSON:
Sire of 88 in the 2.30 list, including 20 in the
By Ericsson, son of Mambrino Chief, 11;
2.20 list;
Sire of 12 producing sons, including the sire of Second Dam by VANDAL, son of Imp.
Florida, 2.18%.
Glencoe;
Sire of 9 producing dams, including dam of
Evangeline, 2.11%;
Third Dam by PILOT, Jr., Sire of dams of
Red Wilkes, by George Wilkes.
36 in the list, including Jay-Eye-See, 2.06%,
Maud S., 2.08%, Electricity, 2.17%.
GEORGE WILKES, 2.22.
ERRICSSON,
2.30 1-2:
Sire of 78 in the list. Sire of 74 producing sons
including the sire of Martha Wilkes, 208, and
Sire of 6 in the 2.30 list. Sire of the dams of
Moquette, 2.10.
Moquette, 2.10, Bellman, 2.17%, and ten
. Sire of the dams of 50 in the list including
others in the list. A son of Ericsson sired
Manager, 2.09%, and Delmarch, 2.11%.
the dam of Belle Vara, 2.08%.

Sciatica and Fame Back Cured.
Monson, Me., Feb. 29, ’93.
Dr. A. T. Sanden,
My Dear sirIn April, 1891, I was attacked
with a sever case of sciatica, which confined me to
the house. Your agent, C. W. Morrill, called to
see me. He very generously offered to let me try
one of your Electric Belts. I put it on and found
relief. I had so much faith in it I ordered one at
once. Whenever I feel any weakness I use the
Belt, which helps me very much; it also removes
any pains from my back. I can cheerfully recom
mend it as being the best pain eradicator' I ever
Made of canvas and galvanized iron. Two Bags,
used.
Yours sincerely,
one inside the other, witli space between them for
E. R. HAYNES,
eight quarts of oats, which drop through into the
Monson Maine. basin,
gradually filling it about one inch, directly
under the horses mouth. The basin is oblong in
Catarrh and General Debility Cured.
shape, with a screen in the forward end where the
oats never come in contact. While the horse is
Eastport, Maine, Feh’y 2d, ’94.
eating, his nose is at the screen, through which he
Dr. A. T. Sanden,
breathes
as freely as though lie had no bag on.
Dear SirI send these lines to let you know Four quarts
oats slowly fed where the horse gets
what your belt has done for me and you may use them all is of of
more value than six quarts gormandiz
them for the information of other sufferers. It is ed and wasted
on
the street—This hag positively
almost impossible to believe what wonders your belt
has wrought in me, but it is a living truth, and I cures the habit of throwing the head—Don’t lose
wish all sufferers could he convinced what a power sight of this fact.
One-tenth of the oats fed from the old bag and
for good there is in your invention. I got the No.
5. belt on the 17 th of October last and put it on buckets are lost—Why not use our bag and save
them.
that same evening and have worn it 3 to 4 hours every
Look along the street where the horses are fed by
evening since. In a few days all the aches and pains
old methods'of feeding, is it either Justice or
I had all over left me, even that dreadful pain in the
my stomach was gone and my bowels acted regu economy?
larly. Now my Nerves are steady and appetite is Use this Perfect and Humane Method, it
will pay you to do so.
good and I get perfect refreshing sleep without
those awful dreams. When I got your belt my breast IT COSTS NOTHING IF NOT AS REPRE
was all broke out witli sores and had been for
SENTED.
some time time. These are all healed and the
Try one sample and be convinced.
catarrh which had troubled me so long is also
Every
dealer
who
has ever sold Feed Bags should
gone. I let two of my friends try the belt a few
times and it did them so much good they will soon send for samples and prices.
order from yon. I would not take. $1,000 for mine
FEED BAG CO..
if I could not get another. If people only knew ARLINGTON
what, your belt is they would not fool away tlieir
15 CORNHILL, Room 2, BOSTON, MASS.
money and time on these many humbugs because
they are cheap. Considering what your belt is and
does it, is the cheapest in the world,'and I wisli all
sufferers knew what I know about it.
Yours truly, THOMAS HENDERSON.
Eastport, Washington Co., Maifte.
(Successor to dr. albert lethiecq)
Lame Back and Side Cured.

G. F. DWINAL, D. Y. S.

Monson, Me., March l.
DR. A. T. SANDEN,
Dear SirI feel as if I ought to say a few words
about the great good your belt has done in my
family. My wife was a great sufferer from lame
side and back, and was entirely cured by your
licit in a short time, and I Cheerfully recom
mend it to all that may be suffering with a lame
hack or side. We tried many other remedies
without getting any relief until we got your
wonderful belt.
..

Yours truly,

G. P. POOLE,
Monson, Maine.

VETERINARIAN.
SPECIAL ATTENTION
GIVEN TO SURGICAL OPERATIONS-

OFFICE, Bangor House Livery Stable,
RESIDENCE, Bangor House,
BANGOR,

MAINE.

J. R. SHEDD is the sire of of Woodshed four-year-old record, 2.13%. Shedd’s colts are noted
for speed and beauty. In his turf career he showed himself to be a race horse of the best quality. He
has a two-mile wagon record of 5.14, made at four years of age. His disposition is perfect, and a child
can go around him with safety. Shedd was foaled in 1882, is a beautiful bay in color, stands 15-2 and
is well built.

Service Fee, $100, with

L. J. Sturtevant.

usual

Return

Privilege.

R. M. Sturtevant.

UNION MARKET, BOSTON

UNION SQ., SOMERVILLE

SONS OF NUTWOOD, ALCANTARA, DICTATOR AND ALFONSO. SEASON OF 1894.
RAOBWOOD 11SS9.

By Nutwood 2.18 3-4 the greatest living sire. First dam Resa (dam of Rose
wood 2.29 1-2) by Romulus 271 by ITambletonian 10. Second dam Lady Washing
ton full sister to Blackbird 2.22 by Blackbird 401. Terms $50 to insure.

AXCAXTXI X,
Three year old race record over half mile track 2.42% by Alcantara 2.23. First
dam Soft Stuff by Sir Edwin by Hamlet 160, Second dam by Gen. Knox 140. Terms
$50 to insure.

william axxxxt

(3) 2.37%, by Albert W. 2.20, sire of Little Albert 2.10. Dam Hilda by Nutwood
2.18%, the greatest living sire. Second dam by Volunteer 5. Third dam by Seeley’s
American Star. Fourth dam Sea Gull by Duroc. Private stallion for 1894.

QUITO
By Alfonso 9700. First dam Soft Stuff by Sir Edwin by Hamlet 160.
dam by Gen. Knox 140. Service fee $25.

ATKINS

Second

DICTATOR

By Dictator 113. Dam by Ward’s Fly Cloud. Second dam by Whalebone
thoroughbred. Service fee $25.
These horses are all of good size and color andpossesss individual merit as well
as breeding. Terms for keeping mares on bay and grain $2. per week, at pasture
$1.00 per week. $.75 by the year, Good driving horses, young stock and brood
mares in foal for sale at all times. For further particulars address

C. C. & F. P. MAYBERRY, 28 School Street, Boston, Mass.
[ Have you a horse to dispose of? Let us make the sale, We
can do it with a five liner and it will only cost you fifty cents,

18

TURF,

FARM

1894 3FAIRVIEW FARM. 1894
STALLIONS FOR SERYICE.

ALL - SO 9609. “il*

ial*

Sire Blackwood, Jr.,
Dam, So So,

2.22%
2.17.%

By Blackkwood,
By Geo. Wilkes,

REDWOOD,

2.31
2.22

AND

STANDARD BRED WILKES STALLION,

SENNETT

SENTINEL WILKES,

Sire All-So,

2.20%

---------ALSO----------

BENJAMIN F.
TRIAL, 2.25, TO HIGH WHEEL SULKY.

Sire Alcantara, 2.23.

Trotting bred Pacer, golden chestnut", no white, 15% high, 1100 lbs. Foaled in 1883, sound, the
Sire of CO in 2.30 list. best of style, got by Gen. Withers, he by Almont, dam Ileloise record 2.38, trial 2.27, she by Gen.
Sherman, he by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, the Procter Horse, her dam by Cloudman, he by Hiram Drew.

Both will stand at $25 to Warrant a foal at 161 StaU Street, BANGOR, ME.

1 3577.

Dam Bell-Von-Arnim.

2.20%

B.

By Von Arnim, 2.19%.

Dam Minnie R. Record 2.19 trotting 2.16%. pacing

MAHLON................................................................$50
VON-ALL-SO........................................................ 25

M. T. POOLER & SON, Proprietors,
SKOWHEGAN,....................................... MAINE.
COLDDUST,

Morgan Stallion

GOLDEN CROSS 14773.

COLDDUST,

Morgan Stallion

George Wilkes.

ARLINGTON.

SERVICE FEE
REDUCED IN ACCORDANCE WITH PRESENT FINANCI AL CONDITIONS OF TIIE COUNTRY

ALL-SO....................................................................$50
REDWOOD........................................................... 40
For Further Particulars, inquire of

AEAMS.

Administrator,

ALL - SO, JR., 15148.
Sire All-So,

2499,

was by George Wilkes, 519, whose sons have sired the cream of all the trotters in tlie country.

1485.

MAHLON.
VON - ALL - SO,

19630.

Bay colt, foaled 1891, 15% bands, 1050 lbs. Bred by Wilkes Lodge, Lexington, Ky., by Z. E
Simmons. Sired by Sentinel Wilkes 2499.
1st dam, Lady Dunton, by George Wilkes 510, 2.22.
2nd dam, Jos’ie, 2.30%,by Night Hawk 514, 2.36.
3rd dam, by Vermont Hero 141, 2.35.

Sire of Grover Cleveland, 2.18%, Scipio, 2.26%, Orville, 2.27%, Rosewood, 2.25%, Lamont, 2.19, Grace’
2.26%, Lady Redwood, 2.27. Sire Belmont, sire of 49 in 2,30 list.
Dam Blandina, dam of six producing sons and grand dam of Bayard Wilkes, 2.13%, andDioble, 2.09%.

Race record 2.18%. Privately timed in race 2.14%.
Dam Blanche Jefferson, 2.23. By Thos. Jelferson.

HOME.

Dam by REDWOOD,
Son of Belmont.

f. ,

I
I

Son of ALLECTUS,
By Alcantara.

SERVICE FEE $25.00.
Usual return

Cash or approved note at time of service.

privileges

ARLINGTON STABLE,

177 PINE STREET,
----BANCOR, MAINE.
Address A. P. CHICK, BANGOR, MAINE.

Abdallah 15.

Mambrino Chief

THE IDEAL ROAD HORSE/
“The handsomest, gamiest family of Roadsters, and as regards style, endurance and
beauty they have certainly no equals.”
Sired by Indicator 1243, record at 19 years of age 2.23% (sire of Fred G. 2.30, Ottawa Maid, tria,
as a two year old 2.30, Inverness, as a two year old 3.00), by Golddust 150 (sire of Lucille Golddust
2.16%, Fleety Golddust, 2.20, Indicator, 2.23%, Rolla Golddust, 2.25, etc.,) by Vermont Morgan, out of
a daughter of Arabian Zilcaadi.
1st. dam, Linda Wilkes, by Lever B. 10703, by Red Wilkes 1749, out of Sally B. (dam of Toinette,
2.30, Fulcreum, trial 2.25, Lycurgus, 2.25, and the grandam of Early Bird, 2.15%).
2d dam, Dolly, by Lexinsjton Golddust 4205 (sire of Sir Roger, 2.23%, grandsire of Black Diamond
2-19%, and grand-dam of Florida 2.14%),by Golddust, out of Eugenia, by Lexington.
3d dam, Capolin, by Jehu Morgan (sire of dam of Fleety Golddust, 2.20), by Black Hawk 142, out
of a daughter of Gifford Morgan.
>
n j
’
Ith dam by Gano (sire of dam of Lady Thorn, 2.18%, and sire of tlie dam of Mambrino Patchen,
the broodmare sire of the world), by American Eclipse.
5th dam by Aratus, by Director, by Sir Archy.
6th dam by Blackburn’s Whip by imported Whip.
7th dam by Kennedy’s Diomed, by imported Diomed, out of an imported thoroughbred mare.
Manyof the great performers are richly bred in Golddust lines as Johnston 2.06%, Gold Ring,
2.12%, Gossip Jr. 2.13%, Indianapolis Boy, 2.1.3%, John W. 2.13%, Nelly W. 2.14%, Rosalind Wilkes,
2.14%, Clara D. 2.14%, Sprague Golddust, 2.15%, [nearly all to high wheels] and hundreds of others
better than 2.30. To the Morgans, through other families, may be traced a great percentage of our
best trotting and road horses- It is not oiilv in speed that the Gofddust branch excels; with that essen
tial element they combine great beauty and wondrous road powers, together with endurance derived
from both Morgan and thoroughbred blood coming through Lexington, Boston, Glencoe, Vandal, Grey
Eagle, Buzzard, Whip, Barefoot, Trustee, Gano, etc., in thoroughbred lines.
Golden Cross 14773 is a golden chestnut, 16% hands, and weighs over 1200 pounds; foaled in 1889
He has tlie beauty of the Golddusts, is strong, nervy, game aud prompt in action, is perfectly gaited, of
kind and gentle disposition and has every indication ot extreme speed, and is now a grand road horse.
His first colts are coming yearlings, There is a growing interest in the Golddusts, as was seen at the
Exposition in Chicago, where they received a large percentage of tlie awards. We shall be pleased to
send a full description with pedigree and records to all who will favor us with their names, whether
they propose breeding or not, and visitors are always welcome.
Fee, for the season of 1894, a few approved mares will be bred for $35, with the usual return
privilege. Golddust Stock for sale.
EDWARD S. PAYSON & CO., Lexington, Mass.
Grassland Stock Farm.

ROCHEFORT
ROCKEFELLER

6121,

SALE.

IOCEAN WILKES 17107.
By BOURBON WILKES,
Sire of Coastman, 2.08%, Charleston, 2.12%, Abdallah Wilkes, 2.14, Forest
Wilkes, 2.15, and 39 others in 2.30 list.
Dam MISS WILKES, 2.29%, by Kaiser, 2.28%, sire of 3 in 2.30 list.
Second dam Nonpareil, trial to wagon, 2.31%, and dam of five with records
or trials from 2.27 to 2.35%.
Bourbon Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes, out of Favorite, a great dam of producing'
sires, by Alexander’s Abdallah.
Kaiser, by Geo. Wilkes, out of Fair Lady, dam of Kaiser 2.28%, L’Empereur
2,25 and Noblesse (4) 2.31 by Dictator 113. Tlie get of Ocean Wilkes are good
looking and will trot.
Also Fleetfoot by Portland Pilot, sire of Winthrop Pilot 2,29%, out of Patclien Maid grandam of Stamboul 2.07%, a great speed producer for her age.
Well
bred colts and fdlies on band and for sale.

L.

P.

HAWKINS,

PORTLAND, ME.

ALCLAYONE 12208.

BROWN COLT, FOALED JUNE, 1891,
Sire

FOR

Record 2.29 1-2, and Sire of Granieta (4) 2.25 1-2
Callcalli (3) 2.33, etc.

Dam Maud by Richmond 2.36%, by son of Draw liorse 114; second dam by
Drew liorse 114. Richmond’s dam by Eaton liorse 122.
Rockefeller is full brother to Electioneer (Cambell’s) 2.17%, by Electioneer,
sire of Arion (4) 2.07%, Sunol 2.08%, Palo Alto 2.08 %, and 145 others in 2.30.
Rockefeller’s dam Edith Carr, by Clark Chief, sire of Croxie 2.19, and several
other 2.30 performers, the dams of Martha Wilkes 2.08, Pliallas 2.13%, Majolica,
2.15, etc.
Rochefort is a nice individual, and is promising as regards speed.

Chestnut Stallion, 15.2%, weight 1150, foaled
April 1888. A pure gaited trotter and can show a
2.20 clip. ,
Sire, Alcyone, 2.27.
Dam, Clayrene, by Sayre’s Harry Clay, 2.29.
Second Dam, Voluntary (dam of Blackwood
Prince, 2.23%), by Volunteer 55.
Third dam, Millspaugh Mare,'dam of Young
Sentinel, 2.26, by Seely’s American Star.
Will make the season of 1894 at Phillips, Me.
Terms, $50 cash, or note at time of service.

A discount of 50 per cent, will be made on a few
mares of approved breeding and merit.
Season closes July 1st.
Mares not proving witli foal may be returned next
season free of charge, or money refunded at my
option.
For further particulars address,
ML PARLIN, Dox 2713, Boston, Mass.,
or G. A. FRENCH, Phillips, Me

Terms, $25, to warrant.
__L. W. NASH, W. Kennebunk, Me.

“ BREED TO" SPEED]"-

2.31

oooooooooooooooooooooo

MERRILL

ooooooooooooooooooooo

THE

BEST TIME

2.31 Forjhe Last Five Years to Breed Horses.

One of tlie fastest sons of Nelson 2.09, Chestnut stallion with Star 16 hands
high, weight 1100 lbs. foaled 1889. Sire Nelson 2.09 with 15 in the list in 1893.
First dam Tinsmith Maid by Watchmaker 2.31 1-4. Trial 2.22 1-2 sire -, of Jeweller
2.28, Harmoun 2.28 3-4 young Watchmaker 2.30. Second dam-by Winthrop
Morrill by Young Morrill. Merrill is a very,strong made and handsome horse of
excellent disposition and has always been phenomenely fast. As a yearling he won
his race at Bangor geting a mark of 1.23 1-4, last quarter in 40 seconds. lie got his
record of 2.31 at Mystic as a three year old last half in 1.14. At Rigby Park last
season be started in a field of old campaigners with a green driver. He was in
ninth position first heat and finished a close second. Was timed seperately in this
heat in 2.15 3-4 and in second heat in 2.17. All heats in this race was below 2.20 and
Merrill was the most dangerous competitor in the field. He will he with drawn
from, the stud July 1st and it is confidently expected that lie will get a mark of
2.15 or better before the close of the season. I have decided to place this grand
young horse within the reach of all. He will make the season of 1894 at $35 by the
season $50 to warrant, payable at time of first service, by cash or satisfactory note.
Mares taken to and from trains free of cost and boarded at low rates. For further
particulars address,

WHY?
Because comparatively 4few has been bred for two or three seasons.
Because hundreds of culls have been disposed of and their breeders have
learned a lesson.
Because good ones are selling now, in a time of business depression at fair prices.
Because you can get the service of tested sires at a low price.

rJUST, lHCCK T
MESSENGER WILKES, 2.23,
.
.
.
,
.
(Sire of five in the list.)
WARRENER, (brother to Sunol 2.08%)
,
.
_
(Sire of two yearlings that have gone miles in 2.40.)
ROCKEFELLER, 2.29% (Limited)
.
.
(Sire of Granieta (4) Leola (3) 2.31%.)

$50.00
$50.0C
$50.00

F. J. MERRILL, Damariscotta, Me. At Maple Grove Farm, B. F. & F. fl. BRIGGS, Auburn, Maine.

FALMODTH STOCK FARM, EAST SUDBURY, MASS,
On the line of the Central Massachusetts Division, B. & M. R. R.

Guy Kohl, 10725, Fee $50,
King Allan, Fee

$25,

First Choice, Private.
All with the usual return privilege, Best of care taken of mares sent to the farm, but will not be responsible
for accidents or escapes, Care of private horses a specialty.

C. F. CLARK, Proprietor, - - - FALMOUTH HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.
Dr. CHAS.R. WUUU,
Veterinary Editor American Horse Breeder,

Successor to THE LATE Dr. ROBT. WOOD,

SPECIALIST
In Surgery, Dentistry, Foot and
Leg Lameness,
Twenty-five years’ experience in the treatment
of diseases of domestic animals. Refers to all well
known horsemen in New England. Dr. Wood
makes a specialty of the castration of stallions and.
redgelings. Also performs a special operation for
spavins, which cures 90 per cent, of all cases.
ALSO PKOrKIBTOR OF

Wood’s Famous Specific Remedy the Stable
Requisite for Colic and Distemper
in Horses.

RECORD 2.39 1-4.
_ 1030 pounds. Foaled 1881.
reat campaigner Spofford, 2.18%, and 20 others in 2.30; also
Bonnie (4) 2.25 and Benton, 2 2%, and
sister in blood to Dexter, 2.17%, Dictator, sire of Jay Eye See 2.06% 2.10 trotting Phallas I2 13%, etc
10 out of Fanny Star by American Star, Kentucky Prince by Clark Chief sire of Croxie 2.19%, and seveial other
formers; his dam Kentucky Queen by Morgan Eagle, son of Hale’s Green Mountain Morgan.
Srn Charles is a handsome horse, a fast trotter, and a fine roadster. His colts much resemble him.
like Guy, 2.09%, the great trotting gelding, and his colts much resemble him.
No better
stallmn can be
Maine to-day than Sir Charles. Terms, $10, to warrant.
E. V. VARNEY, Farmington,

STOCK AND FRUIT FARM FOR SALE.
If you are looking for a Farm and want
a good one for a Stock and Fruit Farm
and a Fine Summer Residence—Y on will
do well to see

HILLSDALE FARM, Situated in New Gloucester.
Now owned and offered For Sale by
JOSEPH II. DAY, Hardware Merchant,
Lewiston Me.
If you want particulars, write to or
call at J. T. Small’s Real Estate Agency,
Lewiston, Maine.

FALMOUTH HOTEL.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES.
J. K. MARTIN, PROP.
PORTLAND
- - - ME,

she is also
noted pei
i0,urirt m

Maine.

H. LESLIE MARSH

VETERINARY DENTIST.

ABSORBINE
removes
and all Soft I
Bunches without Removing 1

Capped Hock,
ThOTOUgh-Pin,
WindPuffs

the hair or throwing the horse out
of work. $2.00 per bottle. Druggists,
Harness Dealers, or sent direct.
W. I?. YOUNG, P. D. F., Meriden, Conn.

I make a specialty of all diseases of
the horse’s mouth, and guarantee satis
faction in all cases.
Offices, Monday, Tuesday and Wednes
day, at Falmouth House, Boston Mass.,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at Saw
yer’s Stable,

172 Federal St., - - Portland Me.
THEY NEITHER CUT OR BURN.

W. E. MCLEAN,

Leading Turfmen when in Waterville
stop at

LIVERY .STABLE.

THE CITY HOTEL.
New, Neat, Commodious Reading and
Billard rooms.
The [Leavitt

E> c. HAMILTON, PROPRIETOR,
WATERVILLE, ME.

The great number of valuable horses that die
annually, suddenly, from that dreadful disease,
colic, and the almost helplessness of their owners
to check the rapid progress of the disease, has in
duced Dr. Wood to prepare a remedy, which, from
his extensive practice he has found to be, in nearly
every case treated, infallible, and at the same time
which can be quickly and easily administered.
This cure does not. deteriorate with age. For a
long period it has been used extensively by leading
New England horsemen, and has been their main
reliance on all occasions. Such prominent men as
George G. Hall, George W. Bixby, James Golden,
James R. Wood, Waldo Pierce, F. II. Foster, F. R.
Sargent, Thomas McLaughlin, J. H. Richardson,
Bob Stuart, James G. Tarr, I. E. Currier, John S.
Blanchard, J. H. Taylor, are loud in its praise. Dr.
Wood has made it his study with great success, to
so condense the active principles of this remedy
that they are now consolidated into a very small
compass, enabling it to be administered easily and
act quickly, which is vital in checking the rapid
strides of the disease. By the prompt, administra
tion of this remedy the disease will very seldom
take the form of enteritis (inflammation of the
bowels), which is so frequently the follower of
colic. The lives of several valuable horses which
have recently died might have been saved had this
remedy been given them at the first appearance of
the trouble. Chronic scouring also yields to this
medicine. Chills, fever, and pneumonia, also gar
get in cows. Full directions accompany each bot
tle, containing four ounces. Price $1 per bottle.
Liberal discount to the trade. Sent by mail post
paid. Address
C. R. WOOD,
Veterinary Surgeon,
P. O. Box 193.
300 Wilder St., Lowell, Mass.

Improved

Boiler Handle.

WM C. LEAVITT, Manufacturer,
Norway, Me.

a -

Single and Double Teams at Reason
able Rates. Teams Furnished to Convey
Parties to all Surrounding Towns.

Stable Next to Revere House,
CANTON,
“
MAINE.

BELL ODOMETER.
Attached to the axle of a carnage, rwswwdjt
tin-distance, and rings a tiny
s*c®.
mile; neat, ornamental, accurate, ismsa ®.
Frice M»ittO £5 OO

DAVIS, STEBBINS &. CO
BOSTON

N. E. Agents.

Send jot Clreu.'w

20

TURP,

“BUFFALO PITTS”
LEVER SPRING TOOTH
HARROW.
“BUFFALO PITTS”
LEYER SPIKE
SPRING HARROW.
“BUFFALO PITTS”
DISC HARROW.

DAIRY SUPPLIES
We Have the Largest
Stock in Maine.

&
PORTLAND, ME.

FARM AND

NEW MODEL

POPULAR STALLIONS AT LOW SERVICE FEES FOR 1894,

SEED DRILL

BOOKS NOW OPEN.

JEWEL

■ WESTLAND, 4,650 -

WHEEL HOE.

2.29 3-4.
TILE ONLY NEW ENGLAND BRED STALLION HAVING A DAM
AND GRANDDAM THE DAMS OF 2.20 PERFORMERS.

SEEDS

For The Farm And Garden
Write For Catalogue.

HOME

PLOWS & CULTIVATORS.
All the Popular Kinds.

2.07 3-4 THE BLOOD THAT WINS 2.08

Sire of WAVELAND, Pacer, 4 Years, 2.26 1-4,
His first get, holder of Canton, Me., half-mile track record, less than three
weeks’ handling
WESTLAND is a rich seal brown; foaled 1885 at Sunnyside; 15-3 hands; weight 1100.

1-4

SON OF COL. WEST, 4208.

THE SEER 2.19 1

Dam, Knox Girl

MAINE’S GREAT RACE STALLION.

Second dam GRETCHEN (dam of Nelson, 2.09, put 15 in the list in ’93, Edna (p), 2 94 Susie
Owen, 2.26, Daisy Rolfe, 2.26 1-4, Sadie L., 2.30 by Gideon.
Third dam KATE, by Vermont Black Hawk 5.
Fourth dam by Cock of the Rock.
Fifth dam by Sir Walter.
WESTLAND’S first and sec )nd dams are members of the great brood mare list. The first
dam of his sire, first and second dams of his grandsire, also the dam of the horse that sired his
grandam, and the dam of the horse that sired the dam of his sire are also in the same great list
giving WESTLAND seven of the great producing dams. On all sides and in every line the blood of
WESTLAND 4650 is that of race-horse sires and race-liorse producing dams. A combination of
producing dams and producing sires for generations necessarily makes WESTLAND one of the
greatest sires of the age. The get of WESTLAND are all large, stylish and handsome, sound and
the making of race horses of the highest order.

Record made second heat in a race, last quarter in 31 3-4 seconds,a 2.07 gait, over
regulation track and hitched to high-wheel sulky.
THE SEER, 2.19 1-2, holds the fastest race l'ecord for Maine stallion at three
five and six years of age. lie is sire of Lou Seer, winner of the yearling race at
the New England Breeders Meeting of 1891, and holder of the New England race
l ecord for yearling of 1891-2. First full mile ever driven at speed, Also sire of
seersucker 2.30 and Slide which as a two year old was able to show a quarter in 36
seconds. The Seer is sure to sire speed and of the race horse order.
Sire Gen
^^“^h 22 in the list including Daly 2.15, Lord Byron 2.17, Sally Benton (4)
i 1Vr4l-ihe
2,19 1'2, tbe dam of Suno1 2-08 1-4 and Truman (4) 2.12 etc. Dam
aVt? noT!ei\148 1^12-30 or better including Arion (4) 2.07 3-4, Sunol 2.08 1-4, Palo
T i f
Seer’ blood bay stallion 15, 1 1-2 hand, weighs 1000 lbs.
toaied 188o. $50.00 to warrant. His season in the stud will be short and to but a
limited number of mares.

LOW FEE OF $40 TO INSURE.

C T n IVI IT
¥ay 19’ 189?-; sire Sidney, 2.19%, forty-one in the list at 12 years of age, sire
O
I U III U
I *X°u*Tou,
yearling record. 2.25% (world’s mark) and Fausta yearling, 2.22%
.. . . (worlds mark). Dam, Patti, by Nutwood, 2.18%, greatest of livinir sires sire

i
'
i°^
Arion> 2-07%. Second dam, Centennial Belle, by Woodburn, thoroughlmed son of '
^exington and sire of Monarch, 2.28,‘4 and Emma Robson, dam of Rowena (2) 9 17- Emalino 2 991/
TamifL. 1 re£-S2’ i 05 “A, dmioughbred son of American Boy. Fourth
dam, Liz Givens bv
Imn
by Imi>“

AUBURN STUD, H. Wesley Hutchins Proprietor, Auburn Maine

COL. WEST

Trial 2.20

4208.

SPEED, BEAUTY AND BREEDING COMBINED.
unn A1® Jiandaoiuest and one of the best bred stallions in New England. Black; 16 hands; weight
1100; bred by Col. R. West, Lexington, Ky. Son of the great
°

EGBERT, 1136.
Sire of 05 with records from 2.11 3-4 to 2.30, 11 in the 2.20 list.

GEN BENTON,
UDA PATCHEN (dam of Jaco, 2.29, a member of the great brood mare list! bv
20 in the list.
MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58, the greatest brood mare sire, liis daughter having produced 105 in ’ the
1
Dam by ELECTIONEER, list, including Ralph Wilkes, 2 years, 2.18. Second dam MISS SLAVEY (d2 of Miss, Patchen Se
J
137 in the list.
tlam of Miss Egbert, 4 yrs., 2.29 3-4), by Delmonico 110, sire of the dam of Sultan, 2.24, sire of Stam
1
REGLIN,
1
bon!, 2.07 1-2. Third dam SEAVEY MARE, by Austerlitz (thoroughbred).
'
24645.
l Dam of Seersucker jREDWOOD
i v,C°A WEST is a model of tbeperfect horse, and possesses the golden cross-Hambleton ian
2.30.
(
8 in the list.
and Mambrino Patchen. At the small free of
s
v
nammetoman
MOLLIE, dam of
Cephas, 2.18%.
$20 TO WARRANT.
o
THE SEER'S first and only 5-year-old has a mark. Gen Benton and Election er
are still breeding on, there now being 417 descendants in those two families in the
T^’?.FClU(^niTthArg»eti ?f the-ir S?nS and daughters.
Reglin’s only 5 years old, has
a mai k. Mollie Matchless, in the great brood mare list, produced Cephas, 2.18%,
theJ>ooVaC^n10rfes ever raised in Maine, and was sired by Matchless, sire
o io if’
A16 fas^,st Maine bred campaigner out last year had for a dam
\r??u,gbter
Matchless. The next fastest had for a grand-dam a daughter of
Tb ess« Redwood is the leading living sire of 2.20 speed in Maine. Every line
f
A tabulation is a speed producing strain and concentrates in him a
byVoluN™^
:‘39 3’4‘
LADY VOLUNTEER
union of the fastest and gamest horse blood of our State.
April pf 1889F
a bl°°d
stallion; stands 16-! and weighs 1100 lbs. Foaled J O UNTEER. Second dam LADY UPTON, by Phil Sheridan, 2.261-2.
THE SEER,
2.19%

THE SERF

5

4 Years.

- WAVELAND ' 2 26

1-4.

$20 BY THE SEASON.

Terms $25,00 to Warrant.

-co-

R. DRESSER, 181 Main St., Lewiston

-OOOO-

WESTLAND and WAVELAND at Hart Farm, Deering, Maine,

DICTATOR’S INDEPENDENCE.

3 1-2 Miles from Portland.

Tbe famous ?ed Wbite and Blue Horse by Dictator Chief 2.211-2, dam hv
in
V 6 An -^°1 P°le 7ith Cleora) wiu make Die season at my stock farm
soiT^n
lbls llor?e has Plenty of style, action and speed, with good
sound clean limbs and one of the finest heads ever seen on a horse.
Terms $10
cuS addr"s own“aCt°ry
let"m PriviIege- For iurtho‘' Parti'
t

a

Dr. B. F. LANCESTER,
June 30 94

24,244

Railroad Stations WESTBROOK JUNCTION or PORTLAND.

COL. WEST at Barrett Bros., Fair Yiew Farm, West Sumner, Maine.
Railroad Station EAST SUMNER.

MADISON, ME.
d“from S8rvi“
Horses kept by the week, month or year at reasonable rates.
For further information address

- GIDEON CHIEF - kw

J. F.

TRIAL 2.29 1-4.

Barrett, Deering, Me.,

Gideon Chief is a dark bay horse standing 15-3 hands, weight 1,100 lbs.|Sired __ -___________________________ OR BARRETT BROS., West Sumner, Me
by Gideon 145, tlie sire of Gretchen dam of Nelson 2.09 also the sire of Ezra L.
2 21 1-4, Boston Girl 2.25 1-4, Bay 2.27 1-2. Ham by Carrabassett, trial 2.19 1-4 at
Fleetwood second dam a througlxbred from Kentucky. His dam is also the dam of
Cylex 2.26 1-4 by Nelson. Tlie get of this liorse are of good size, style and color, and
have speed. He is the sire of Likewise 2.23 1-4 as a four year old last season, and
Hilltop wlio lapped out a liorse in 2.38 also a four year old. Gideon Cidef will
• by
make the season at Ins owner’s stable So. Norridgewock at $10 cash at time of ser Sprague by Gen. Sherman by Gen Knox. This horse has a nprfom'V '
road liorse and when handled for speed will go fast. Will stand foi
U\a
vice with return privilege.
For further particulars address his owner
M,ddle st' “nd

GEORGE W,. Son

Dr. J. B. TWADDLE,
._____

FEE

-

South Norridgewock, Me

July 25 95

FOR

"

iflQASie/ ALFRED (4)’ 2'23 3'4)'
1 894

of Greenfield, he by Electioneer,

$1 OO.

Public Exhibition, 2.16 3-4.
For further particulars, address C. P. DRAKE, Lewiston, Maine.

TURF, FARM

AND

21

HOME.

er a\i

bourbon king
Q

Sire Bourbon Wilkes, sire of Charleston 2.21 1-2 Abdallah
14 1-2, Illfo
2 17 3-4 and 34 in the 2.30 list. Bourbon Wilkes was by Geo. Wilkes 2 22 sue ot
Harry Wilkes 2.13 1-2, Guy Wilkes 2.15 1-4, Mike V ilkes y.13 1-4, G llson _. >
,
and 82 with record lower than 2.30. Geo. Wilkes, whose sire was Hambletonian 10,
sire of 40 daughters whose sons sired 055 trotters and 48 pacers, and whose ( < u&
ters produced 73 trotters and one pacer.
.
, Youn"
The first dam of Bourbon King was Neoskoleta, tnal 2.2.1. She was by-Xomb,
America sire of Ilazor 2.20 1-4, and many other fast ones, lhe second dam is un
traced; liis third dam was by Abdallah Chief, sire of Abdallah Maid. She pro
duced Mamie W. 2.27 1-2, Lady Mamie 2.20, Lady Independence 2.20 1-2. 1
fourth dam was by Blackwood.
.
BOURBON KING is a roan stallion, stands 10 hands high four years old, and
weighs 1100. He is evenly made, well finished, and a very intelligent hoise. His
head is best described by the word “ sensible,” a good size, yet not gross or dul .
His feet are of the best and stand well under him. lie has a fine, thin ear, uliic 1
shows high breeding. His shoulders and chest are good length and depth, wlncl
denotes good lungs. Ills gait is elastic, sweeping and springy, and Ins whole beaimg ^^^’who breeds to Bourbon King misses a turf horse, he is sure of size
and beauty that bring money for park and road. Referring to Ins pedigree above,
we; consider“ oneof the best bred stallions that stands in
He will stmd in Haverhill, Mass., to a limited number of mares, during the
season of 1894. For full terms apply to

FRANK W. CHASE, HAVERHILL, MASS,
p. g.—Good stable board and pasture.

STVLE.

SIZE.

12495 JAYBEL 12495
ZDANZLZESIRE.
BUTTERCUP, race record 2.28, by
JAY BIRD 2.31 1-4, sire of
BELMONT, sire of 49 in the 2.30 list,
ALLERTON 2.09 1-4,
including
JAY HAWKER (3) 2.14 3-4,
EARLY BIRD .2.15 3-4, and 29 others NUTWOOD, 2.18 3-4, sire of 109 in the
2.30 list.
with records below 2.30.

Black Roan Stallion 15 hands 2 1-2 inches high, foaled May 10, 1888
Cashier was sired by Nelson 2.09 the greatest sire of speed that Maine lias
yet produced, having placed 15 in the 2.30 list the past season, and his dam is
Bonnibel bv Aral 2247 Pacing record 2.25 1-2. Second dam Kittie a fast pacer by
Younff Tobin, by Rising Sun 429 (sire of Nabocklish 2.29 1-2) by Old Rising Sun,
Aral the sire of Cashier's dam was by Clienery’s Gray Eagle 2001.
Wagon re
cord 2 31, sire of Ino 2.211 4, Red Bird 2.27 1-4, Wildeyqs 2.32 1-2. Trial 2 20. Aral s
dam was Katie by Hampton by Jupiter by Long Island Black Hawk. Cashier is a
strongly built horse weighs 1050 lbs, all smooth and sound, with the very best of feet
and le4 lie does nothing but pace and with the breeding back of him should not
only take a low record but also sire speed. He started in five races last season,
won three first money’s two second’s and drawn once. IIis record of 2.2o 1-2 wlucli
he obtained last season at Maine State Fair in a winnning race is no measure ot
of his speed as he could easily have paced in 2.20 or better that day had he been
driven to it He will be taken from the stud July 1st and barring accidents will
o-et a mark considerably below 2.20 before the season closes. Cashier will serve
a limited number of mares at $35 to warrant to be paid, at time of service or satm
factory note.

DUAD
Foaled

May

22,937
3,

1891.

DUAD is a son of Edgemark 7432, 2.10 by Victor Von Bismarck 320 by Ham
bletion 10. First dam Coral, a standard bred daughter of Nelson, 4209, 2.09 by
Youna: Rolfe 3517, 2.21%. Second dam Belle Haven, daughter of Aral 2247, P. 2.25%
bv Chenery’s Gray Eagle 2001, wagon record 2.31. Third dam Kate, daughter of
Redwing 2.52 by Honest John 2.37% by Gilbretli Knox 146 2.26%. Fourth dam
Maggie May, daughter of Vermont Boy by Pride of Maine by Eaton Horse 1l2.
Fifth dam Nelly, daughter of Gray Eagle by Ilunton Horse by Bush Messenger by
Winthrop Messenger. Sixth dam Lunt Mare (dam of Gray Bill 2.30) daughter of
State of Maine by Stone Horse by Winthrop Messenger.
DUAD is handsome dark chestnut, and is a finely finished horse all ovei. He
is not only a royally bred horse, his sire Edgemark having a 4 year old record of 2.10
and out of a standard bred daughter of Nelson 2.09, but he is individually as good as
his breeding. He shows more speed at his age than any horse I have ever hand
led and is destined at no distant date to get a very low mark. V ill serve a limited
number of mares at $35 to Warrant. Stabling and pasturage at reasonable rates.
Every care will be taken but all stock at owner’s risk. Address all communication'’

G. B, INGRAHAM,J West Rockport, Maine.
NO BUSINESS DONE ON SUNDAYS.
2^=Mares taken to and from boat or cars free of charge.

Jul 1st

As an individual Jaybel is unsurpassed, lie is a rich mahogany bay, with
left hind ankle white, stands 10 hands high, and weighs 1100 pounds. Disposition
perfect.
Jaybfi’s sire Jaybird, has three producing sons, including Eagle Bird 2.21,
sire of Monbars 2.11 3-4. He also has three producing daughters
J vybel’s dam, Buttercup 2.28, was a game race mare. She lias a trial ot 2.2J,
Chestnut horse, foaled 1890 stands 15 2 1-2, weight 1000 pounds. Sire Wilkes 8571, dam Stella
driven by James Golden, at Mystic Park. Her sire, Belmont, now has 30 produc Rolfe 2.35 hv Nelson 2.09. Second dam by son of Witherell Messenger, third dam a Drew mare.
Wilkes is the sire of such campaigners as Col. Osgood 2.18 3-4, St. Croix 2.21 1-4 and five others u
ing daughters and 50 producing sons.
2 30 or better at 10 vears of age. Four of his get went into tire list as four year olds and reduced

-^NELSON WILKES

C. A. PARTRIDGE V. S,, Farmington, Maine.

2.16J - AUTOGRAPH - 2.16;

iheir records at five vears of ace. Col. flsgood, St. Croix and Fred Wilkes will trot in 2.15 or better
and he will put several in the list ln 1894. Wilkes was by Alcyone 2.27 which died at 10 > ems of age.
Had he lived he would have proved himself the greatest of the sons of Geo. M likes. Re has Martha
Wilkes 2 08 race record 2.08 1-4. Harrietta 2.09 3-4, McKinney 2.11 1-4 anti 30 others m 2.30 or better
Stella Rolfe got a race record of 2.35 and liad she been properly handled would have I’vo/Ld11 after
Nelson’s fastest as she is one of his handsomest, daughters. I' elson M ilkes will he Dotted a er
liis stud season is over. He can show fast and is fine, strong and handsome at every-point. Ten
$15. to warrant, at Guy Edward’s stable Eairfield. For extended pedigree etc. apply to,

J. A. DAVISON, Owner, Waterville, Me.,

OR G. C. EDWARDS, FAIRFIELD, ME

Sire of 4 in 2.30 list at 10 years of age.
The Fastest Trotting Son of the Great Alcantara, 2.23.
Dam, Flaxy, in the Great Brood Mare List, by Kentucky Clay.
Terms, $100 Cash, with the usual return privilege.
_
,
~
—»3 by Steve LWhipple
N
eedham’s Whipple 2, 2.2/4 race record 2.12; <iam
Young^FJora Hill, by Chieftain 721, sire of 4 in 2.30 list.
Limited to fivp approved mares, at

Race Reecrd 2.2© 1-2-

Bv Robert Smith son of Hambletonian 10; (lam Volunteer Maid 2.27 by Volunteer
55, son of Hambletonian 10. Dam of Robert Smith by Laton Horse 1—!.
BROADWAY is a bay stallion 15-3 and weighs 1150. He is inbred to the
$50 cash, with usual return privilege.
Hambletonian family which is tlie acknowledged source of speed. Inbreeding lias
__
qjre Midas (sire of the game trotting mare Miss Edith, 2.19, and
produced some of our best and fastest peifoimers an instance ot which is Like
DYNAMITE^ others in 2.30), by Onward, 2.25V, out of Cachuca (dam of Catclpfly
wise (4) 2.23%, the best race winning four year old which ever went from Maine
2dS b ,), by Almont. Dam, Cyclone, by Stockbridge Chief Jr., son of Magic, by American
and whose record liad never been equalled prior to 1893 by a Maine bred four year
Clay 34. Terms, S»35.
old Broadway when taken in hand was fat and liad not been worked for speed.
For further information, address,
In his first race lie took a record of 2.32%. Tlie succeeding Saturday be trotted to
MUSTER HILL FARM, New Braintree, Mass.
a record of 2.30 winning both races and at Dover tlie next Tuesday on a pool ha
Or GEORGE A. EITCHEIEED, 53 State Street,‘Boston, Mass.
mile track made bis record of 2.29%, making three races in one week. He is now
in good condition and will be trotted this season when lie should lower his lecoid
to 2.25 or better.
,
.
~
. .
,,
He is a trotter, a sire of speed and also of early speed.
One of Ins colts
lias held tlie Maine yearling half mile record and there are otlieis which will be
entered in stakes and purses this season.*
,
Hambletonian is the sire of 40 in tlie list and Ins daughters liave produced
98 as given by Wallace. As pacers having a mark of 2.25 or better on y are admit
ted it is probable that bis producing daughters are cut down somewhat. Volun
teer sot St. Julian 2.11% and 31 others and bis daughters have produced oo per
formers sucli as Brava 2.14%, Homestalce 2.14%, Ripple 2.17% , and that great sue
Sidney (an inbred Hambletonian) and sire of five yearlings in the list; three two
DIRECTIONS.
year olds; Faustino 2.14% and six other three year olds in 2.30 or better, and a
Draw a string or wire around the hoof just below the total of 50 performers in the list, a showing far ahead of any other twelve year olcl
hair; double tlie spring and place tlie end in the center sire; all of which shows the potency of the Hambletonian blood and inbreeding to
of tlie frog at heel; run it around to center of loot in front that line.

SGIEKTIFIC

HORSE FOOT LEVELLER.

and make a mark. Tlie center of the fiog is the cen er o
the foot behind. The mark in front is tlie center
^on provided you liave measured right. Place the level
o. .
on the foot, with No. 2 in center of the frog. Screw tlie set
screw No. 3 into tlie mark on the center of the foot in
-a If the foot is level it will show like cat “A.” If not
15.” Atthesame time it gives you the angle of the
foot with Nos. 4 and 5.

Terms $2o Y>y the Season
-vitli return privilege if mare does not prove in foal.

F. W. HILL, Proprietor, Exeter, Maine.

H. L. WILLIAM, Manager.
2.29 1-4

OWOISSA

2.29 1-4

Price, S3.OO.

Owoissa is a son of a noted Campaigning Stallion Onawa 2.22% who has 77
heats in 2.30 or better to his credit and a record of 2.18 with running- ^te, by
Goodwins Hambletonian. Owoissa s dam was Lady Carney undoubtedly by a
daughter of Gen. Knox, she is tlie dam of Wedgewood Jr. 2.31% with ^peate
of 2.25. Slie was a mare of indomitable courage and gameness and hei colts
By HOOD & REYNOLDS, 173 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. trials
inherit that quality and can trot all day if necessary. Owoissa .stands 16 in
The long rod to which set screw No. 3 is connected also gives length of toe weighs 1075 lbs, color black. He is a horse of great style and ^nisli and has a dis
P. s.—
position that is perfect. Will serve a few mares at the extiemely
1
%
in inches.
____________________________________ ___
by tlie season. For further particulars, address liis managex

For Sale, Wholesale and Retail,

THE TURF, FARM AND HOME is to-day in touch
with more Horsemen in New England than all other

Maine Publications combined.

Make a note of it.

DR. G. W. FERNALD,
0, N, FERNALD, Proprietor

Bethel, Maine,
Danvers Mass.

C. H. NELSON 121511

!1¥ USING

‘- - - - - - - - - - - - - jStrople’s Horse Foot Liquid.
TRADE

Standard Under Rule 6.

*

Son of Nelson 2.09 sire of 16 in 2.30list.
Dam Black Bess (dam of Nutwood
2.35)4, trial
quarter in 34 seconds;
meeting with an accident prevented him
from getting a mark of 2.20 or better,)
by Goodwin’s Hambletonian 864 son of
Hambletonion 10.
Second dam Lady Washington
by
Ethan Allen 2.25)5.
1. liiid dam Eastern Queen by Old
Drew 114.
tl- Nelson is a beautiful mahogany J
hay, foaled 1889 stands 15-3 hands, weighs
1075 pounds. Has a pure rapid gait,
>//*/? 77£C. C0. /3 OZ 7m.
excellent action, when developed will
MARK.
Read what MONROE SALISBURY manager, and John Kelley, driver of he fast. As an undeveloped four year old
Strople’s Horse Foot Liquid,
he showed a half in 1.22)4 a full mile in
the world s champion trotting stallion, DIRECTUM 2.05)4, have to say of
I c?nri-grOWilTg and- softening the hoof.
Saves
2.52 to a high wheel sulky,’ this being soaking and packing; keeps the feet in better
condition
with
less
time
and
labor
than
anv
his second full mile. C. II. Nelson other method. It is at the head of all horse
TENNEY’S IMPROVED STALLION SHIELD
loot
remedies
for
contracted
or
sore
feet
Sure
unites what now is in demand, that is
fashionable breeding in successful blood
J/r. D. G. Tenney—
NEW Yokk> August *31, 1893i
lines—-size, soundness, beauty and finish. TO HORSE OWNERS AND DRIVERS.
received
« perfectly’ sa’ti.XRnd' u,fro.1?. 7»» *» be ^ed on Directum His foals are very promising.
Horses shod to correct all defects in gait etc
?eaetnetr?SS
AU ^i^asVof’ the
used, in our long experience. We take ore it
H''st ''''' we have ever
Terms
$25
to
Warrant
$10
at
time
No
Cmm. NolLY S° *° any
of the state.
to any one wanting a perfect Stallion Shield* 1 ‘ uie ln ^commending the same

M. Salisbury,
J. Kelley.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

In Japan trimming,

For particulars address,

Goods delivered by express, C. O. D.

$6.00

In Nickel trimming,

of Service, balance when
mares prove in foal.

$7.00

MELVIN WENTWORTH,
WEST LEBANON MAINE.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE TENNEY SHIELD.

Tenney Shield Co., Manufacturers,
__________

Factories

SPRING

NEWBURYPORT, MASS.

BREED

MEETING,

Wednesday, May 30,1894,

FOR

1 O’CLOCK, EL M_

Size, Beauty, Style, Disposition and RoadQaalities.
SKINT LO
681 F.C.H.S.B. of America.

This Fine Imported French COACH STALLION
Will make the season of 1894 at Bay View Farm, Freeport
one-half mile fiom railroad station.

bay w ith black points. I or pedigree, see folder which will be mailed on application
f also have the three year oh,

Old Town Driving Park,

^g^

Give Strople’s Horse Foot Liquid a Trial.
II trial of this liquid will convince anv fair
minded person that it is the one thing above all
fo trheb?Snquali,ie” to take theplacegof nature
soft butftoi?Jhla^rTS°nS: 11 niakes the foot
out tough, it draws out all the fever and
promotes a rapid growth and irives
it that dark, healthy appearance seen
m
sound healthy feet, -in V short tinre after it is
^I’l’hedj on can drive your horse through dust
and it will not stick to the hoof,provine hevond
foot w’l «iat the lAquit! has pcnctrate’hn^ the
oot where it acts as an oil to grease and lubri
in the foot°lntS’ tendons> cords?etc., that center
the1 feetVJUse it® an®?1 as
all ailments of
me reec. use it and your horses’ feet will ->i
ways he in good condition.
111 al"
Put up in Pint Cans—PRICE 50c.
PREPARED BY

Strople s Horse Foot Remedy Company
CHAS. li, STKOPLE, Farrier, Manager

9*9? u!ass’ <protiei’,s and Facers, Purse $60 Renchj corner Hancock St., Bangor Maine.
7U7 Yass; p otters and Pacers, Purse 80
Free for All,
Purse 1Q0
ruteTof The’Vm0
rac.es wiH he under the
L/i • Si Ot 1 le. -\nt5on«l J rotting Association of
which association this nark is a member Tiw
races will he in mile heats, bes? 3 ini to hame?s
to0«t»rt 1 p°re hoJ?c? to enter and three or more
to start. I urses divided as follows : 50 per cent
« wmners, 25 per cent, to second horse, 15 per
cent, to third horse, and 10 per cent to fourth
tbp^' f fVny ho.rse distancing the field or any part
thereof to receive first money only
‘
Entiance fee 2 per cent, of purse to name and
3 per cent, to start, ami an additional 5 per cent
from winning horses.
^ouai o per cent.
to^mldeto^Ien^n11^’ May 2X A" entries
Maim'
1 1
y Bavi3’ Secretary, Oldtown,

Admission to Park, 25 Cents.
Carriages free.

There will be a

PARIS BOY 2 391-.4
Bay horse; 16 hands high, and weie-lis mnn in,,
Bay, 1893) bre^ Sa™fh^r8^;

Sire, Bourbon Wilkes

by Expert
Son of Tom Hal, founder
of the great family Of
pacers.
2 dam Amanda by Waxie
Dam of Sectst, 2.201,
Son Ed. Hawkins by Sorrel Toni, by Shawman’s
Tom Hal.
i?5 daIn ) AXNY Shupe by Bob Henry
Dan, Tucker 2.19.
nJ sir IlcmV, through4 dam .Maxua by Downing’s Gray Messenger

Grand Trot at this Track, July 4 1894

si red by the imported French Coach
’ UU1<y “
Horse Franconi 180.
_ and the following purses will he offered:
o"o2 £}ass’ trotters and Pacers,
$100
Your inspection and patronage sr licited.
-.ot Class, Trotters and Pacers,
125
TERMS:—SKVLLxTT LO, $30, LEOM, $1O_
Free for All,
’
Il j

GEORGE

A. FOGG.

| 2.08% to 2.30; produced
by daughter’s 6.
l dam Favorite
2.35%
Dam of Favorite
Wilkes 2.24%-19 in
2.30 list, from 2.09 to
•,TninV'a,?^ fee. 2 per cent‘> additional to start 2.30; sire of Emin
and 5 per cent, extra from winning horses’ ence 2.18%; WestEntries close May 20.
° noises.
wood, sire of Valen
tine, 2.17%.

MAINE COLS

STAKES AND STAKE

RACES REOPENED TO CLOSE MAY 1.

FLAVORING EXTRACTS
Of excellent, uniform quality. Guaranteed to be
extracted from the pure fruit. Unequalled from
any point of view Housekeepers are many who declare them best. Try them in your own
cooking. Obtainable at any grocers.

Trotting colt-stakes 1, 2, 3 and 4 years.
1 T!ntfC° S?^keS lj 2’ 3 and 4 Years., ..
JoeDowriin^,
rvF 1
l V__ ltotting stake races 2.35 2.30 and 2 20 Giro
sire °y -^be Downing
horses.
2-20‘i the sire of Fat
Pacing stake races 2.50 and 2 34' Owning2’13^’etchorses.

ft------'.ft
iALMDNPji
J V-..t ,

J

‘

celebrated French chemist Ivan P. Baer, who care
fully devotes himself to the supervision of all our
manufacturing, and we can promise our patrons the
very choicest flavors, obtained direct from the fruits.

Rd Seal Remedy Go.
Roch!aio«j,

h°ree’ th™ghbmL

., , ked ai; w,th thoroughbred foundation 1 n J

Send for blanks toG. M. TWITCHELL
Sec., August, Me.
\\ anted, the name of every man own
ing a pacing colt or horse.
-Maine.

JUST ARRIVED
WITH TWO LOADS OF

announce that we have succeeded in obtaining as chemist in our laboratory the

81 in the 2.30
i
-----list; pro
duced by daughters 82
by Alexanders Abdj
LAH (15)
Sire of Goldsmith Maid
Behnont with 49 in the
list, produced by daugh
ters 55 ; sire of Almont 37
in the 2.30 list, produced
by daughters 69; Bel
mont the sire of Nut
wood 118 in the 2.30 list
produced by daughters

OPEN TO MAINE AND PROVINCES.
ALL GUARANTEED.

tfTRAWBTMj

2345.

1 dam Hulda

KANSAS
HORSES! I
amrK^lK^ e,?
Alloy Russell*fas,lionably bred drivers sired by

S. E. POOR,
Exchange Stable, Lewiston, Maine.

Terms $25 to warrant a foal.

’

_ w- B- & <’• A. YOUNG.

WINDSOR

HOTEL,

F. W. DURGIN, Proprietor.
Steam heated Sleeping Rooms,
ELECTRIC

LIGHTS,

ELECTRIC

BELLS.

RATES LIBERAL.
Clerks
)
M. .Jordan f
B.

Harlow Street,
uoody)
Bangor, Maine.
FREE CARRIAGES

Run to and from

all

Trains

and

Boats.

‘

I

I
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ST. CROIX '0,258
2.21 1-4--------------- TROTTING RACE RECORD--------------- 2.21 1-4

HATHORN STOCK FARM.
7771
EARLY BIRD

ST. CROIX’S book in now open for the season of 1894; limited to 25 approved mares, at the
exceedine.lv low prices of $35 by the season. Cash or satisfactory note at time of first service. Usual
return privilege when in the stud or money returned at my option. Mares kept at reasonable rates
RACE RECORD 2.15 3-4.
Season to close July 15th, when he will be put into training.
, . . ,
St. Croix stands 15 1-4 hands, weighs 1050 pounds, bay black points, perfectly sound and kind
Sire, Jay Bird, sire of Allerton, 2.091-4, and 27 others in 2.30 list; dam, Beulah, by Harold, sire
an excellent road horse and a very fast walker. Tie has always been sensationally fast. His
year-old record of (2.54)was no measure of his speed. As a four-year-old he had had five v, eek s of Maud S., 2.08 3-4, and 40 others in 2.30 or better, Service fee $100, with usual return privilege.
Sire, Sultan, 2.24 sire of Stamboul, 2.07 l-2and 28 others in 2.30
training, started in five races, winning four of them getting a record of (2.2814) and had speed
list; dam, Kate K., by George Wilkes, 2,22. Service fee, $50
enough to have won the other, but got second,—four of these races being against aged horses. As
v ........., , ,........... „.....i..
.pn,ncM,,i emo woote anil started m a, race, at Fairfield. August with tlie usual return privilege.

BOSPHORUS

-p* /"x a g»
By Greenfield, son of Electioneer, 125, sire of Sunol, 2.08 14, Palo Alto, 2.08 34,
I L/ IVS U« Arion, 2.07 34; dam, Bell Thompson, by Dreadnaught, son of Fearnaught
ut while Nelson made his record m a trial against nine, on a nine uath,
v mix .naue int,
bird heat of a contested race on a half-mile track. Good judges say he could have trotted that mile 2.23 14. Service fee, $25 to warrant.
Full particulars in regard to above stallions, extended pedigrees, catalogues, etc., can be oho
n 2 17 or 2.18, as he was jogged from the distance flag to the wire. As a two-year-old lie got six
DR. T. N. DRAKE, Hathorn Stock Farm, Pittsfield, Maine.
living foals, four of tlieni can show 2.40,—one of them, St. Croix, Jr., has a race /ecord of ^2.511-4. tained by addressing
Jan. 30 tf
Wilkes 2 27 1-2 • Hazel, 2.28 14; Glimmer 2.30. St. Croix’s dam is by Gideon, sire or tne uams oi
Nelson’(209); Independence1 (2.211-4); Glenarm, (2.23 1-2); 2d dam by whalebone Knox; 3d dam,
S. T. B., by Vermont Black Hawk.
,
,
,,
For further particulars, address, WEBSTER WILLIAMS, North Anson, Maine.

JOHNNIE WILKES 2.27 1-2.
FOALED JUNE 18, 1888.

For Early and Extreme Speed, Breed to

is a beautiful dark mahogany bay, 15 1-2 bands high, weight 1050 lbs.
Sire
Wilkes, sire of Colonel Osgood 2.18 3-4. St. Croix 2.21 1-4, Fred Wilkes, 2.24 1-2 and
four others in 2.30 list. Dam, Flossie by Locomotive by Gen Knox. Second dam
Purity by Winthrop Morrill. Flossie bis dam, is a very fast mare. Her first foal
by Black Pilot sold to C. H. Nelson for $600. Her second foal was Johnnie
Wilkes. His second dam, Purity lias a record of 2.34 and has trotted halves in
1.13, quarters in 35 seconds. She was the dam of Oakland Girl 2.31 1-2, trial 2.20;
RACE B.ECOHD JLT1 4 YEARS, 2.20 1-4. is
also full sister to Ben Morrill 2.27.
Johnnie Wilkes got bis record last season
But this is by no means a limit of his speed. lie won his races without at Bangor winning in straight heats in 2.27 1-2, 2.28 1-2, 2.28. Barring i ccidents he
being extended and besides being a trotter he is a great road horse. I don’t think will trot in 2.20 or better the coming season. He will make the season at North
there is or ever was a horse that could go more miles in a day than his dam, Gray- Anson. Terms $25 to warrant. For further particulars address,
nose 2.31 1-4 and road qualities are what the most of our stallions lack. He was
sired by a stallion king and his dam washy Fearnauglit, 2.23 1-4, a king in his day.
He comes by his speed honestly, his ancestors being all trotters and producers of
IP. French, Kortli Anson, ZL/le.
trotters. With the same chance he should outrank his sire, Nelson, 2.09, for early
and extreme speed. Haley’s dam, Graynose, 2.31 1-4, was out of Lady Balch and
W. F. FRENCH,----- (OWNERS)----- p. LETRONEAU.
so was the dam of Young Bolfe, 2.21 1-4, the sire of Nelson, 2.09. He is a bay
horse 10 hands high with the best of feet and legs, can trot without boots or
weights and he always has his speed.

HALEY

11,689

11,889

SACO VALLEY STUD.

WILL STAND AT RIVERSIDE STOCK FARM,
South Gardiner, Me.
$100 BY THE SEASON.

One mile below depot.

Cash or satisfactory note at first service. Mares not proving with foal can be re
turned next season free. Brood mares 75 cents a week
on grass, $2.50 on hay and grain.

W. D. HALEY,
SOUTH GARDINER, ME,
May 25 94.

CEBOLLA

3 YEAR OLD RECORD 2.29 3-4. RACE RECORD 2.25 1-2.
Son of Stranger, by Gen. Washington, out of Goldsmith Maid 2.14. First
Dam Catawba by Jay Gould 2.21 1-2, by Hambletonian 10. Second dam, Western
Girl by Bellfounder 63. Third dam, Fanny, by Wild Harry.
Cebolla was foaled in 1888 at tlie Fashion Stud Farm Kentucky, and is a solid
bay, weighs 1050 lbs. and stands 16 hands high. He is pure gaited, lias a kind dis
position, and bis record is no measure of bis speed. He will be campaigned for alow
record this season. He is the best bred stallion in the state at so low a fee.
Stranger liis sire at 12 years old has 18 in 2.30 list, and 5 in the 2.20 list.

Service Fee Only $35.

A SON OF ONWARD 1411.
Claynos, 4382, dark bay, small star, bre by A. J. Alexander, Spring Station Ky in 1885, weighs
1150, stands 10 hands, sound, stylish, gentle, speedy and as game as any horse.
Sire Onward-2.25 14, son of G-eo. Wilkes 2.22 and old Dolly (one of the VERY GREATEST of
speed producing dams dam of Director 2.17 (sire of Direct 2.05 1-2, Directum 2.05 14) Thorndale
2 22 1-4 (sire of Edwin Thorne 2.16 14), Onward 2.25 14 (sire of Rose Leyburn 2.15 14 and 82 others :)
Czarina 2.21 John F. Payne 2.45 1-2 at 3 ys.jsire of Don Payne 2.18.) Winona (dam of Pretender, sire
Of 13 in the list) McCaplam of Mavilla, 2.27 14).

10510.

Limited to 30 Approved Mares.

COUDERT 23694.

This Stallion is a full brother to Cebolla, 2.25 1-2. Sired by Stranger 3030.
Dam Catawba by Jay Gould 2.21 1-2, bred in Kentucky by Fashion Stud Farm.
Foaled in 1892, color bay. This is a very fast colt, large of bis age, and of fine
finish, and extra gaited, and will take a low record. We have placed bis Service at
$25. Limited to 15 approved mares. Season for stallions closes June 1st.
the
M01l8rmm oFclayno3ls"Englewood, full sister of Wedgewood 2.19 (sire of 20 in the list) by BelFashionably bred colts and fillies for sale at reasonable prices. For catalogue
ni'M2nd'dam Womlbine^dain of Wedgewood 2.19, sire of 20 in 2.30; Woodford Mambrino 2.21 1-2, and information, address

sire of 15 in 2.30: Monaco, sire of 10 in 2.30; Weisbaden, sire of 2 in 2.30; Silence, dam of 2 in 2.30..

E. C. LUQUES, Biddeford, Maine.

The breeding of Claynos ranks him as one of the very best bred stallions in Me. His oldest
colts are but 2ys old and are as fine in every respect as any in New England. Wherever shown they
have been prize winners. Two have been broken and driven some this season and could either of
them show quarters in 45 sec. They are uniformly large, solid colors and beautifully gaited
Claynoo Stands at East Corinth, Penobscott Co., Me.
Terms #25. to insure.

23,161 COLONEL PITT 23,164

Sire Wilkes 8571, Sire of Col Osgood 2.18 3-4 St. Croix 2.21 1-4 Fred Wilkes
2.241 4 Brownie 2.24 1-4 Johnnie Wilkes 2.26 1-2.Hazel 2.281-4 Glimmer 2.30. First
dam Hesperia by Constellation son of Almont. Second dam Lady McClellan by Gen
McClellan 143 record 2.26 by Old Drew. Third dam Nellie Knox by Gen Knox.
Colonel Pitt was foaled in 1889, is a Bay with both bind ankles white very small star
Glonoin, dark bay, small star, black points, 15-3 band high, weighs 1050, clear and blood like as a stands 15 1-2 bands and weighs 1050 lbs. Col. Pitt has never been campaigned but
throughbred, splendidly gaited, fast and a Typical Nelson.
1st Dam, Trinket B. (by Blenn Morrill son of Winhtrop Morrill,) a very fast, an
one of the last season after a few weeks fitting Mr. C. II. Nelson drove him a trial mile at
Rigby Park in 2.30 1-2, last half in 1.12. lie will be. withdrawn from tlie stud
finest of road mares.
'
2nd Dam, Jennie Horn, by Messenger Hunter son of English Hunter.
after May 1st and placed in Mr. Nelson bands for a record
Will serve 15 approved
3rd Dam Lady Horn out of a daughter of Bush Messenger..
mares at Mile Brook Stable, 188 Elm St., Biddeford Maine, at $25. season service
with return privelege. For further particulars address
Terms #15. to warrant.

A SON OF NELSON 2.09.

Address J. B. Cochrane, East Corinth, Me.,
or J. D. Cochrane, Saco, Me.
r\/CDV CTHTT that wears an iron shoe should
LV Ln I rUU I also wear one of RIPLEY’S
EXTENSIBLE HOOF 6EXPANDERS.
They
prevent and cure contraction, the cause of seveneighths of the diseases of the horse’s, foot. Corns,
the most common one, it is a needless cruelty to al
low a moment when a cure is so easy. Do not wail
until your horse is dead lame, his feet pain him long
before he goes lame, he shifts and breaks and paces
and does a dozen other mean things when you speed
him, because the severe concussion hurts. Don’t
load him down with iron forward to increase and
elevate his stride, it is only putting oft' the evil day;
or blame the poor horse, he cannot go natural any
more than you can when you have a tight shoe pinch___
ing a corn on your foot. Get the “LXTRNSI BLE”saine foot after five
Contracted foot of that will make him fold up right by relieving the
sensitive lamina of the lateral pressure of the wall.months use of Ripleys
horse with siii»-Theelrectis magical. You can then bang him along
.
Hoof
posed N avieulara^ vou ,nav an<^ vou cannot hurt him. Endorsed by
the'best horsemen in the country, because it is thepanjer> hokse GOmost effectual, humane and common sense method
.Joint Disease,
of expansion that ingenuity can invent or scicncelN G PERFECTLY
DEAD LAME.
advocate. Lasts a long time. Every pair warranted.
Easily adjusted. The great desideratum.

Ex

AN EXPANDER THAT FITS ANY FOOT.
Full directions in every box. Send by mail on receipt of price, of $2.00. Address
J. G. Rl PLEY, 183 Medford Street Boston Mass., Charlestown Disl.

llorseshoers and Veterinary Surgeons wanted as agents. Liberal Terms.
Mention this paper.

Discount to the trade.

S. S. ANDREWS, BIDDEFORD, MAINE,
STALLIONS FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
Bred and Owned by Wm. C. Marshall,
BELFAST, MAINE.
ZS^Nelsonee record 2.29 1-2 trial 1-8 mile 10 seconds 14 mile 34 seconds. Bright hay 16 1-2 hand)
ligh 1150 lbs weight, foaled June 14. 1889. sired by Nelson 2.09, Dam May Withers the dam of Wilks
high
rnont 2.27 34 by Gen . Withers (public trial 2.30 l4) son ot Almont. Second dam Queen (2.38 in racedam of Haroldson 2 .25 3-4 hv son of Black Diamond sire of Clara J. 2.28. Third dam Morgan,
Nelsonee is a grand voting horse, carrying in his veins the royal blood of Nelson 2.09 and hav mg
im and _
grand-dam high bred’and speed giving producers. This horse will stand at the low
for his dam
price of $35 to insure mare with foal.
Wiekesmont record 2.27 34. Three-year-old record, 2.49 five-year-old record 2.341-2, six-year-old
record 2.27 34 seal brown 15 34 hands high, 1075 lbs. weight, foaled, in 1880 by Kaiser 2.28 1-2 by Geo,
Wilkes 2.22 by Hambletoinan 10. Dam Mav Witliers(dam of Nelsonee) Second dam Queen dam of Har.
oldson 2.25 34 third dam Morgan At the Bangor and Lewiston fairs ti ree years in succession he won
the first premium and the blue ribbon in his class. In 1889 he vcm the t. ree year old stallion cup in
2.40 and in 181X1 the four vear old colt stake at State Eair at Lewiston, In 1892at Bangor fair he woa
Stallion race, taking the "last three in a five heat race, proving himself not only fast hut a game race
horse. Terms to insure mare with foal $25.
11AKOLDSON 2.25 34, bright bay 15 34 hands high, weight 1000 lbs. foaled in 1884 by Prescott sou
of Harold sire of Maud S. 208 34 and of Lord Russel) sire of Kremlin 2.07 3-4. Dam Queen, record
2.42, time in race 2.38 by son of Black Diamond. Haroldson as a three-year-old wen every heat in four
races and also the stallion cup at State Fair getting a record of 2.391-2, As a font year old he won
the Maine colt stake and other colt stakes never losing a heat. This horse is pro) utg to be a great
sire his colts take after him and show great speed and fine reading qualities. Wil. stand at the low
price of $20 to insure mare with foal. For further particulars and Catalogue addre~-?
Wm C. MARSHALL,
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TURF,

SALE AND CHANGE COLUMN,

FARM

WANTED. A MATCHED PAIR THAT

Can go fast. Must be first-class roadster, well
All advertisements appropriately coming broken, sound and handsome. Bays preferred,
under this heading will he inserted, five but would take seal browns or chestnuts; 16 hands
high. Address offers with full description, H.
lines three times for 50 cents, if cash accom T
urf, Farm and Home.
panies the advertisement.
FOR SALE.
TOIL SALE.
Abdallah Girl will be four vears old May 31,
Two Welsh ponies, seal brown, geldings, 4 and was sired by Abdalllah Boy 1818 record .24 1-4
8 years old respectively, stylish anil handsome, son of Abdallah Messenger, dam Pansy register
broke to all barn »s qkind every wav. I will sell team ed volume seven, page 489, got by Blue Danube,
complete either s ngle or double, if desired. 1 registered lOiO son of Woodard Mambrino, page
have 13 all told—5 mares due to fo il this sprint. 345, second dam, Ann, volume 5, page 301, got by
Am bree l.ng to sell. GUY C. HAYNES, South Rydyks llambletonian, registered 10, son of
Norridgewock, Maine.
Abdallah Hrst. and third dam by imported
Glencoe, a trotter sure, will sell of exchange.
S.
A. DUSTIN, Druggist, Batavia, N. Y.
FOR SALK.
FOR SALK.
A few pairs of new steel bicycle wheels 26 and
28 inches, complete, with balls and axles, made
Jet black stallion Vaunita by Constellation
for sulky use, double tube, .Morgan and Right
tires, best in use, $30.00 per pa r if sold at once. 5727, dam Emma A. record 2.36Uby Abbott 348.
Cost $45 00 last fall. These wheels warranted Seven years old 15-2 hands high 1050 lbs. sound,
first class, high grade. A. N. LOCKE, Salem, perfectly safe and kind will work anywhere,
must be sold, price $150. I have another half
Mass.
brother spoiling for exercise.
THURSTON
HUNT, Herman Center, Ale.
MATCHED PAIR FOR SALE.
FDR SALE.
I have a matched pair of geldings, 7 years old,
stand 16 hands, weigh 1050 lbs., color a beauti
One
pair
blacks,
weighing 900 each, 15
ful dark bay. They were both sired by Whale
bone Knox, son of Gen. Knox, are sound and hands high and 5 and 7 years old. Can show
better
than
2.50
gait;
both
perfectly sound and
kind and v6ry fast roadsters. Will be sold either
kind and extra well bred. Address, G. M. FOGG
single or double.
Bangor,
Maine.
39-5t
W. H. MILES, Lisbon, Me.
PONY FOR SALE.

PARTNER WANTED.

A five year old pony, color black, well broke to
saddle and harness, and perfectly safe for chil
dren. For further particulars address
39-3t____________ W. H. MILES, Lisbon, Me.

To assist in manufacturing and pushing a
household article that sells quick in every home
at a big profit. Party must have at least $1000
to put into the business. Do not answer this if
you have no ready money. Address, L. E. PARKMAN 23 Hutchins Street, Auburn, Maine.

AND

HOME.

THE IMPORTED THOROUGHBRED
CLEVELAND BAY STALLION,

Scampston Electricity

English Register No. 1893.
American Register No. 842.
Foaled May, 1889.
Imported 1890.
Height 15-3 hands.
Weighs 1200 pounds.
Color, bright bay with black points.
Breeder, J. SCRATH, Grosmont, Yorkshire, Eng.

SCAMPSTON ELECTRICITY will stand at the farm of his owner, on Western Avenue
two miles out of the city.
* avenue,

TERMS,

TO

WARRANT,

from tte“ °WMr'S rl,t-

I have a horse weighing 1100 pounds that can
trot in 2.50, and is kind and gentle except when in
sight of the electric cars. AY.II sell or exchange
for young stork. F. No. 70 Exchange .St., Bangor,

FOR SALE

My standard bred 6 year old bav stallion
Midnight, stands 15-3, weighs 1000 lbs; sound
and kind. Sired by Robinson D the sire of
Black Nathan 2.26L, Nellie D.2.27, Belle IO.2.28%,
WANTED.
Belle Chase 2.23*7, Etta Boone 2.22*4 anil Evelyn
2-29
U. Dam Prudence, the dam of Free Trade
A reliable man to act as city, agent for the best
slot machine novelty ever made.
Write for 2.24*7, Little Claude 2.30 LeClair 2.34and others.
This
colt lias trialed in 2.40 and is sure to go
particulars. The Anthony Co., Cincinnati, Oli o.
faster. I will sell th.s colt at a great bargain,
as I am unable to handle him. For further par
FOR SALE.
ticulars call on or address, W. W. ANDREWS,
One pair hay horses, 7 vears old, 16 hands 273 Spring Street, Portland Me.
high and weighing 2200; all sound and kind in
WANTED.
either single or double harness: afraid of noth
ing and as good drivers as there are in .Maine.
Salesman; salary from start, permanent place.
Either of them can best 2.40. This is a great
team, very handsome, well bred and can be Brown Bros. Co., Nurserymen, Rochester, N. Y.
bought right. Address, G. M. I0GG, 70 Ex
change Street Bangor, Maine.
HARNESSES WANTED.
Me.

°

I want to exchange one of Conant’s Bath out
FOR SALE -2 PACERS,
fits (new), for a set of l.glit double harnesses.
O ic, 0 years o’d u».hinds high weighing 1050; Outfit costs $30.00. Address Marshal, Turk,
all sound anil perfectly kind in every way, extra Farm and Home.
driver, has paced a mile in 2.2’without fitting.
Ibis horse is 3peedv and very well bred and can
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
he bought at a great trade.
A pah- of fine driving horses, extra good road
One chestnut pacer, 5 vears old kind and soun
sters.
Weigh 1100, afraid of nothing. G. M.
FOGG, Bangor, Me.
an lean pace quarters in 35, without handlin'
I his horse has good breeding and is all rigli
15-2 hands high and weighs about 900.
WANTED TO EXCHANGE.
Also several others for sale or exchange at a gre;
deal. For fur her particulars, address, R. J
Gray
mare
bv Independence 2.18',, in foal to
SPKOUL. Yeazie, Maine.
Westland 2.29' .. She'is 13 vears old, 16 hands
high, must weigh 1060. Has a hog spavin from
being thrown on the pavement and corn on front
A VALUABLE MARE.
foot. Has trialed, I am told, in 2.40. Has been a
A mare 16 ha vis and weighing 1100, can trot great road horse and is now safe anywhere, and
2.40 down the road. Is safe anv where'for a man fearles-, I want a goo 1 voung sound driver of
or woman. M iil sell low if called for before May good size, who has it? I w sli to sell Jessie H
H. H. DRESSER, Portland,
1st. Address The Tuku. Farm and Home office. 2.34*,, pr.ee $450.
Me.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

WANTED.
Trotter Bav Mare record of 2.32. Nine years old.
Situation as trainer by competent man.
Has
S'> iml and s noo h, can road 15 in.les an hoar.
Wo aid make nice broo I mare or sporting horge. bad good success with both aged horses and colts
Would exchange for colt three or four vears old some of the fastest young horses of Maine have
Address, C. S. BOBBIN
or o-her property. Here is a great trade for some been in his hands.
Phillips, Me.
one. For farther particulars address
39-3t
.1. W. Box 194, Lisbon, Me.
TO EXCHANGE.

FOR SALE.

Stall o i service of two of Maine’s best stock
horses. One a trotter with record below 2.20, and
til.- other a fast pacer. Reason for selling, mares
booked to them have been sold.
Address I’
Tube, Farm and Home.

Eighty shares of stock in the Home Stock
Farm Co., No. Vassalboro Me. for a good sound
young driving horse. Th s stock has never been
sold for less than $5 per share and is owned lu
men in Maine, Boston and New York
Write
full particulars regarding horse. HOLBROOKE,
55 Union Street, Portland, Me.

$35.00.
Mare? take" tO

FRANK P. BECK, Augusta, Me.
Or* For Pedigree, see circular which will be mailed upon application.

THE KENTUCKY STALLION SHIELD.
The Lightest, Cleanest, Best Fitting and an
Absolute Cure and Preventive of Self-Abuse.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE.
Matched pair of black horses, 15 3-4 hands,
4 and 5 years old, weight 1000 lbs. each. Avery
Chestnut
colt
15-2,
Weighs about 1050 lbs. a
handsome, stylish, and fast load team. Also
driver and roadster, sired by Albrino, dam by
chestnut gelding, 6 years, 15 1-4 hands, speedv nice
Redwood,
second
dam
by Daniel Boone, four
anil reliable. Wrice for particulars.
years old this spring, a good one. Also a yearling
3J-3t
FRED BENNET I', Backfield. Me.
colt by Allso, a nice bay with fine action, dam by
Redwood seco,id dam by Daniel Boone by
DO YOU WANT
Rysdylcs llambletonian. This colt wdl make a
A good roadster or fast young trotter. We aim fine stock horse. Address Box 819 Portland,
to keep such on hand at all times. Write for par QUICK.
ticulars.
C. L. .JENKINS,
97-3t
Maine Hotel Stable, Auburn, Me.
FOR SALE.
TO EXCHANGE FOR SPEED.
One pair of Bicycle Wheels for Sulky, .Morgan
& Wright tire; entirely new; cost $48; will sell
Pacing Stallion or mare preferre 1, two billiard for $35. For further particulars call or address
and two pool tables, in first class shape, of the J. M. JOHNSON, Canton, Me.
best N. E. manufacture; cost $1090; also two
bowling alleys, built in sections, to move any
TO EXCHANGE.
where: will trade all or part. Address
39-3t
“It., this office.
A Silver & Chandler’s 5 horse power water
motor for a good colt. Will pay boot if the colt
FOR SALE.
is worth any difference.
‘Address “Scott”
Tukf, Farm And Home.
Four year old Stall,on Westover, sired by
Westland 2.29 *(, Dam Emma I), by Maine
FOR SALE.
Blackwood. He is a handsome Mahogany Bav
stands 15 ' 3 hands, weighs 1075 lbs, ih.s horse lias
Black Gelding 6 years old stands 16 hands,
never been handled for speed, but has shown some weighs 1050 lbs sired by Dorchester, dam by
fast q inters a 11 w.th pr > > tr i n u; wnl I trot Black Pilot, can Show 2.50.
in 2.30 or better the present season. Also have for
sale a bright bay gelding stand.ng 16 hands
Bay Gelding by Macbeth (sire of Gispey M.
weighs noo lbs is six years old sired bv Artemus
dr. dam E nina D. by Maine Blackwonl. This 2.13 G) Dam by Records Black Hawk stands
15-2
U hands weighs 1020 lbs can show 2.50.
horse ,s all s > in 1 a i l k n 1, au 1 a first class
gentlemen dr ver and can show close to 1.30. Also
Chestnut Gelding by Albrino stands 15-2hands
have a full brother to th s h >rse, five vean ol I all
sound and r.g'it that can show close to 2 59 and weighs 980 lbs very handsome and stylish and
afraid of nothing. For further particulars ad can show better than 3.09 to road.
dress, the owner. W. A. Eno tiiingiiam,
South Paris, Maine.
3 year oid Gelding by Promotor 2.19 by Pre
ceptor by Nutwood 2.18X- Dam Wanda 2.14*7
A GREAT BROODMARE,
by Eros 2.22
This colt stands 15-2 hands
weighs 975 lbs color bay. This is a very highly
We have a mare weighing 1005 sired by Zampa, bred colt and is indivdually as good as
record 2.26o ily five years old and a line dr.ver.’ his breeding warrants. These horses I war
Is fearless and safe for ladies. Make nt an offer rant to be all sound and kind and well broken.
for th s mare, Ca-h or dicker.
FOGG “G. M.” I also have four or five others for sale and have
REMEDY CO., Bangor.
on hand at all times some good bargains. For
further particulars, price etc., address, E. M.
A GOOD RO AD HORSE.
THAYER, South Paris, Me.

Importer GEO. E. BROWN, Aurora, III.

male? io ruuu v
eiami r>a-v taiiion i oner The sptvipp nt mv
horse, SCAMPSTON ELECTRICITY, with the fullest confidence. In size, color, svmmetfv of
form, action, speed endurance, intelligence and docility, he ranks with the very best ‘of liis race
and weighs 112601ti)Sinea8’e He 18 a beautiful baY’l>erfectly sound and kind. ‘lie is 15-3 hands
via

The best evidence of merit is
m practical success. The Ken
tucky Stallion Shield lias been
on the market three years, and
last year, 1893, though a dull
year and horses declining, was
by far our best year. It is the
lightest, weighing hut 12 oz„
perfectly clean anil no weight
on horse’s loins. It is easily
kept clean and cannot become
foul, the horse can extend his
rod and urinate, but cannot
abuse himself, and neither will
it cause him to masturbate in
his sheath,which, if once be
gun, cannot he stopped, as
shields that do not allow the
liorse to draw its rod will cer
tainly do. .We will guarantee
perfect satisfaction or monev
refunded, Give it a trial. It i's
the only shield that is perfect.

HEADQUARTERS FOR TURF GOODS
CHARLES W. COVELL, 213 Main Street,
SIGN—Big Gray Ilorse in Sliow Window.

THE MOTTLED BAY STALLION

DYNAMO

LEWISTON, MAINE.

Weekly Auction!

MILL STAND AT TI1E

Fairhaven Farm, at Sheepscot Bridge.
Limited to a few first-class mares, from
950 to 1200 pounds.
TERMS, $15, to warrant, but parties
wishing to make the following arrange
ment, bringing mares having a record of
2.30 or less, there will be no charge
until this horse or the foal trots to her
established speed at the time of service;
and then it shall be $20 for 2.30 class
$100 for 2.10, and all intermediate sec
onds reckoned according to this ratio.

Dynamo,The First
Is one of the handsomest four-year old
colts, and finest make-ups; -was sired by
Young Watchmaker, record 2.30, he by
Old Watchmaker 2.22 1-2, he by Win
throp Morrill, and he by Gen. Knox.
Highborn, the mother of this colt, is
one of the finest and fleetest old mares in
the country, hut was never allowed on
the track; is 22 years old, and is now
just like a colt to handle. Three years
ago this mare, hauling a 370-pound wag
on, could not be headed by a 2.20 horse,
so called, in a two-wheeled vehicle.
She was by Young McClellan, he by
Gen. McClellan 2.20 1-2, and he by Old
Drew, which was some of the best stock.
Secpnd dam, a great roadster, and
living upwards of thirty-five years, with
sound feet and legs; Mas sired by the
famous Call horse, the handsome English
stallion, which trotted the first mile at
the Maine State Fair in three minutes,
something like forty yoars ago. lie Mas
by thoroughbred Cannon Ball, and fiom
a Tam O’Shan ter mare.
Third dam, pronounced the pest quad
ruped of the equine race on the old Rock
land stage line.
Shall reserve the right to reject any
that are not satisfactory. Good pastur
ing at the usual rate.

II. W. F. SARGEANT.

SIXTH

SALE!

The Undersigned has Established Himself at

190 Federal St., Late Brown’s Stable,
And will Conduct an Auction of First-1

..s

Draft, Driving and General Business Horses,
----- ON -----

FRIDAY, APRIL 27
AT 10.30 O’CLOCK A. M.,
and on same day EVERY M EEK th
<
Watch the daily papers for particulars.
e
horse to he sold without reserve, to the 1
bidder. Everything will be just as represented
or money refunded.
Remember, that these horses are all fresh
young and desirable, and ready to go into anv
business. Can he inspected oii day previous to
sale. Also horses at private sale every dav in
the year.

Horses, Carriages and Harness sold on
Commission.
Your patronage solicited.

______ Federal Street, Portland, Maine.

SUBSCRIBE

FOR THE TURF.

